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MEMORANDUM OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT AND

THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS ON A

COUNTRY ASSISTANCE STRATEGY
OF THE WORLD BANK GROUP

FOR. THE FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The proposed FY97 Brazil CAS has three key features that distinguish it from the FY95 CAS:

* As the first joint Bank-IFC Brazil CAS, the Bank Group's private sector development strategy has
been fully integrated and linked to strategies in other areas (an expanded discussion of this strategy is
included in Box 2 and Attachment 2);

* The strategy selects a long-term sectoral thrust -- on basic education -- in IBRD assistance. Under
this strategy, the Bank and the Governnent would form a partnership to achieve the Government's
objective of universal completion of primary education by 2007. The proposed sectoral thrust emerges
from the view -- strongly shared with the authorities -- that progress in educational outcomes is a
central requirement to sustain long term growth, alleviate poverty, and reduce income inequality.

* The CAS proposes a "graduated response" framework for Bank assistance within the Base Case,
with assistance and lending being responsive to continuing progress on key trigger variables while
permitting more flexible risk management.

2. The FY95 CAS focused on supporting Brazil's efforts to consolidate stabilization through
macroeconomic and sectoral structural reforms, and thereby set the stage for private sector-led growth and
poverty reduction policies.1 Under the FY97 CAS, support for these reforms would continue but with more
emphasis on the long-term ingredients of growth and poverty reduction, as outlined in the Poverty
Assessment (Attachment 1). The CAS is summarized in the matrix (Table 4) of development issues and
diagnosis (discussed in Section II), development strategies and actions (Section III), and Bank-Group
Assistance (Sections V, VI, and VII). Macroeconomic and risk scenarios are discussed in Section IV.

II. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONTEXT

The External Environment

3. As for many developing countries, the external environment over the past three years has been
favorable. Overall, the terms of trade have remained roughly constant during the 1990s helped by low
intemational oil prices. Low international interest rates have reduced the country's external debt service
burden. The environment for more open trade has been an important source for increased private sector
competitiveness and growth. Mercosul, in particular, is becoming an important venue for achieving
increased gains from trade. The globalization of financial markets is helping Brazil access intemational
investment and finance. This is particularly important for Brazil's ongoing privatization programn and its
opening up to foreign investment.

i Para. 43 summarizes the main elements of the FY95 CAS.
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The Real Plan

4. Brazil underwent a major change in economic regime with the introduction of the Real Plan in
mid-1994. The Plan introduced an exchange rate anchor with flexibility to move within a band in March
1995, deindexed the economy, and implemented tight credit and monetary policies. While this episode was
covered in the last CAS dated June 6, 1995 (Report No. 14569-BR), and in the Progress Report of June 3,
1996 (R96-1 11/1), its achievements and remaining challenges are becoming clearer now. Brazil has clearly
embraced a new vision of development -- embodying reforms for stable and sustainable growth with
poverty reduction and improving equity -- which is being strongly translated into its policy agenda by an
administration that has achieved some of the best economic results in a generation.

5. As a result of the Real Plan and a favorable external environment, Brazil achieved much economic
and social progress, including an increase :in the growth rate from virtual stagnation through 1992 to an
average of about 4 percent during 1993-96, a reduction in annual CPI inflation from 2,668 percent in 1994
to about 10 percent in 1996, a strong balance of payments, and a reduction in both relative and absolute
poverty indices during the same period. The Real Plan marked a swing in income distribution in favor of
the poor, through the disappearance of the inflation tax and through higher real wages. Moreover, because
of labor market flexibility, stabilization in Brazil has not been marked by a large increase in unemployment
as in some other countries in Latin America.

6. International financial markets have reacted favorably to the progress achievedl thus far. Increased
confidence is revealed by the large private capital inflows that are financing the increased current account
deficit (para. 9) on increasingly favorable terms. Direct foreign investment increased to US$9.2 billion in
1996 compared with US$1.3 billion in 1993. Spreads on new public sector borrowings declined from
about 530 basis points over US Treasuries in 1993 to below 200 bp most recently. Maturities have also
lengthened.

7. Both macroeconomic and structural policies contributed to the above outcomnes. Short term
macroeconomic policy gets high marks for making the exchange rate flexible and keeping it from
appreciating unduly, as well as for curtailing the post-stabilization consumer boom in 1995i and preventing
recession in 1996. In the structural reform area, privatization has been slowly extended to more sectors,
constitutional changes removed public sector monopolies in a number of importaant sectors such as
telecommunications and petroleum (although enabling legislation still needs to be completed), while the
liberalized trade regime has been preserved, albeit with the adoption of temporary protective measures in
the face of increasing balance of payments pressures.

8. However, fiscal adjustment has been more difficult than originally anticipated. With difficulties in
containing public sector wages in 1994 and early 1995, particularly in subnational governments, and high
interest rates required for stabilization, the consolidated operational balance worsened fi-om a surplus of 0.5
percent of GDP in 1994 to a deficit of 4.8 percent of GDP in 1995 (Table 1), with a deterioration in
finances across all levels of government. Although the 1996 operational deficit was a percentage point of
GDP below the 1995 level, it is high for an economy which is still stabilizing from chronic inflation. State
and municipalities, which accounted for about half of the operational deficit in 1996, have accumulated
high debts to the Federal Government. Overall, public sector domestic debt levels, in part because of
stabilization measures themselves, have increased sharply since the beginning of the Real 'Plan, from 23.3
percent of GDP in mid- 1994 to 30.4 percent in December 1996. The overall net public debt (including
external public debt) to GDP ratio was 34.5 percent at the end of 1996.
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Total nominal 24.5 44.2 58.1 44.3 7.1 6.1
Federal Government and BCB* 6.5 14.9 20.4 16.8 2.3 2.6
State and local governmenits 8.8 16.4 24,5 18 9 3.5 2.8
State enterprises921293386 1306

Total operational -1.4 2.21 -0.25 -0.5 4.8 3.9
Federal GoverDment and BCB -0.30 0.80 0.00 -1.6 1.6 1.7
State and local governments -1.20 0.80 -0.23 1.0 2.2 1.9
State enterprises 0.10 0.61 -0.02 0.1 0.9 0.3

Total primary -2.60 -2.3 -2.6 -4.3 -0.4 0.1
Federal Government and BCB -0.80 -1.3 -1.4 -3.0 -0.6 -0.4

State and local governments -1.20 -0.4 -0.6 -0.5 0.2 0.6
State enterprises -0.70 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 0.0 -0.1

Source:Central Bank of Brazil and AJMF estimates. Note:"-" indicates surplus-,* Banco Central do Brasil
Nominal Deficit: Difference between total government expenditures, including interest outlays but excluding
amortization payments on the outstanding stock of public debt, and total receipts (accrual concepts).
Primary Deficit: Nominal dleficit, excluding all interest payments from expenditures.
Operational Deficit: Primary deficit plus the real component of interest payments.

9. The successful redluction of inflation belo-w market expectations, as well as restrictive monetary
policy and the fiscal deficitl, led to high ex-post real interest rates (the ovemnight money market rate was an
average of 27 percent in real terms in 1995, 18 percent in 1996 and 14 percent in January-March 1997)
and contributed to appreciate the Real in real terms by about 14 percent between 1994 and 1995, despite
continued reserve accumulation. Furthermore, the decline in the real exchange rate is also explained by the
shift away from the prior policy of targeting the real exchange rate, which led to a rapid foreign exchange
build-up in 1993-94. Highi real interest rates (Chart 1) and currency appreciation help explain a decline in
GDP growth from 5.8 in 1994 to 2.9 percent in 1996 and an increase in the current account deficit from
2.6 percent in 1994 to 3.2 percent in 1996. While direct investmnent now finances a higher proportion of the
current account, there remnains an overall concern that the fiscal and current account deficits may be
difficult to sustain. For thle present, these deficits are easily financeable, and can be managed with small
corrections in policies (e.gr., changes in interest and exchange rates). Over the long termn, keeping deficits
under control will require: an improvement in Brazil's low gross national savings rate (see Chart 2),
structural changes in the public sector, including reforms at the subnational levels, and a more competitive
and outward-oriented private sector.

Chart 1: Real Annualized Certificate of Deposit Rate (%), 1I Chart 2. Gross National Savlngsand Domestic Investment
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10. Strengthening the financial sector has been another major concern of the Govermnent. As a result
of stabilization, the banks lost US$9 billion a year in inflation profits since mid-1994. The rise in interest
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rates and a tight credit policy also affected the quality of bank assets. These developments raised the risk of
bank failure for several major publicly owned as well as a few private banks. In the event, the Central bank
has moved expeditiously and taken over the administration of several major state owned banks and offered
special lines of credit for the merger of some private institutions with other, more viable ones. Deposit
insurance has also been introduced. The prccess has involved both the Federal and State level Govemments
assuming certain liabilities in order to bring the net worth of some institutions up to a level where they
appear attractive for privatization and merger. Through these swift actions, the financial system has been
shielded from systemic risk, and the costs of these operations, while significant,2 have been below other
international experiences and have not been prohibitive so far. However, they have resulted in the issuance
of public debt and further costs could be incurred in the future.

11. In the area of structural reforms and privatization, the Govenmment made major headway when it
obtained approval, in 1995, of constitutional amendments permitting private participation in natural gas,
electricity, oil, shipping, and telecommunications. In other important reforms, however, progress has been
slower than set in the Government's initial. agenda. A social security reform bill approved by the lower
house of the Congress in 1996 was not strong enough to serve the Govenmment's objectives and is being
revised for reintroduction. Still under consideration is a constitutional bill on administrative reform which
would allow civil servants to be removed frDm Government employment in case of an excess of personnel,
would establish an overall wage and pension ceiling, and would allow the Government to place civil
servants on leave with reduced wages. Whlile value added taxes on semi-manufactured goods and raw
materials destined for export have been removed, more comprehensive reform of Brazil's complex tax
system has been deferred. Regulatory refomi for infrastructure made some progress, albeit slowly.

12. Following the experiences of Mexico and Argentina in the early 1990s, Brazil is now stepping up
the pace of its far-reaching privatization and concessions program. Through this program, Brazil's public
sector sold $19.5 billion of corporate assets from 1991-1996, covering the steel, petrochemical, power,
telecom, railroads, and fertilizer sectors. hi total, 55 companies have been privatized at the federal and
state levels since 1991. The total net revenue is already a significant amount when compared with the $51. I
billion of privatization proceeds in the rest of Latin America since the start of the decade. The
Privatization Plan was broadened in 1995 to include public services (railroads, power, telecommunications,
urban transport, highways, sanitation, ports, and piped gas) and financial institutions. The May 6, 1997
privatization of the large Vale do Rio Doce rmining company (the world's largest miner and exporter of iron
ore and Latin America's largest mining company and gold producer) for $3.15 billion (42 percent of
shares) marks the beginning of a second phase of Brazil's privatization program. Significant further
progress is expected in 1997 and 1998, particularly in the privatization of those public services and banks.
A major example is privatization of Brazil's cellphone market, which the Government has split up into
eight different areas with a minimum price of $3.7 billion. Also included are major privatizations at the
subnational levels. Rio Grande do Sul's telecommunications company (CRT) and CERJ, the state owned
electricity company of Rio de Janeiro, have already been sold. The electricity distributor in Sao Paulo
(Electropaulo), which sells 15 percent of all Latin America's electricity, is also being prepared for sale.
Although progress in the case of the banking sector has been less than anticipated and no major public bank
has been sold yet, the State Banks in Rio de Janeiro (Banerj) and Minas Gerais (Credireal) should soon be
sold. The State Bank of Sao Paulo (BANESPA) is also being prepared for privatization. All in all, the
authorities expect revenues of about $23.4 billion and $4.5 billion respectively from privatizations at the
federal and state levels during 1997-98.

2 Banco do Brasil and BANESPA received about US$8.0 billion and US$9.0 billion respectively in federal
recapitalization and Central Bank liquidity assistance to all other banks amounted to USS 10.8 billion in 1996.
This assistance amounts to about 4 percent of GDP.
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Private Sector Developiment

13. The private sector., which accounts for 80 percent of investment, has been a driving force behind
recent growth. The sector is very dynamic but its contribution to growth can be even higher. For that to
occur, competitiveness andl productivity must increase. This will require in part private investment in
Brazil to be closer to the levels in some of Brazil's competitors, who have enjoyed higher economic growth.
During 1990-1995, to illustrate, private investment averaged 17 percent of GDP in Brazil (Chart 2). This
rate was similar to Chile's (18 percent) and larger than Mexico's (15 percent) or Argentina's (14 percent),
but less than the 26 percent of GDP achieved by East Asia. Similarly, foreign investment in Brazil
increased from US$1.3 billion in 1993 to US$9.2 billion in 1996, but, again, comparison with foreign
investment rates in some other countries suggest scope for even higher levels in Brazil. In relation to GDP,
net private capital flows (2 percent) remained below the average for Latin America (4.6 percent) or
developing countries as a whole (4.5 percent)3. In an increasingly globalized trading environment, higher
investment rates will be needed to strengthen Brazil's ability to compete. Similarly, despite productivity
growth of 6.0 percent per year since 1990, the competitiveness of Brazilian production, as reflected in
export market shares, still remains below the standards of the world's successful exporters.

14. With stabilization and the new, more open trade environment, competitiveness and productivity
have become increasingly important elements of PSD success for Brazil. Mercosul, in particular, is
creating a very large a-nd dynamic market. As this market grows, it will increasingly demand
competitiveness both within Mercosul and with respect to the rest of the world. Mercosul has provided an
opportunity to accelerate openness within a framework of "open regionalism". Over time, in order to
maximize its contribution to consumers in the subregion, its benefits must be constantly monitored against
the counterfactual of unilateral liberalization and on the basis of its contribution to declining trade barriers
with non-member countries.

Chart 3: U.S. Dollar Utlit Labor Cost, 1992-1996 Chart 4: Real Hourly Wage and Productivity in Industry
(December 1992=100) (defl. by IGPIDI), 1989-96'
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15. After peaking in 1994, unit labor costs in dollars have declined to about 10 percent more than in
1992 (Chart 3). Overall., real wage increases have been offset by productivity increases (Chart 4). To
further encourage PSD, other important constraints will need to be addressed. These include (i) inadequate
access to and high cost of capital, with shallow and concentrated equity markets and short bond maturities;
(ii) major infrastructure investment needs which are estimated upwards of US$20 billion per year over the
next five years; and (iii) regulatory constraints in taxes, labor contracts, and enforcement. These constraints
are more acute with regard to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and also with regard to the poorer
areas, particularly the Northeast. The detailed Private Sector Strategy (Attachment 2) elaborates on these
constraints.

3 See Attachment 2, Table 4 (para. 59).
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Social Development

16. High poverty has raised profound concerns in Government and civil society -- Brazil has a
especially large number of NGOs with a focus on poverty issues. Poverty alleviation will require both
broad-based growth as well as direct actions on key sectors (e.g.. education and health) and poverty groups.
President Cardoso has underscored "social justice" as a priority of his economic program and the
government is taking several actions to improve the scope and quality of poverty alleviation programs,
including a focus on improved quality of education and better management of public health programs, and
better coordination through the Comunilade Solidaria program. This enhanced focus on poverty
alleviation is well warranted, for, despite recent progress attributable to stabilization and a resumption of
growth, poverty and inequality remain high. The headcount ratio has fluctuated directly with growth and
inversely with inflation4. High urban poverty is evident, with a large inforrnal sector and high levels of
urban violence and crime. Invasions of unutilized land in large holdings periodically occur.

=~~~~~
Population Grrowth Rate 2.8 2.4 =L17
Life Expectancy at Birth 57 61 67l
Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 104 84 56I
Adult Literacy Rate 66 74 83l
Primary Net Enrollments (percent) 61 71 84__ _

Students Reaching Grade Four (percent) 54 59 50
Secondary Gross Enrollments (percent) _16 28 39
Income Per Capita 270 1070 4260

Source: "World Development Report", various issues; Students Reaching Grade Four, "Social Indicators of
Development", 1994; Population Growth Rate and Income per Capita, World Bank staff.

17. Poverty levels, as well as Brazil's exceptionally high inequality indices, are linked to wide
disparities in regional development, education, health, land and capital assets, and public spending. Income
per capita in the richest state (Sao Paulo) is over seven times the income per capita in the poorest state
(Piaui). About 33 percent of the population in the Northeast is in poverty, compared with 11 percent in the
richer south-east. While regional incomes were converging until 1994, income disparities across regions
have since widened, as the richer regions have taken more advantage of enhanced growth opportunities
under the Real Plan. The inequity of public sector expenditures for social development is widely
acknowledged, although recent progress in educational expenditures has been encouraging.

18. Low levels of education remain a central determinant of high poverty levels. Adults have attained
only 3.9 years of schooling and illiteracy remains at a high 17 percent for both males and females.
Although the enrollment rate for the primary school-age population increased from 67.1 percent to 96.2
percent during the last 25 years, low levels of leaming achievement, high repetition rates, and high primary
school dropout rates result in very low school completion. Furthermore, net enrollment remains low for
many groups, including, e.g., the rural sector (70 percent), the Northeast (75 percent), and 7-9 year-old
children of poor families across Brazil (42 percent). The chief constraints that need to be addressed to
redress poor performance are sunimarized in a joint Governnent of Brazil/World Bank sector study ("Why
Schools Fail Children in Brazil's Northeast: A Call to Action"):

4 By one measure (based on IBGE data), the headcount ratio increased from 45 percent in 1981 to 55 percent in
1983, declined to 30 percent in 1986, increased back to 45 percent in 1990, and declined to 30 percent again
in 1996. See Ferreira, Francisco H.G., and Litchfield, Julie A., "Growing Apart: Inequality and Poverty
Trends in Brazil in the 1980s", Unpublished Manuscript, September 1996.
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* Poor education system organization at the state and municipal levels
* Ineffective management and learning climate at the school level
* Insufficient demand for quality schooling at the community level
* Inadequate preparation and motivation of education sector staff.

At the root of poor performance has been the inequity of educational expenditures. Over 90 percent of
educational expenditures for basic education is financed by state and municipal governments. Per student
educational expenditures have varied from US$130 to US$1,000. Because allocations do not take into
consideration costs and enrollment levels, within some states the variation among municipalities is nearly 1
to 5. Recent changes to the constitution (para. 31) are now redressing these inequities.

Environmental Issues

19. Environmental awareness among Brazilians has increased substantially, with more involvement of
the private sector and civil society and stronger ownership of environmental objectives by the society at
large. Brazil, a country, whose rainforests contain the largest repository of biodiversity in the world, has
successfully hosted the Rio de Janeiro Environment Summit and follow-up meetings and has, in recent
years, recognized the global dimension of environmental protection.

20. Key green issues in Brazil include (i) deforestation of the biologically-rich Amazon region (at
average annual rates of 0.54 percent, 0.30 percent and 0.40 percent in 1987/88, 1990/91 and 1992/94,
respectively); (ii) problems of wildcat mining (river siltation, habitat destruction, mercury contamination);
and (iii) difficulties in the enforcement of hunting and fishing regulations. Effective implementation of a
strategy to deal with these issues is needed to avoid a threat to biodiversity. Most of these issues involve a
complex set of forces. Deforestation, for example, is closely linked to the expansion of economic activities
such as agriculture, ranching and logging coupled with poverty and the lack of environmentally-sustainable
alternatives for this population. Solutions require balanced measures to help reduce poverty, provide
sustainable alternatives, and strengthen effective protection of priority ecosystems. GEF projects are being
undertaken in Brazil witih close Bank involvement. The G7 Rain Forest Pilot Program is supporting
projects directed to environmental protection and the search for sustainable alternatives to deforestation.

21. The natural resource management issues include: (i) poor land management practices and the
loss of fertile soils; and (ii) degradation and inefficiencies in the use of water resources. Today, there is
stronger involvement of stakeholders in managing these problems, as illustrated by natural resource
management programs that are being implemented in Parana and Santa Catarina with close community
involvement. A recently passed national water resource law establishes the national framework for
integrated water resource management and improves the setting for better management of water related
problems.

22. Main brown issues are lack of sewage collection, air pollution (the latter particularly in Sao Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro), and water pollution in rivers, lakes, and ocean beaches in and around major cities.
Water pollution is linked to inadequate management of the water sector with low coverage (less than half of
the population) of sanitation services, and an overlap of state and municipal responsibilities. Air pollution
is chiefly due to industry and vehicles, aggravated by inefficient public transport, extensive use of diesel
buses and high levels oif traffic congestion. Poverty contributes to urban pollution since the increasing
demand of a growing urban population for sanitation and transport services remains unsatisfied, thereby
generating a cycle of urban pollution, health problems, and lower quality of life for the population at large.
Since the poor tend to reside in the most polluted neighborhoods, they also suffer most from health damages
and reduced quality of life caused by pollution.
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III. THE GOVERNMENT'S DEVELOPMENT AGENDA5

23. To sustain growth and alleviate poverty, the Government of Brazil has adopted a new vision of
economic development aimed at stable and sustainable growth with poverty reduction and irnproving
equity. Government policies will focus on (i) deepening public sector reforms, (ii) facilitating
competitiveness, private sector and infrastructure development, (iii) assisting social development; and (iv)
improving environmental management. The Government is aiming at a continued reduction in the public
sector deficit that will help contain interest rates and currency appreciation. It expects that inflation will
remain within single digit levels and that the growth rate will continue to recover from the 1996 level. The
authorities also aim at maintaining the current account deficit within manageable levels and under
increasingly favorable conditions of access to international finance. Expectations are high that
considerable progress on reform can be achieved in 1997 and early 1998. The global economic environment
remains favorable, with low -- albeit increasing -- interest rates, improved access to private capital, low oil
prices and buoyant trade growth. The domestic economic environment is also favorable and the political
will and desire to tackle difficult economic reforms this year is high. The next twelve months, therefore,
present a window of opportunity.

Public Sector Reform

24. The Government remains strongly committed to the Plano Real. Macroeconomic policies and
structural reforns are likely to maintain low inflation, reduce the growth of public sector indebtedness, and
restore the current account to a sustainable level. The chief focus is on improved fiscal performance at the
national and subnational levels. This will req[uire reduced expenditures and containing the wage bill and an
improved use of resources, including better accounting and auditing. For long term fiscal soundness, the
Government is seeking deeper reforms. Of three key structural reforms requiring amendments to the
constitution -- administrative reform (essentially removing mandatory tenure in the civil service), Social
Security Reform (chiefly removal of the provision requiring that retiree benefits equal 100 percent of their
last salary; reduction of cumulative benefits, introduction of a minimum retirement age, and verification of
contributions), and Tax Reform (improving the efficiency, compliance and horizontal equity of taxes on
goods and services) -- the administrative reform has the best chance of becoming a significant source of
fiscal support in the short/medium term.

25. The Government is also seeking to further strengthen the banking system which had become
overbranched during the high inflation years of the late 1980s. From 1988 to 1994 the nunber of banks
doubled. The ongoing process of consolidatio:n is expected to establish gradually a healthy, competitive and
vibrant banking system. In part this is happening naturally, with some 20 mergers and transfers without
public intervention. But in other cases, public intervention has been required, both for liquidity assistance6

and to broaden the ownership base. For the first time, the Government has permitted a foreign bank to
purchase a major domestic bank, and several other foreign banks have been prequalified to bid in major
State bank privatizations (para. 12). Other state and federal banks are being considered for transformnation
into development agencies, while the two largest federal banks -- the Caixa Economica Federal and the
Banco do Brasil -- are coordinating operations to maximize their efficiency. Moreover, the Central Bank is
aining at a more careful monitoring of asset quality, as well as transparency in the financial disclosure of

5 Only selected areas are treated here. A discussion of the full Government agenda is given in the "Plano
Pluriannual, 1996-99", Ministry of Planning and Budget, August 31, 1995.

6 PROER, a Government credit facility for acquisition of distressed private banks, has thus far extended
US$20.8 billion in assistance for successful acquisitions of failing banks by strong banks. The Government
will phase out PROER and continue with the facility introduced in 1996 to assist in the privatization of state
banks, where some progress is being achieved (para. 12).
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some leading banks. In 1997, audits of international offices and monitoring of overseas activities of
Brazilian banks is expected to begin. Overall, the strengthening of the banking system and, particularly, of
the public banks is at the top of the Government's financial sector policy priorities.

26. In addition, the Government aims at modernizing the state through (i) privatization of other
activities where the private sector has an interest; (ii) an effective role of the state in the regulation of
economic activities; (iii) redefinition and redistribution of public sector functions among the national and
subnational levels; and (iv) improved implementation of decentralized state services (which seeks to
improve control and accountability on public sector services and finances).

Accelerating Economic Growth: Private Sector Development

27. The Government:'s development strategy gives high priority to raising the private sector's
productivity and international competitiveness (see Attachment 2 for an expanded discussion of this
area). Reforms aimed at raising productivity and competitiveness include: deepening of foreign trade and
investment liberalization; developing financial and capital markets to reduce financial costs and improve
efficiency of investment; reforming labor markets, particularly aimed at reducing non-wage costs of labor;
increasing investment in human capital; developing the country's capacity to innovate through investments
in the science and technology sector7, and reducing regulatory, transport and other costs of doing business.
A major objective of these measures is to improve export performance.8

28. In addition, the Government has developed a new program -- Brasil em AVao9 -- to improve the
efficiency of its investmnent projects. Brasil em A9ao is a program of selected government priority
investments, which provides assurances of counterpart fund availability on those projects, as well as a
managerial structure that will help in resolving bottlenecks to project implementation and thereby improve
the efficiency in the use of public resources. Many of the investments are targeted to help reduce the "custo
Brasil" and thereby improve the competitiveness of Brazil's private sector and are expected to have a
major developmental imlpact. Under the program, each project will have full financial, economic and
environmental assessments, as for other projects. The program has currently identified 42 critical
development projects that would have significant complementarities with other investments. It is a "living"
program in that projects are added or withdrawn as priorities are monitored and reevaluated. The Bank
currently expects to participate in about half a dozen of these in water resource management, land reform,
decentralized highway rnanagement, gas sector development, power market development, and health
management.

29. Several projects in the Government's investment program, including Brasil em A,ao, as well as the
privatization program, aim at improving the country's infrastructure, a Government priority for
facilitating growth. President Cardoso has vividly referred to the many infrastructure needs that must be
addressed to assist the country's development's process. 10 Major bottlenecks are emerging in power, ports,

7 In addition to continued public sector support, this requires strong private sector financial participation and
improvements in the regulatory framework for R&D grants and incentives.

s Over the past year, the Government has issued several measures to reduce the cost of export financing,
improve access to lon.ger term export lending, reduce regulatory costs, reduce the incidence of taxes on
exports, reduce port fees, and improve the conditions for export insurance against commercial and political
risks.

9 See Presidencia da Repziblica, "BRASIL EMA(7AO, Investimentospara o desenvolvimento" (Brasilia, 1996).
The programs included in Brasil em Agao are part of the Plano Plurianual, the four-year investment
program approved by Brazil's Congress.

'0 Ibid, pp. 5-19.
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railways, gas, roads, urban transport, and water due to low investment over a number of years. The
Government is increasingly seeking greater competition and private investment in infrastructure through
concessions of public services, privatization of assets, improvements in the regulatory framework, and
opening new areas to concessions, but recognizes that continued public investments may be required in
some instances, especially over an initial transitional period. While public sector monopolies are no longer
mandated by the Constitution in most of the important sectors of the economy, efficient private investment
is dependent on the timely institution of comprehensive regulatory regimes, including, complementary
legislation. Further progress in both -- privatization and the regulatory role of the state -- are a central part
of government policies in regard to the modernization of the state.

30. Although privatization of infrastructure has been slower than anticipated, it is expected to pick up
during 1997-00. Private sector participation has begun to develop in some subsectors (telecommunications
and power distribution), but it needs to be considerably broadened and deepened. In some sectors, such as
water and sanitation reform is more complicated due to, inter alia, unclear definition of granting authority,
weak regulatory framework, financially weak institutions, high capital costs of service expansion, and
cross-subsidy systems across municipalities operated by state water companies. Institutional reform and
service improvements are expected to be slow in the water and sanitation sector and require coordination
across all levels of government (see paras. 9-17 of the PSS in Attachment 2 for more detail). Private sector
participation is seen as a tool for improving efficiency, increasing competitiveness and incorporating
private funds for sector investments.

Social Development

31. Improved access and quality of basic education has been put at the center of the social policy of
the Cardoso Administration. The government introduced major reforms aimed at ensuring that by 2007
every Brazilian child will complete his or her primary education at an acceptable level of academic
achievement. Some reforms have been already introduced: (i) the Constitution was amended to ensure a
minimum expenditure of US$300 (in 1996 US$) per student, through federal financing of any shortfall in
state and municipal revenues earmarked for education (15 percent of the total state and municipal revenues)
from the prescribed minimum; (ii) the federal government will now transfer federal funds directly to
schools -- bypassing state and local Government agencies -- in an effort to increase school autonomy and
effectiveness; (iii) to have a more direct impact on improving educational quality, the federal government
also launched a national achievement testing system, a nationwide distance teacher education program,
including the distribution of hardware and the elaboration of software and other didactic materials, a
textbook quality improvement program, and national curriculum standards. At the secondary level, the
Government is introducing a reform on vocational education diversifying its scope and providing three
levels: (i) basic, for all workers; (ii) technical, to be offered simultaneously to the general vocatonal
education; and (iii) technological education, at the post-secondary level. On higher education, the current
effort is to evaluate undergraduate courses to support better policies at this level.

32. Decentralization, quality-improvement, and equity reforms are also taking place in states and
municipalities. States such as Minas Gerais, Para, Ceara, Sao Paulo, Parana and Rio Granide do Sul, and
cities such as Brasilia, Curitiba, Porto Alegre, Cuiaba, and Campinas have introducedl changes that
include: (i) the introduction of qualification criteria and election of school directors; (ii) programs to
support or mandate the establishment of school councils with administrative and some financial
responsibility for individual schools; (iii) the development of state-wide or city-wide achievement testing
systems to measure and report on what and how much children are learning; (iv) the definition of
transparent operational criteria for the decentralization of education financing; and (v) programs to unify
state and municipal education systems.
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33. The government's health policy aims at improving the quality and equity of the Unified Health
System (Sistema Unico de Saude, SUS). SUS allocates its resources inefficiently and has not achieved
financial viability. Resohltion of these problems requires improved management that yield efficiency gains.
Policies to improve SUS management include: (i) a major push to give more autonomy to States and
municipalities in the use of health funds (incentives for States to take on gestao semi-plena); (ii) a policy
for ensuring the financial sustainability of the SUS, including adjusting and differentiating reimbursement
rates to providers according to the cost-effectiveness of the health interventions; and (iii) introduction of a
management information system and a National Audit System that has already reduced significantly the
volume of irregular reimbursement claims by providers.

34. Inequality in the distribution of land and lack of rural infrastructure need to be addressed in any
strategy to lower rural poverty. Two key areas of action are land reform and water resource management.
Government policies to improve water services and other infrastructure seek to improve social and
economic conditions in the less favored areas. Accelerating private investment in poorer regions is an
emerging topic. Urban poverty is being addressed in two key ways: the first one comprises direct
interventions: (i) upgrading the existing housing stock, or the construction of new dwellings, (ii)
infrastructure provision., (iii) increase in water supply and sewerage services coverage and (iv)
improvement of urban transportation systems. The second line of action aims at strengthening local
administrations, in order to build their ability to manage essential public services, as well as to increase
their investment capacity. The latter line of action warrants the sustainability of urban policy.

Environmental Management

35. The Government has been adopting policies that reflect greater concem with environmental issues.
One example is the "Green Protocol" initiative, under which all public lending institutions require an
environmental assessment of the projects they finance. Another example is the ICMS Verde, under which
some states reallocate value-added tax transfers to municipalities as a function of municipal improvements
in water quality and land protection. Other important initiatives, such as the modernization of the
environmental licensing system, enhanced environmental monitoring, and the search for sustainable
alternatives to deforestation of fragile ecosystems, are underway.

36. The Govenmment recognizes the importance of addressing Brazil's environmental problems (paras.
19-19) more broadly and intends to further strengthen federal and state environmental agencies; enhance
the role of the private sector; and clarify and enforce regulations and policies. Coordination among
different line agencies and levels of govemment needs to be improved in the planning process (e.g., water
and sanitation and environmental agencies). Further decentralization to state and local levels of
environmental protection responsibility is expected to improve management performance. Increasingly, the
private sector, local communities and NGOs are being contracted to deliver conservation, agricultural
development, and other environmental services. Regulations and economic incentives to encourage
environmentally responsible behavior (e.g., taxes and user fees, deposit-refund schemes, tradable permits)
will be developed, evaluated and replicated throughout Brazil. The implementation of monitoring systems
for urban pollution is an important condition for a more targeted environmental policy. Enforcement is
being strengthened, particularly in remote areas where government institutions are most fragile. The
implementation of moniitoring systems for urban pollution, articulated at the national, state, and local
levels, are fundamental for the development of policies for sustainable development of the country.
Ecosystem protection will need to focus on the Amazon and Atlantic forest, where rapid environmental
degradation imposes particularly high economic, social, and environmental costs.
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IV. MACROECONOMIC AND RISK SCENARIOS

Base Case Projections

37. The next two years are crucial for Brazil in the transition to sustained stabilization and present an
opportunity to strengthen the foundations of stable and sustainable growth, following the agenda laid out
above. Under the Government's program, the consolidated primary fiscal surplus has been identified as a
key policy variable and is expected to increase to about 1.5 percent of GDP in 1997. This is expected to be
attained through primary surpluses of 0.8, 0.0, and 0.7 percent of GDP respectively at the Federal, state,
and public enterprise levels. The largest adjustment relative to 1996 would be in state and local
governments. This target is consistent with an operational deficit of about 2.5 percent of GDP under
prevailing interest rate expectations. The primary surplus target is attainable and desirable, particularly if
the Government succeeds in controlling wages. It does, however, depend on strong concerted measures
being taken at all levels of government and this may, as in the past two years, be subject to some slippage.
Several states could have difficulty in adjusting their expenditures, particularly in the absence of
administrative reform. Under Base Case projections (Table 3), which allow for possible downside
deviations in the Government's program, the operational fiscal deficit would decline to 2.9 percent of GDP
in 1997, still a percentage point better than the 1996 level and two percentage poi,nts better than the
previous year. The consolidated primary surplus in 1997 is projected at 1.1 percent, compared to a deficit
-of 0.1 percent in 1996. The improvement is due to an increase in taxes following reforms in both income
and corporate taxes, the reintroduction of the CPMF or tax on bank debits and better tax administration.
On the expenditure side, the growth of the wage bill is being contained below inflation, with an especially
strong effort on the part of the states following from the conditionality in the debt rescheduling agreements
reached with the federal government in 1996. Beyond 1999, structural reformns in administration, social
security and public pensions and further tax reform should start making a contribution to improving the
primary balance. Further, it is expected that government exposure to new quasi-fiscal liabilities (after
recognition of losses already incurred) is reduced over time, especially through recovery of the financial
system.

38. The current account deficit is expected to increase from 3.2 percent of GDP in 1996 to 4.2
percent in 1999. This is due to a combination of factors. A low rate of export growth and stronger growth
m imports as import liberalization deepens results in a growing trade deficit. The current account also
weakens due to a cumulative growth in the debt stock driving up interest payments. After 2000, the rise in
exports following from greater efficiency in infrastructure services as privatization takes hold (ports, roads
and railways) and expenditure switching policies come into play, leads to a reversal in the trend and current
account deficits decline gradually. Finally, steadily rising domestic savings and investment levels would be
needed to raise the trend rate of growth to 5 percent per annum.

39. The base case scenario assumes that during the above transition Brazil is able to finance its current
account deficits in a favorable international financial environment and does not hlave to resort to
protectionism. The continuation of structural reforms, accelerated privatization and greater confidence in
the economy generated by an improved fiscal stance should bring in the flows of direct and portfolio capital
required to finance the projected moderate growazth of the current account (although net private capital flows
have increased substantially, the level relativei to GDP is still below the average). Annex 5 provides
projections of main economic indicators based on the assumptions discussed above. Deviations from this
scenario are explored below.
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Risks

40. Risks of the present macroeconomic strategy emerge from two trends that, over the medium term,
would, if uncorrected, be difficult to sustain: the fiscal and current account deficits. The Governiment will
continue managing these imbalances with short term macroeconomic policies while it pursues structural
reforms that reduce expenditures and improve tax collection in the longer term. Gradual policy adjustments
are expected to maintain macroeconomic stability and investor confidence, particularly with firmer
expectations triggered by progress on the reelection amendment. However, because of the structural
rigidities, the imbalances will imply a period of increased vulnerability to external and domestic shocks.

TEA $:a _ M * TR _ W - =::;..;:

National Accounts
Growth 5.8 41 2.9 4.0 4.2 4.5 4.8 5.0
Investment/GDP 20.8 20 1 19.5 19.9 20.9 21.4 21.9 24.3
Domestic Savings/GDP 22.0 19,2 18.2 18.1 18.9 19.3 19.9 23.2
Balance of Payments
Exports/GDP 8.6 6.7 6.6 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.6 7.5
Imports/GDP 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.6 8.7 8.5
Trade Balance/GDP 1.9 -0.4 -0.7 -1.4 -1.7 -1.8 -1.8 -1.1 
Curr. Acc. Balance/GDP -0.3 -2.5 -3.2 -3.8 -4.0 -4.2 -4.2 -3.4
Consolidated Public Sector|
Current Revenues/GDP 31.2 30.2 32.4 33.4 33.3 33.3 33.3
Current Exps./GDP 26.8 28.1 33.6 33.8 33.6 32.9 32.6
Primarv Deficit/GDP -4.3 -0.4 0.1 -1.1 -1.8 -2.0 -2.0
Operational Deficit/GDP -0.5 4.8 3.9 2.9 2.6 2.0 1.8

"-" indicates surplus.

41. External shocks such as a sharp rise in global interest rates or a severe adjustment in the stock
market in developed countries could result in reduced capital flowing into the country. In order to manage a
shock of this sort, it is expected that flexible exchange rate and demand management will be continued in
the short run. Brazil's track record is good in this regard, as illustrated by its response to the 1995 Mexico
crisis. The consequence could be lower rates of growth. However, high public domestic debt levels and
weaknesses in the financial sector will make it increasingly difficult to implement a high real interest rate
policy. Therefore, in the longer run we expect a deepening of fiscal and structural reform that would be
required to restore growth in a worsening intemational environment. Given the growing stock of gross
private external debt in 'Brazil, such a response would also be necessary for Brazil to meet its external
obligations.

42. Domestic shocks, such as major fiscal slippage or additional financial sector losses, could also
result in reduced confidence and capital outflows. While the base case depends on strong measures to
contain the fiscal deficit, several factors, including pressures for social expenditures and wage adjustments,
pressures to accelerate expenditures during the election year, difficulties in obtaining passage of key
administrative and pension reforms, lagging adjustment at the subnational levels and unexpected losses in
the banking system, could derail the Government's fiscal targets. If large fiscal deficits continue, and the
debt to GDP ratio continues to rise rapidly and structural reforms are delayed, then the environment for
private business would worsen. Confidence in the economy would decline, capital flows would slow down,
and stagnation in output is likely. Higher quasi-fiscal expenditures could also have the same effect. In
1996, for exanple, the federal deficit explained only 14.1 percent of federal debt growth. The remainder
was attributable to refinancing of State debts and PROER operations assisting the financial sector.
However, these pressures are now likely to lessen. Debt service on all state debt has been incorporated into
the budget projections and sterilization is no longer a major factor since the Central Bank has stopped
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accumulating reserves. But other quasi-fiscal deficits can arise from support for the banking sector,
especially the still large publicly-owned banking system, and for meeting pension and other court-ordered
contractual liabilities. Even in this case, a return to the chronic inflation regime that characterized Brazil
prior to 1994 is not imminent. However, in a downside non-reform scenario, without the corresponding
fiscal and structural reforms, there could be a return to more expansionary policies, the stop/go growth of
the 1 980s, and capital outflows that could eventually affect payments.

V. BRAZIL-BANK GROUP DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIP

Progress Since the Last CAS

43. Under the previous CAS, the Bank aimed at supporting (i) structural reforms to consolidate
stabilization and growth; (ii) poverty alleviation through broad-based growth and targeted programs in
health, education, and rural and urban sectors; (iii) promotion and financing of infrastructure expansion;
(iv) consolidation of environment/natural resources management; and (v) strengthening of portfolio
performance. These objectives have been developed in partnership with the Government and remain the
basis of the current CAS. As noted in the last CAS, the Bank Group's value added to Brazil's
developmental effort is driven much more by contributions as a catalyst for reform and for priority
investments in areas where the Bank can convey its global experience as well as innovati.on, and less by
direct financial contributions to this large and dynamnic economy.

Among the most noteworthy positive accomplishments since the last CAS were:

* Portfolio perfonnance last year was the best in a decade, as measured by disbursernents and quality of
projects. The Bank and the Government have strengthened their partnership (see Box 1) to focus on results,
holding high level country assistance reviews and state level mini-portfolio reviews to monitor progress
against pre-established project benchmarks. Disbursements accelerated and quality improved in 1997 (see
para. 60 and Annex 1). This improvement was particularly prominent in the performance of the education
portfolio. The successful portfolio improvement policies are now fully incorporated in the portfolio
strategy (para. 69).

, The Bank is addressing structural adjustment and reform at the state level and contributing to
infrastructure expansion, improved service delivery and state fiscal improvement through state reform
operations. One State Reform operation has been approved -- and three others negotiated -- with a
primary focus on major privatization programs at the state level to improve the efficiency of infrastructure
sectors and public banks. Lessons learned in this initial experience -- particularly with regard to the
scope of the reforms and the disbursement rnechanism -- will be fundamental in the design of the next
series of SRLs (para. 60).

* The first Bank loan financing severance payrnents to achieve the fundamental objective of railways
privatization was successfully developed and approved. The Railways Restructuring Loan finances, inter
alia, severance payments and training to departing staff from the federal railways in support of the
concessions of the railway system to private operators in Brazil. It is contributing to more efficient
domestic logistics and a reduced Custo Brasil. Financing of severance payments in support of
privatization actions is also being included in the state reform loans. New projects will make further use of
this instrument to facilitate public sector restructuring and privatization.

* The PLANAFLORO project on natural resource management in Rond6nia, which had been
unsatisfactory and the source of multiple complaints from outside the Bank, has now succeeded in building
consensus among stakeholders on project objectives and implementation. It has provided important lessons
for Bank activity in a high risklhigh return p:roject and contributed to better environmental management.
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These lessons (para. 68) are expected to assist in sustaining and further improving implementation of the
"green" environment agenda.

* Outreach activities were expanded considerably to address key development issues. They include the
first congressional seminar on poverty and a seminar on social security reform. Also, the Bank has been
disseminating best-practice development and undertaking activities to disseminate lessons of Bank projects
more widely within the country and elsewhere. An NGO liaison officer in the Resident Mission has
developed good working relationships with key NGOs in Brazil. NLS activities will continue to expand to
address key support issues (para. 49).
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* The impact of the Bank's assistance for quality public health delivery is expected to be increased
through health sector reform. This s proceeding well due to a changed approach towards increased
sustainability and decentralization supported by the Health Sector Reform loan. This loan focuses on
improving the manageme,nt of the public health delivery system in lieu of only financing specific programs
on health expenditures. The programmatic approach could lead to repeater projects for the health sector
(para. 53).

* The restructured rural poverty loans (loans supporting subprojects undertaken by the poor) were
almost completely disbu.rsed and strong demand for repeater operations emerged. Most NE states have
now been covered by new loans which emphasize stronger sustainability. These approaches include stricter
targeting criteria (includling graduation of some communities); beneficiary participation at all subproject
stages; investment selection criteria which emphasize economic and environmental sustainability,
integration with support for land management; and decentralization of project approval decision making to
the municipal council level. These features will ensure good implementation of existing projects as well
as improved design of new rural poverty assistance (para. 56).

Nevertheless, in several instances, developments did not meet expectations:

* Progress in the Bank's impact on social sector development and poverty has proceeded slowly.
Although the education portfolio has turned around with good prospects for enhanced assistance, Bank
assistance for health was slower than planned due to financing problems in the sector. Furthermore, while
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the Bank is being successful with municipal loans, our understanding of urban poverty determinants
remains very limited. Thus, the CAS is proposing ESW to address this constraint (para. 49).

* The objective of improving state fiscal perforrnance and thus contributing to restlore creditworthiness
over a short-term horizon proved to be too ambitious. In the event, it is now recognmzed that sustainable
state public finances can only be achieved in the medium to long-term. While some important steps have
been taken, structural reforms allowing reduction of wage and pension expenditures have been delayed and
may not be as deep as initially envisaged. Arid the burden of state debt has been greater tham anticipated as
capitalized interest and labor liabilities have added to the stock of debt. Nevertheless, the Bank has
supported the Federal Government's development of an improved state indebtedness framework through
advice on the assessment of state creditworthiness and an IDF grant to build the institutional capabilities in
the Ministry of Finance to develop and apply technical criteria. These helped the Government in preparing
the recently issued regulation on subnational eligibility for federal guarantees (para. 48). As a result of
these experiences, the CAS proposes increased focus on NLS as a means to support states in their fiscal
and debt reform needs, while maintaining fiscal improvement as a condition for direct investment lending
to individual states.

* The goal of bringing to the Board a guarantee operation in FY97 was not met. These are particularly
important for infrastructure financing. The present CAS proposes to continue working on this instrument
but progress is expected to remain slow. While possible pilot cases have been identified, the Government
will need to resolve policy issues before these cases can materialize. The Bank will continue working with
the Government to employ this instrument (para. 65).

* Although some progress in regulatory reforrn is being achieved at the state level (with the Bank
assisting in the establishment of state regulatory bodies), in the context of State Refonn Loans and of the
Water Sector Modernization Project, the speed has been slow in keeping with the pace of legislative
discussions. Bank NLS will focus on efforts to develop regulatory mechanisms (para. 65).

* Overall, the lending program has been slower to materialize than anticipated under the base lending
case. Under the FY95 CAS base case, yearly lending for FY96-98 was programmed to be US$1.4 billion.
In FY96-97, it is likely to average only about US$1.1 billion. Nevertheless, lending during FY98 is
expected to increase significantly. Change management-related initiatives, including the
decentralization of the CMU, as well as the Portfolio Commission recommendations for both the Bank
andfor Brazil, will help address this issue (Annex 1)

Selectivity Criteria

44. Developing selectivity criteria for Bank assistance is difficult in a country as large and complex
as Brazil, where the size and diversity of assistance needs are so large and where the Bank, therefore, plays
a fundamentally catalytic role. While discussions with the Government about the strategic role of the Bank
in Brazil have been productive, consensus on the selectivity of assistance or on the division of labor with
IDB has been difficult to achieve and will require continuing dialogue and review of experiences in each
sector, and with different borrowers and lending instruments. One important outcome of these discussions
thus far has been an agreement to assist with tlhe development of education on a long-terrn basis (para. 52).
This is an important beginning on what will need to be a better definition of the areas where the Bank can
contribute its largest development impact. Coordination of Bank programming with the evolving list of
priority projects in Brasil em A ao is part of the strategy to improve selectivity.

45. A second outcome is agreement that our "driving criteria" on lending and non-lending services
(NLS) take a functional rather than a sectoral approach. They would include strong contributions to: (a)
development and implementation of structural reforms; (b) fiscal improvement (including an expanded role
for the private sector); (c) poverty reduction; and (d) satisfactory portfolio perforrnance. This latter means
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that new Bank lending will be considered mainly for sectors and borrowers where the cx CtI g minq-
portfolio is performing well. Furthermore, (e) lending to Brazilian states will be driven, in addition to the
Federal Government's guarantee, by criteria assuring a satisfactory development impact of Bank lcrding at
the state level (para. 48). 'With the CAS discussions and the proposed driving criteria, we are begirning a
gradual process of defining selectivity in our assistance and drawing on the Bank's comparaTave
advantages, including the Bank's role as catalyst for private and social development. To maxim'ze the
development impact of its program, IFC proposes to select activities which will address key constrairats to
the export competitiveness of the private sector in Brazil: infrastructure, development of domestic capfital
markets, SMEs, and regional development.
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Government, assistance to Government-developed projects (e.g., Brasil em A9ao, see para. 28), and work
with BNDES on private sector financing for infrastructure. Annex 2 summarizes proposed Bank
assistance. Annex 3 summarizes proposed IFC assistance, while sector specific assistance is reviewed in
more detail in the attached PSS.

47. Based on development needs, the priority accorded by the Government, the performance of the
portfolio and the fruitful working collaboration between the Ministry and Bank staff, it is proposed that
development of education be emphasized as the major thrust of IBRD support, with a long term
perspective that will go beyond the CAS horizon and with shared goals to be achieved over ten years. The
Bank's involvement will be based on the selectivity criteria stated above, including lending and non-lending
support for implementation of reforms that will strengthen delivery of education services at the school level,
better use of fiscal resources through decentradization, a focus on the well-acknowledged interface between
education and growth, poverty alleviation and. improved equality, and a program that builds on a portfolio
that has largely turned around and is now performing well.

48. Based on the experience of the last ICAS, the Bank would continue to exchange views with the
federal govermment on investment lending directly to states. These loans would receive the federal
government's guaranteell and, in addition, meet safeguards that ensure a satisfactory likelihood of
successful development impact, including:

- satisfactory performance of the on-going portfolio in that State;
* fit with the sectoral and regional strategy; and
* an adequate fiscal program of the State. In assessing the fiscal situation, the Bank would focus more

on the states' efforts to make progress towards creditworthiness. Specifically, refornn efforts would be
gauged by progress in increasing the primary surplus.

49. As Brazil moves to implement more market-friendly policies, the Bank Group expects an increased
demand for NLS from all levels of the public sector. The proposed strategy is to focus NLS on:

* reform and poverty alleviation issues. Exarnples of the reform-driven work include institutional
strengthening, the i dence and efficiency of social spending, regulatory framework, social security,
labor markets, and private sector participation in infrastructure development. Work on poverty
alleviation would cover Northeast competitiveness studies, Regional Development, Sustainable
Development of Frontier States, as well as studies on urban and rural poverty.

* education issues, including ESW on early childhood development, teacher training, school to work
links, role of private sector in education, and North and Northeast education. Other NLS would
include support for annual cross fertilization seminars to take stock of experience and evolving issues
and for a high level "Blue Ribbon" commission of recognized Brazilian and international experts that
would contribute to maintain education at the forefront of development policy.

* monitoring of macroeconomic developments, including contingency planning in preparation of
possible changes in the level or mix of Barnk assistance;

* understanding of evolving long term development issues. Key issues presently include exports,
savings, competitiveness, public sector pensions, and public finance;

* proactive outreach (workshops, seminars) to share Brazilian and internatiornal development
experiences, including establishment of a Public Information Center.

Under existing regulations (Portaria No. 189, issued April 25, 1997) the Federal Government classifies the
financial situation of a state as a function of the state's primary surplus. States that meet minimum specified
criteria are eligible to receive federal government guarantees.
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* selected sectoral or state-wide Public Expenditure Reviews to reinforce and monitor broad-based
State reform efforts.

50. In implementing the NLS strategy, we expect to work with EDI, particularly in outreach and
institutional support activities, taking advantage of EDI's international programs of capacity creation.
Possible areas of activity include education, sustainable development in the Amazon, private financing and
regulatory reform in infrastructure, and poverty/participatory programs. In these sectors, we will develop
with FDI specific interventions where the Brazil assistance program overlaps with, and feeds into, EDI's
programs of learning and dissemination of development practices.

The Bank Group's Role: Social Development

51. Poverty alleviation remains the chief target of Bank Group support for social development.
Attachment 1 discusses in detail the CAS link to Brazil's Poverty Assessment. In particular, it emphasizes
(i) the proposed thrust of the CAS on education and general reallocation of public spending to benefit the
poor more; (ii) a broader strategy to alleviate poverty that includes both interventions to develop poor
regions as well as interventions directly targeting rural and urban poverty; and (iii) new work to identify
and implement a better framework to address urban poverty alleviation.

52. Education. As indicated before, the Bank expects supportfor education to be the major thrust of
its country strategy, as fcollows:

* The Bank will seek to develop a long-term partnership with the Government to achieve universal
completion of primary education by the year 2007. The horizon of this partnership goes beyond the
period of this CAS in order to permit institutional development and to ensure continuity of education
policies and expenditure priorities across administrations;

* Bank support would focus on the Northeast. the Center-West, and the North, and would target early
childhood development, basic education, and perhaps secondary education.

* the Bank would support Government efforts to achieve these results through increased instructional
time and quality of teaching, including increased learning opportunities for the poor. This will require
improved definition of accountabilities at the national and sub-national levels, increased private sector
and civil society part]Lcipation in education and better management of schools.

Under this long-term focus on education, it is proposed that sector lending and Non-Lending Services
(NLS) should continue uanless a major change in sectoral conditions adversely affect the development
impact of the Bank's assistance in the sector. In particular, support should be linked to the achievement of
an appropriate allocation of fiscal expenditures within the education sector, to continued satisfactory
implementation of the sector portfolio, and to strong demand and ownership of the education services to be
supported.

53. The Bank's human resources program would include enhanced efforts to close the existing health
gap in the areas of maternal and perinatal mortality, communicable diseases and injunres, as vvell as to
improve the quality and administration of health services. Government policy will seek these objectives
through improved management of the Unified Health System (Sistema Unico de Saude, SUS) services,
which suffer from poor quality, inequitable impact, misallocation of resources, and financial distress.
Resolution of these problems will require improved management. Bank support would target
improvements in the SUS as well as programs to reduce commnunicable diseases.

54. Regional Development. Regional development, particularly in the Northeast, would be targeted as
a major means of achieving poverty reduction. The Bank Group would seek to ensure that the Northeast
states do not miss the country wide investment surge and redirection to private sector led growth that is
likely to occur with sustained stabilization and growth. This would be implemented through an increased
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focus of Bank Group support in the Northeast, with ESW including a review of regional imbalance and
growth prospects and competitiveness studies to identify appropriate development policies. Paragraphs 44-
46 and 73-76 of the PSS discuss this area in greater detail.

55. Since the 1970s IFC has attached major priority to developing its presence in the North and
Northeast, and has concentrated much of its marketinig activities in this region. Approximately 25 percent
of IFC's new investments (totaling US$450 mnillion) have been made in the North and Northeast in spite of
the difficult investment conditions prevailing in the region during this period. In addition to its investment
program, IFC has also assisted in developing private sector interest in the region through such activities as
the Northeast investment seminars carried out together with BNDES in 1995 in various cities in the
Northeast. As the climate for investment in the region has improved in recent years. IFC's investment
activities in the North and Northeast have increased substantially. IFC will continue to step-up its activities
in the North and Northeast region during the CAS period.

56. Rural Poverty. Northeast Brazil is a region selected under the Bank's Strategic Compact for
enhanced support of rural development. The Bank's role has been to support water, small scale
infrastructure and other investment that contribute to reduce poverty through sustainable rural
development, with a focus on the poor northeast. IFC's support to selected states in the NE in privatization
should complement this effort. While poverty projects are going well, the large demand for these projects is
only partially being satisfied. The Bank will seek to graduate beneficiaries that have already received
several of these loans and perhaps consider further assistance with rural credit schemes. Overall, the Bank
will seek stronger sustainability of the poverty projects, including increased cost recovery, project designs
that increasingly target development of the poor and not solely poverty relief, and stronger financial
commitment from the municipal and state governments where these projects would be undertaken. Further
activities in this area will take stock of lesscns learned in prior projects including (i) highly transparent
decision making, relying upon objectively verifiable beneficiary criteria, beneficiary participation at all
subproject stages, and investment selection criteria which emphasize economic and environmental
sustainability; and (ii) monitoring and evaluation to measure and imnprove project performance, rninimize
resource deviations and document project impact and lessons leamed. Furthermore the Bank intends to treat
these direct poverty interventions within the broader approach that includes actions to encourage regional
development in the North East.

57. The Bank will also consider new assistance on land reform, beginning with a pilot project. The
pilot will test a more cost-effective, easily implemented, and market-driven model to resettle families. If
successful, the Bank would support a land-reform program on a larger scale.

58. Urban Poverty. In urban poverty, Bank support has sought to increase the productivity of the
poor through increased availability of basic urban services. Several approaches have had positive benefits,
including projects in urban transport and basic sanitation,favela upgrading, and revolving municipal funds
for infrastructure development. Under the proposed strategy, the Bank would build on these experiences to
support further efforts to increase infrastructure services to the poor through new water and sanitation and
urban transport projects, and SME pilot components. Meanwhile, through ESW, we would develop a
better understanding of what can be done to reduce urban poverty and of a working model to directly
address the urban poverty question.

12 See The World Bank, "The Strategic Compact, Renewing the Bank's Effectiveness to Fight Poverty",
February 13, 1997, p. 9; and "Rural Developrrment, From Vision to Action", March 26, 1997, p. 121.
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Table 4: BRAZIL - 1997 Country Assistance Strategy

Assistance Strategy Matrix 1998-2000
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PrsblJc XIt0s'~ef03,It *............ I........_______________.____...________..._______.._,____,,,,-1 . . . . . .. .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..........
* Strengthen Prospects of Stabilization effort has been based Basic Government strategy is to * Single digit inflation; ESW: lst CEM: Macroeconomic

Sustained primarily on combination of an strengthen structural fiscal fundamentals * Reduce public sector operational Contingencies; Structural Reform

Ma-roe -i nom,ir exchange rate policy that targets the of stabilization. with key actions as &tfis fl,,t 'A Of/. §DTWP m 1 996 Agenda: Public Debt Management.

Stability: CPI inflation nominal exchange rate as the anchor follows: to at most 2.0% in 1999; 2nd CEM; Competitiveness issues.

declined from 2,668% and restrictive monetary policy. * Public expenditure: reduce labor * (i) approval of civil service Lending Areas to be considered:
in 1994 to about 10% Adjustment of public sector finances expenses following civil service reform terminating mandatory State Refomn/Privatization.
in 1996. Fiscal is lagging. Special attention is reform; tenure in 1997; (ii) decline of Implementation of Prior Loans:

performance needs to needed to improve fiscal share of labor expenditures from State Reform- Privatization Loans
be strengthened to performance at the sub-national 40% of revenues in 1996 to 3 5% to Rio Grande do Sul, Rio de

consolidate and sustain levels and to privatize public in 1998; (iii) reduce crowding out Janeiro,Minas Gerais, and Matto
stabilization. enterprises. of financial markets by decreasing Grosso.

share of public debt in M4.

* Taxes: improve system of valued * Approval of tax legislation with
added taxes; lower and uniform rates and

improved enforcement
mechanisms;

* Social Security: introduce * Approval and establishment of

financially viable system; improved pension legislation for
civil service and private sector;

* Banking: strengthen supervision; * Improved capital adequacy of Implementation: Central Bank Assist in banking system
reduce role of State Banks through banks and reduced public sector TAL rehabilitation.
privatization and restructuring; exposure to banking losses. Possible assistance in

* Strengthening of rating agencies. creation of rating agency.
* Creation of asset resolution Post-privatization finance.

agency or mechanism. Asset resolution operations.

* Resolve public sector claims on
financial system.

* Reduce participation of State
Banks in total financial sector
assets and liabilities.

* Continue privatization program * Sell public enterprises and Advisory work on

for other federal or state public concession public services. privatization: NE,

enterprises, infrastructure.

*tIn areas assisted by the Bank; *"Reflects principal areas of assistance already discussed, but does not exclude other possibilities that could emerge.
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a Stagnation of Per Capita Substantial increases in in.vestment Goveurnent strategy is to rely on private sector ESW: NE
GDP: Following very needed to adjust to trade reforms development. Support for PSD involves continued Competitiveness studies
strong growth during the and increase exports: investment implementation of structural reforms to maintain
seventies (when per constrained by low savings levels stability, increase confidence, and removal of
capita growth almost and consequent high capital costs; unnecessary impediments to competitiveness of
doubled), average per infrastructure and other regulatory Brazilian firms.
capita GDP growth was weaknesses contribute to "custo
negative during 1980- Brasil" which penalizes Brazilian
1993 (accumulating a producers.
decline of about 7%). Investment Financing Constraints Improving access to and reducing cost of capitaL.
GDP per capita * Low national savings rate: * Increase domestic savings mobilization by * Domestic savings to recover ESW: Savings Behavior. Institution Building. Investments
recovered by about 9% only 16% of GDP maintaining macro-economic stability; policy to about 20% of GDP in in contractual savings
during 1993-96. reforms to improve performance of contractual 1999. Creation of asset institutions (e.g., Insurance and
Resumption & savings sector; support for mechanisms to management institutions. Fund Management Services) and
sustainability of growth enhance retums to savings. AsseL Securitization.
will require confidence * Access to foreign savings * Provide environment conducive to enhancing * Maintain Foreign Direct Mobilize corporate access to
of savers and investors in required to supplement low access to foreign savings. Investment above US$10 bn foreign savings through
improving quality of domestic savings. per year. Increase foreign syndications, FDI, innovative
economic policies. term lending to private transactions.

sector, including bonds.
* Banking sector intermediates * Lower interest rates and credit intermediation * Increase in availability of Tier I/Il capital support for

savings inefficiently; interest costs and increase available maturties by maturities exceeding 3 years private banks; credit facilities for
rates and lending spreads are maintaining macro-economic stability, other than BNDES'. Decline SMEs.
high, and maturities too short reducing "crowding out" of private in lending-deposit spreads.
to support investment. borrowings, and policy changes to improve

resolution of problem assets.
* Further development of other financial

instruments (leasing, factoring, Asset Based

• Eqity arkes ar shalow Securities). NwPiaescoeqtyStudy to determine impediments
* Equity markets are shallow * Increase level of domestic savings as above; * New Private sector equity for equity and venture capital

andrdo not serve aseffective n continued privatization program and Issues of I/ of GDP. markets; securities underwriting
source of investment development of private infrastructure to facilities; investments in venture
financing. increase supply of quality equities; regulatory capital and private equity funds.

improvements to enhance investor confidence; Support for over-the-counter
maintain macro-economic stability and reduce (OTC) market.
public sector deficits in order to permit lower
interest rates; support development of

Ll_______________________ I ____________________j institutional infrastructure. [ __institutional_infrastmet_ -re
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Infrastructure needs expansion Development of lnfrastructure, particularlyI

and improvement to support at subnational levels:

growth and reduce costs of goods ESW:Private Finance of........................... ... I ... ......

and services. Transport Infrastructure;

* Brazil lags other Developing * develop stronger regulatory framework, * Approval of required Rural Electrifications Help devise "model transactions" that
Countries in developing strengthen financing mechanisms, constitutional, legal & Options;Energy build confidence in newsy opened
private participation in encourage competitive bidding for regulatory changes & Integration and Trade in subsectors/advisory services on water,
infrastructure, concessions of water services, & regulatory institutions. Mercosul. transport/direct investment in power,

implement model transactions for * Implementation of PS Lending Areas to be water, highways, ports, telecom/
private sector investment in infrastructure financing Considered: Gas Sector development of long term financing
infrastnucture. Investments of US$5.0 bn Development; Power instruments. Dissemination of

* Infrastructure constraints * Develop small infrastructure projects per year by 1999. Market Development; experience.
particularly acute in NE. for regional development. Energy Efficiency; Port

* Needs across all sub-sectors, * Decentralization/concessions of Reform; Multbmodal
greatest in transport. highways , ports and railroads. Transporet; StaedHieray

Highway decentralization
and concessions; Metro
Transport Med. Cities;

Regulatory constraints penalize Alleviating other "Custo Brazil " penalties SME pilot component;
producers. against Brazilian producers and Science and Technology.

encouraging competitiveness: Guarantee Areas to be
* Trade: implement further trade * Reduce average Mercosur Gas, highaways and

* Labor: reduce non-wage labor coats and * Formulate diagnosis of Iranpleetain fPro
increase flexsbslity of labor contracts, labor market issues. Loans: Hihway Pio

* Reduce regulatory & institutional costs. * Reduce regulatory & management, railways
taxation costs; improve restructuring operations,
reliability and transparency gas distribution, and TA
of contractual mechanisms, for reform and energy
corporate governance, sectors.
disclosure and accounting ESW: Exports Growth.
standards.

* Science and Technology: Develop * EncouRage privae stetort

SMEs could play much stronger Strengthening SMEsAsitSEimrvnCopae
roles in increasing national * Improve Corporate Govemance GovmaceRain AMsm vgenCy/poasite
competitiveness. * Enhance access of SMEs to finance, joitvemntuetfRmatins.gnc/sss

* Reduce "Custo Brazil" Assist Svestur loclregtional

infrastructure projects in accessing
finance. Project structuring/direct

._ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~financing/mobilization/credit lines. |
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* Weak conditions for S Growfth creates pressures on Basic strategy is to encourage
l Environtnental the eovisonmnent. environmental protection withl
i sustainability. * Environmental protection actions to strengthenl 
l Environmental issues institutions, incentives and i federal and state environmental Effective decentralization actions XESW: A Participatoryl

include deforestation, investments remain weak. protection agencies: decentralize and improved enforcement. Approach to Sustainablel
wildcat mining, lax to states and local levels much * Enhanced environmental Development in the Amazon; 
enforcement of hunting of the environmental protection monitoring. Biodiversity Strategy;l
and fishing regulations, and mitigation responsibility; .Environmental and Sociall
ansd encroachment and allow agencies to collect a Impacts of Wildcat Mining inl
illegal exploitation of portion of the fees they collect. the Amazon Region.l
indigenous reserves. * private sector: contracting out * Private sector investments. * Lending Areas to be

*Water and air pollution * Poverty and inadequate conservation, agricultural Considered: Biomass Power;
causes damages to sanitation and transport development and delivery of Environment Policy; Pollution
health, quality of life, infrastructure are an important special services to private sector, Control; GEF Biodiversity.
and ecosystems. source of urhan environmental local communities and NGOs. * Implementation of Prior

problems. * laws, regulations, and policies: * Collection of user fees. Loans: CVRD; Rondonia Nat.
tax and user fees, deposit-refund Re. Nat alrvf.An
schemes, tradable permits, land Loan, Mato Grosso Nat. Ret.; 
ownership, forestry National Industrial Pollution,l
development, indigenous turban water quality andI
reserves and forestry dev. pollution control.l

* Develop and implement * Identification of sustainablel
hiodiversity strategy focusing on alternatives to deforestation.l
priority ecosystemS.i

* Develop incentives for long termi
financing of environmentall

__________________initiatives.l

* Performnance of water * Water resources have been * Strengthen institutions, promote * Increase provision of safe, reliable * ESW: Water Resourcel
resource and land degraded and used inefficiently environmentally responsible and high quality water for Management 11.l
management remain due to weakmesses in water hehavior by small scale farning, multipurpose use, with * Lending Areas to bel
weak, leading to resource policies, issue legislation defining water economically efficient management Considered: Federal Waterl
degradation and rights and establishing of water resources. Management; Statel
inefficient use of water appropriate incentives, and * Implementation of Licensing Water/Watershedl
and land. implement water resource reform. Management; Water Quality,l

management at commurn! * Effluent charges levied by water Land Management.l
levels and between competing basin committees. * Implementation of Priorl
sectors, reflecting scarcity. Loans: Itaparica Resettlement,.

* Establishmnent of env!rminPen^tsl l rrigation Sub-sector; NE

mgmst. on the water utilities, | Irrigation Jaiba; NE IrrigationII~~ ~~ includinig a revisimn ofthe I., and Land Management.
|licensing procedures for
| sanitation projects involving.
lutilities and environmental
|agencies.

* Inadequate land management |* Focus on soil conservation and * Improve sustainability in land use
systems and techniques are | recovery in the South and South practices.
constraining agricultural East.

___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ o roductivity. I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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* Extent of poverty Growth performance has been poor and Strategy is to encourage growth as described above Declining headcount ratio of ESW: Rural Poverty and Non-

remains high. The government actions to target the poor and improve development ofthe poor with actions the rural poor. Traditional Rural Financial

headcount ratio in 1990 have not been effective, to improve poor fanners' access to land and water Intermediation; Delivering

was 17% (with 13% A poor resource base and difficulties and actions as described further below under Infrastructure Services to the Poor;

urbQa and 33°/o rura:). for tihe poor i accessing land and -water education, healtnl care, and basic servsces. Selected State Social investments in

Income inequality resources contribute to high rural Spending;Poverty Reduction in the Northeast

remains high, even poverty in the North East. Address challenges and opportunities for Raise agricultural growth NE; Agricultural Policy; NE agribusiness sector.

relative to LAC Growth has been slower in agriculture. agricultural growth presented by new trade competitiveness studies. Advisory support for

countries, with 10% of arrangements (GATT, Mercosul) Lending Areas to be Considered: infrastructure in NE

the population earning Rural Poverty Pilot; Agricultural states. Wholesale and

half of the nation's Research; Land Management; Land retail finance for

household income and Regional development has been uneven, Concentration of Development Policies in the Reduce regional income Reform: Rural Finance. manufacturing

the bottom 20% ofthe with wide differences in poverty Northeast disparities. Implementation of Prior Loans: companies in NE.

population eaming 2%. indicators across regions. Rural Development, Rural Poverty,

Poverty in the Northeast Iivestock Disease Control, and Land

(33%) is much higher Management Loans.

than poverty in the
richer southeastern
states (I 1%)

* Educational attainment Low expenditure in disadvantaged areas, Strategy is to effectively implement projects that Achieve universal completion ESW: Education in the North; Early

at primary and compounded by poor systemic increase instructional time and the quality of of primary education (8 years) Childhood Development; Role of

secondary levels is low organization, ineffective management at teaching, improve school management, clarify by 2007 and improve Private Sector in Education; School to

(adults averaged 3.9 the school level, constraints on demand accountability between municipalities and states, academic performance in basic Work Links; Teacher Training Study.

years of schooling in for education primary education, and increase private sector and civil society subjects, particularly Lending Areas to be Considered:

1990 compared to 6 or insufficient preparation and motivation participation in education, and emphasize Portuguese and mathematics. Early Childhood Development; Basic

more in the rest of the of education workers. improved opportunities for the poor. Education. Basic Education; School

region); around 1/3 of Based Quality.

students repeat each Implementation of Prior Loams:

year, and only 30% of Basic Education, skills formation.

age groups complete 6
years.

.. . . . . .. . . . . ... . ~ . . . . ... . ...... .... ... ......
............ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ........... ,,ei.th,-,',--;-'~... --...-.-.-.. >

* Excessive matemal and Poor performance is linked to high Strategy is (i) to focus on obstetric and perinatal Reduce matemal and perinatal ESW: Medical Education;

perinatal mortality, poverty, low education, and poor care, on the control oftraditional and emerging mortality, control the Dengue Lending Areas to be Considered:

infant mortality in the sanitation, environmental conditions, conmmunicable diseases (i.e., dengue and malaria, and malaria epidemics, reduce State Health Sector SUS; Nutrition

NE, and injuries. and quality of health care. Health care and AIDS respectively) and on control of injuries; the growth rate ofthe AIDS Fund; Communicable Disease

* Low quality of health delivery is undermined by decayed (ii) to rehabilitate existing infrastructure, establish epidemic, and reduce the Control; 2nd REFORSUS;

assistance and of infrastructure, poor medical education, a quality assurance mechanisms, and improve health growth rate of injuries. Implementation of Prior Loans:

management of the lack of quality assurance mechanisms, care administration and financing. Health Sector Reform, NE Endemic

health system, including an unsustainable benefits package, Disease Control, Amazon Basin

financial management. distorted provider reimbursement and Malaria; NE Basic Health Services;

poor regulation and control. Aids Control.
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* Access to basic Poor public management of Strategy is to increase access to In water and sanitation: Improve ESW: Water Pncing, Delivering Advisory services and direct
services, particularly infrastructure services has led to water, sanitation and public coverage and quality of water and Infrastructure Services to the Poor, financing of concessions
access to sanitation high costs of providing these transportation through (i) sanitation; increase competitiveness and Urban Poverty and Security Issues, and private water utilities.
(63% overall, including services and inadequate financing modemization and restructuring of efficiency, competitive bids for Municipal Development in Sao Paulo subway advisory
septic tanks in 1991; of new investments. Appropriate water service providers in an concessions; establish regulatory Medium-Sized Cities. concession structuring,
35% and 66% of urban regulation of basic services is efficient and competitive frameworks and agencies at state and Lending Areas to be considered: direct financing in ports,
low income families lacking. environment; (ii) competitive municipal levels; provide service access Water Sector Modemization; roads.
have no access bidding for concessions and to the population at large. Sanitation, Urban Transport,
respectively to water management contracts; (iii) In Urban Transport: Increase peak hour Favela Upgrading, Urban Poverty
and sewerage) and decentralization of urban services to capacity; reduce accidents and Pilot.
public transportation, is municipalities; and (iv) fatalities; reduce congestion. Implementation of Prior Loans:
poor compared to improvement in subsidy and Urban Transport (Sao Paulo, Rio,
access in upper middle regulatory frameworks. Belo Horizonte, Recife); Urban
income countries. Development (Salvador, Ceara);

* The urban housing Housing deficits are concentrated Strategy is to increase access to Municipal Development (Bahia,
deficit is 4 million new in the population with income up to housing through (i) urbanization of Minas).
dwellings and 2.5 three minimum wages. This areas occupied by substandard
million upgrades. demands a redirection of public housing; (ii) removal of population

finds, so as to improve housing from risk areas; (iii) construction of
construction standards and to new dwellings; and (iv) subsidy
resettle populations living in risk policies.
areas.
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The Bank Group's Role: Sustainable Growth and Macroeconomic Stability

59. To support growth and stability, the Bank-Group will support actions on public sector reform,
private sector development, and environmental sustainability. The Bank's role focuses on public sector
reform and environmental sustainability, while IFC's activities are chiefly targeted to facilitate private
sector development.

60. Public Sector Reform. The Bank recently approved a state-reform loan (SRL) for Rio Grande do
Sul and SRLs for Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais and Mato Grosso are to be presented to the Board shortly.
As SRLs were designed as programs that would be completed within the mandate of the current Governors,
the Bank would not develop new SRL operations until new state government mandates are in place after
CY99 to ensure an adequate horizon for implementing reforms, and after taking account of SRL lending
experiences, including their links with macroeconomic performance. These links refer primarily to fiscal
adjustment of the state level, a fundamental requirement to improve overall fiscal performance. While
some states are now taking, important steps in the right direction, further major fiscal adjustments are more
likely to be completed under new mandates. In the meantime, the Bank would exploit, other opportunities to
assist in state reform through non-lending services (e.g., selected public expenditure reviews), perhaps
undertake selective operations in support of more specific upfront policy actions (e.g., a state's sustainable
reduction of civil service costs) if opportunities arise, and prepare for new operations in CY99. Many
interesting reform initiatives are also underway at the municipal level, and the Bank would explore ways of
assisting and learning from. these efforts. ESW would address key economic management and public sector
issues including macroeconomic contingencies, policies for export growth and increased savings,
competitiveness issues, public debt management and the structural reform agenda.

61. Private Sector Development. In general, the implementation of the Plano Real has led to a
renewed surge of private sector activity. Yet, despite the attractiveness of Brazil for commercial sources of
finance and the dynamism of Brazil's private sector, many impediments to private sector development
(PSD) remain. Consequertly, there has been a sharp increase in the level of IFC's activities in Brazil: in
FY96, IFC approved US$6584 million in new investments, and in FY97, IFC may have gross approvals of
over US$1 billion. This high level of investment is likely to continue in the short term, although major
improvements in financing availability for the Brazilian private sector could sharply reduce the need for
IFC.

62. Bank Group activity will be concentrated in areas of maximum PSD development impact, namely,
access to capital, infrastructure, market regulation, and support for second-tier companies and SMEs (see
Attachment 2 for details). Continued priority will be given to projects in the Northeast. Improving
companies' access to capital will focus on capital markets development, strengthening of banks, and
mobilizing foreign savings (see paras. 59-65 of PSS). In capital market development, IFC will:

* make available to Brazil its experience in other countries with mobilizing savings through dynamic
contractual savings institutions (e.g., private pension funds, life insurance and fund management
companies) and asset securitization; and support such development by providing technical assistance
and risk capital, encouraging joint ventures with intemational technical partners, and introducing
intemational best practices;

* focus on broadening and deepening Brazil's equity market by: (a) undertaking a well-focused capital
markets study which identifies the binding constraints to the broader issuance of corporate equities and
the lack of liquidity of corresponding secondary markets, including the enabling environment for robust
venture capital and private equity markets to develop; (b) providing advice, technical assistance and
institution building investments to foster an active over-the-counter (OTC) market with a view to
providing better exit possibilities for investors in small capitalization stocks and for venture and private
equity funds; (c) helping structure and investing in venture capital and private equity funds aimed at
small and medium-sized enterprises, which in tum would help increase the supply of new shares
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entering the equity market; and (d) providing underwriting facilities for equity and quasi-equity
securities.

63. To support Brazil's banking sector, IFC will (a) provide institution buildiing equity and loan
investments in post-privatization commercial bank transactions; (b) work with the Brazilian authorities to
accommodate Tier I and II capital (as in other countries following Basle conventions) and then making such
investments in commercial banks; and (c) provide support through technical assistance and investments in
distressed bank asset resolution operations. IBRD will finance technical assistance to (i) upgrade the
supervisory and enforcement capacity of the Central Bank of Brazil; and (ii) assist in designing asset
resolution mechanisms. IBRD's overall program, by focusing on maintaining stabilily will help improve
access to foreign savings and reduce "crowding out" effects on interest rates.

64. For mobilizing external savings, IFC will:

* help Brazilian firms tap foreign savings, acting as partner in FDI, and as a co-investor/lender in newly
privatized companies or sectors which are opened to the private sector;

* expand its loan syndication program in Brazil, adding necessary comfort for international banks to
provide term financing; and

* continue to explore innovative mechanisms for mobilizing funds from institutional investors whose
savings are normally unavailable to Brazilian firms.

65. The Bank Group's role in infrastructure development has been to assist Brazil in repairing a
neglected infrastructure by fostering the devolution of responsibilities to states and rnunicipalities where
possible and by encouraging participation of the private sector in the provision of infrastructure services.
The Bank Group assistance during FY98-00 will focus on catalyzing more private sector financing for
needed investments, assisting in the design of sector reforms that ensure competition and efficiency, and
assisting the GOB with financing of transitional costs of reforms and of investments in critical
infrastructure areas where market-based funding appears to be limited (see paras. 49-58 ojf PSS). A menu
of instruments will be made available, including direct Bank lending, guarantees"3 , IFC financing and
syndications, and non-lending services. The Bank will increasingly become a last-instance and catalytic
lender, and focus chiefly on subsectors (e.g., water, roads) in which private participatiDn is slower to
develop, where a significant reform with tramsitional costs is being undertaken (railways, ports), or where
resolution of regulatory issues (gas, metro) benefit from an honest broker role. IFC will seek to structure
and support "model transactions" with the objective that early IFC investments in newly opened sub-sectors
will give comfort to private investors to proceed with further projects. IFC has made such first
demonstration investments in telecommunications, roads and water, and will continue its effDrts to move the
market forward in railroads, power generation, smaller roads, and more water concessions. IFC advisory
efforts will focus on the close link between infrastructure investment and capital market development and
Bank NLS will focus on the need for establishing appropriate regulatory mechanisms, particularly at state
and municipal levels to improve the performnmce of infrastructure sectors. Given the incipient development
of infrastructure regulation and the Government's interest in this area, further supporl. is likely. The
Corporation will work intensively in the Northeast, and in selected other areas where private advisory

13 The Bank will continue to consider providing guarantees to third party lenders. While possibilities have been
identified, these have not yet materialized. The Government has not issued counter-guarantees thus far.
Nevertheless, the Government would like to continue exploring the guarantee program tci incarease private
participation in sectors where its own participation is small. It has manifested interest in developing this
instrument and has discussed pilot cases with the Bank. Under these circumstances, it is not expected that
this instrument will move fast in the short term. However, it believes that enabling regulations should be
issued by the Senate.
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services are not available. Both institutions will support efforts to develop frameworks for introduction of
private participation in infrastructure at the sub-national level.

66. Given the increased availability of alternative financing sources for large companies, IFC will
increase its focus on financial support to second-tier companies and small and medium-scale enterprises
(SMEs). Investments and capital markets operations with premier companies will be de-emphasized unless
such projects have particularly strong developmental impacts and demonstration effects. IFC will also
support SMEs by broadening the availability of long-term debt and equity resources. IFC's credit lines will
provide long-term loans to SMEs and expand the underwriting capabilities of both bank and non-bank financial
institutions. IFC's investments will also help by IFC's acting as an agent of change in corporate culture,
endeavoring to introduce best practices and strengthen corporate governance (including auditing, reporting
and protection of minority shareholder rights) of SMEs, thus helping them to access external finance.
Venture capital operations will be used to mobilize risk capital and technical support for SMEs, including
improved reporting and disclosure standards, sounder financial planning and better corporate governance
procedures. IFC will support venture capital operations of regional and sectoral scope, particularly with respect
to early stage, expansion and mezzanine venture capital. The Bank may complement IFC's efforts through NLS,
including actions that catalyze SME development (see paras. 68-72 of PSS). The Bank could also undertake pilot
lending components to assist SME development in the context of municipal development and urban poverty
reduction.

67. MIGA will continue to respond to Brazil's strong demand for support as far as its capacity limits
allow, with a focus on diversifying its exposure towards manufacturing and infrastructure. MIGA will also
continue to provide technical assistance support to help attract foreign investment. This assistance could
cover the tourism and mining sectors as well as capacity building for Investment Promotion Agencies and
other entities charged with attracting foreign direct investment.

68. Environmental Sustainability. The Bank assistance has three overarching environmental
objectives: (a) the protection and conservation of priority ecosystems; (b) the more efficient use and
sustainable management of natural resources, such as water, forests and land; and (c) a renewed emphasis
on the more effective management of pollution problems. Two recently restructured environment projects
(PRODEAGRO and PLANAFLORO) have improved their performance -- substantially so in the former,
where greater ownership has been instrumental in the project turnaround. However, project sustainability
may require continued and broader interventions. The need to develop a model of environmentally
sustainable development that balances the States' interests in growth with the conservation aspect of
projects is increasingly apparent. The Bank will continue to administer and build support for the Rain
Forest Pilot Program (RFPP) which pilots conservation initiatives in priority areas. The Bank will also
undertake ESW on a paiticipatory approach to sustainable development in the Amazon as well as on
development on a biodive:rsity strategy. The water resource management strategy for Brazil focuses on
the development of the legal, institutional and physical systems necessary to manage scarce water resources
in a sustainable and integrated manner at the lowest practical level. The emerging legal framework for
water resource management at the water basin level provides a unique opportunity for the Bank to assist in
the implementation of this framework. The Bank is using this opportunity by supporting several projects
for investments and institution-building and through ESW on water resource economics. Environmental
pollution problems are managed mostly at the level of States and Municipalities and need to receive more
attention. Bank assistance will focus on: (a) using an economic approach to the determination of
environmental priorities and cost-effective management strategies; (b) strengthening capacity of state
environmental agencies and modernizing their instruments; and (c) integratmg environmental considerations
in project and policy planning (for example, in water and sanitation sector planning).
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Portfolio Management

69. The Bank's Brazil portfolio performance has improved, with both a higher dl slbursement rate and
a lower share of unsatisfactory pe aects (19 percent, see Annex 1). These improvements are attributable to

the effects of the macroeconomic stabilization plan, to better budget planadng with stability, agreed
benchmarks on problem projects, tying new lending to portfolio performiance, carrying out of overall as
well as sector- and state-specific portfolio reviews, decentralization of some supervis:ion to the resident
mission, resolution of generic issues, and increased quality at entry. Both the Governmerit ofBrazil and the
Bank are comnitted to maintain these policies in place and continue regular monitoring ancl evaluation of
the portfolio as a whole and of specific projtect benchmarks. In addition, the Bank will closely monitor the
impact of fiscal adjustment on portfolio perfo.mance, specifically on counterpart funding, in order to agree
with the borrowers on restructuring or cancellation of projects that become affected by changing public
expenditure priorities.

70. The risk-reward distribution of the expected pipeline is concentrated in mesdiu to high risk
medium to high impact projects, but it will also includ e low risk, mostly hig,h return projects
(Annex 1). Given Brazil's sophistication as a client, the Bank's value added is seen as highest in
innovative, and hence risky, areas. Potential risks emerge from operations in areas with vveak implementing
institutions (as in enviro rnental management)c developing untested novel operations, and fiscaL restrictions
that could curtail the availability of counterpart funds (especially An state projects). To reduce these risks at
entry, the Bank will (i) contnue to seek strong ownership and institutional commitmnent, including strong
management of projects from the parties involved; (t) undertake new projects only where oifplementation
performance in the sector has become satisfactory, as indicated by a review of ongoing n projects and
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recently completed Implementation Completion Reports; (iii) do pilot projects (e.g., land reformn, water
pilots) before launching into more extensive support in novel areas; and (iv) undertake expenditure reviews
that ensure that the borrower expenditure priorities are consistent with the proposed projects.

Resident Mission

71. The Bank will transform the role of its office in Brazil, as recommended in the Joint Brazil-Bank
Portfolio Commission report, and in line with the Bank's strategy on decentralization. The option currently
being finalized with the Government is to devolve decision-making authority and decentralize the new
Country Management Unit (CMU) to Brasilia, and thereby improve the quality and speed of the Bank's
assistance, while building upon its current technical and global knowledge base through other initiatives at
headquarters. This option will include an increased Bank presence in at least three other key areas. First,
the resident sectoral technical staff would be strengthened, especially for education and subnational
reforms. The benefits in terms of improved portfolio performance and policy dialogue can be significant, as
indicated by our experience over the past year with education and with the decentralized green environment
portfolio and the Rain Forest Unit. Second, stronger staffing in procurement and disbursement is also
planned. Third, the presence of the Director of the CMU in Brasilia will permit better ownership and client
orientation of the program. The dialogue on the CAS and the independent role of the CMU in monitoring
program implementation with the federal authorities -- two key recommendations of the joint Brazil-Bank
Portfolio Commission -- would be enhanced by a decentralized CMU.

VI. SIZE COF BANK GROUP PROGRAM, COUNTRY RISK, AND
CREDITWORTHINESS

Size of Bank Group Program and Triggers

72. The present CAS proposes a base case IBRD lending amount in the US$4.0 to US$6.0 billion
range. Within this range, ithe Bank's assistance and lending will follow a "graduated response" to changes
in key indicators of fiscal sustainability, portfolio performance and the enabling environment for PSD, as
key trigger variables which affect the development impact of bank assistance. A graduated response would
also be followed in connection with NLS as described in the alternative macroeconomic scenarios.
Quantitative trigger variables will be used as benchmarks and qualified with broader judgments relating to
underlying trends and remedial measures under implementation. The triggers include:

Fiscal Sustainability

* the consolidated public sector operational balance, to gauge continued progress in fiscal
performance and in t]he public sector's capacity to provide counterpart funding to Bank projects;

* progress in structural reforms, including administrative, and pension reforms, to ensure that progress
in fiscal performance is deepened and sustained;

.

Portfolio Performance

* the level of disbursements, to achieve an acceptable disbursement ratio (disbursements to
undisbursed commitrnents);

* the share of satisfactory projects in the total portfolio, to monitor overall development impact and
implementation capacity and commitment;
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Enabling Environment for PSD

* progress in key sectoral reforms, to enLsure successful implementation of relevant sectoral operations;
and

* multiple indicators of crowding out ol the financial sector by public sector debt. The Bank and the
Government have agreed that this is a key development issue, but as no readily available single
indicator can capture the trends, given the presence of several public debt instruments with non-
market terms, multiple indicators are used as guides. These may include the ratio of gross general
government financial liabilities to private financial liabilities, the ratio of public sector to private
sector liabilities to the commercial banking system, the net domestic debt of the public sector, or other
indicators to be developed with the authorities. These indicators seek to capture the crowding-out
impact on financial markets of quasi-fiscal liabilities/expenditures (federal financing of banks and
states).

Furthermore, the Bank will monitor and review the current account balance, to factor in the impact of
fiscal progress, private investment and savings on the balance of payments. Trends in the current account
balance would be assessed against the sustainability of external financing. The Bank. would continue to
discuss with the Government appropriate actions (e.g., fiscal) to maintain sustainable external balance.

73. With regard to NLS, the Base Case contemplates a major front-loaded program in the next fiscal
year, prior to the elections. For both sectoral and macroeconomic NLS, the level and composition of
assistance will respond to our joint assessment of the need for such assistance, including tthe prospects for
passage and implementation of reforms or the need to improve the climate for reform.

74. Table 5 defines the values of trigger variables for the top end of the base case (US$6.0 billion) and
the bottom end of the base case (US$4.0 billion). These values were determined on the basis of their
impact on indebtedness, disbursement ratios, and overall project quality (Attachment 3). The Government's
program with regard to the public sector deficit is stronger than the corresponding trigger for the top end of
the base case. The base case thus allows for some slippage in the fiscal deficit that would still be consistent
with progress in fiscal performance. Intermediate values of the trigger variables in the base case would
trigger intermediate lending amounts, based oni a judgement of the effect of those values on the development
impact of Bank assistance. For example, lack of a key enabling reform in energy would result in a
reduction of lending where the reform is critical for successful implementation of energy projects.
Similarly, lack of reform prospects in, for example, infrastructure, would affect the nature of Bank NLS
efforts in this area. A less likely scenario would imnply low case lending volumes of up to UJS$2.0 billion,
and would be triggered as follows:

* Values outside the bottom end limits of Table 5 for either the public sector operational balance, the
multiple indicators of financial sector crowding out, the level of disbursements, or the percentage of
satisfactory projects would trigger the low case, unless followed by reforms/actions ensuring a quick
return to values within the bottom end limits.

* No progress at all in structural or key sectoral reforms before the end of FY99 would trigger low case
levels of assistance.

75. As proposed, application of the triggers would permit reasonable flexibility. Under an external or
domestic shock (paras. 40-42) that, for example, generated an operational balance outside base case limnits,
the Bank could be called upon to respond quickly to support corrective policy measures in such key areas
as public finance, the financial sector, savings and exports. The Bank will have undertaken ESW in these
areas, including a review of contingent public sector liabilities (e.g., pensions). The Bank could respond by
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reallocating its assistance fiom some of the areas discussed above to activities in support of the corrective
measures, including approlpriate ESW and NLS, in amounts within the Base Case range. Financial
assistance would support reforms in areas such as the financial sector, privatization, social security, safety
nets, and other related reforms. Assistance to education would not be affected by such reallocation,
provided sector performance is not unduly affected.

U4 . ..- . ..............

Fiscal Sustainability Public Sector
Operational
Balance/GDP (%):
1997 <2.9 <3.9 = >3.9
1998 <2.5 <3.5 = >3.5
1999 <2.0 <3.0 = >3.0

Progress in major progress modest progress weak reforms
Administrative and
Pension Reforms

Healthy Portfolio Disbursements (Sbn): >1.3 >1.0 = <1.0
Problem Projects (%): <20 <30 = >30

Enabling Environment Progress in Key Sectoral major progress modest progress weak reforms
for PSD Reforms

Multiple Indicators of improving mixed trends deteriorating
Financial Crowding Out trends trends

76. The less likely, low-case lending scenario combines a deterioration in macroeconomic
performance with a poor policy response. In this case, Bank assistance would decline to a proposed low-
case US$2.0 billion lending limit and focus on the more limited reform opportunities and long-term poverty
alleviation projects. IFC program levels could decline substantially in an opposite scenario, where strong
improvement in the economic situation could lead to a dramatic improvement in financing availability for
private firms. Government: actions to implement appropriate corrective structural policy measures would,
of course, be taken into account. ESW and outreach will be stepped up to assist a return to improved
policies and redress macroeconomic performance.

77. In the case of the IlFC, a record level of investment activity is contemplated. The transformation of
the Brazilian economy, with its increased reliance on exports and on the private sector, has significantly
increased both needs and opportunities for private sector development. Part of this need is being met by
increased private capital flows; although these declined 25 percent from 1995 to 1996, they are expected to
recover. However, they remain small relative to the size of the economy (see Table 4 of the attached PSS),
are concentrated in certain areas (large privatizations, financing for first-tier companies, or portfolio
investments), and still play a minimal role in other areas which are critical for Brazil's development
objectives (deeper private participation in infrastructure, development of domestic capital markets,
strengthening of second-tier companies and SMEs, and the Northeast). This, combined with size of the
economy, is leading to unprecedented levels of demand for IFC support. As a result, IFC foresees gross
investments of up to US$2.5-3.0 billion in Brazil over the FY98-00 period, approximately half of which
would be in the form of mobilization of funds from banks and institutional investors. This high program
level is expected to be of limited duration. A large share of this investment volume is expected to support
the key development objectives of developing capital markets and demonstrating the viability of private
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infrastructure. As markets become more comfortable with such investments, the need for IFC in these
large projects will decline.

Creditworthiness and Exposure

78. Brazil continues to meet comfortably the criteria traditionally used by the Bank to evaluate
exposure (Annex 6). With upper-bound base case lending of US$6.0 billion during FY98-00, debt service
to IBRD is projected in the range of 1.0-3.2 percent of exports in the period to 2005, with the country share
of the portfolio staying at or below 7.1 percent. Annex 2 shows that disbursements begin to exceed
repayments in 1997. Thereafter, through the year 2000, net disbursements are expected to amount to
US$300 million per year.

VII. COLLABORATION WITH IMF AND IDB

The International Monetary Fund

79. Brazil's most recent standby arrangement with the Fund -- for the period January 1992 to August
1993 -- was in the amount of SDR1.5 billion, of which only 127.5 million was disbursed. In 1994, Brazil
and the Fund followed a regime of close cooperation within the framework of a monitoring program The
Fund is expected to continue its twice yearly visits to Brazil, one of which will hold the Article 4
consultation discussions with the authorities, and might also provide additional technical assistance in the
fiscal and financial sectors.

80. Bank and Fund staff cooperate closely in monitoring economic developments and in formulating
policy advice. Although the Fund will continue to play the leading role in macroeconomic analysis, the
Bank will continue to conduct its own analysis and has a comparative advantage on state level fiscal
analysis. Any adjustment lending would be conditioned upon active Fund engagement, preferably involving
use of Fund resources, but at least a Fund-monitored program. The Govermment has indicated that it has
not current plans to make use of this instrument.

IDB's Lending Strategy

81. IDB disbursements in 1996 (US$820) were below the World Bank's (US$1.1 billion), but IDB
expects to expand its lending program to about US$6.0 billion during FY98-00, the same as the Bank's
Base Case proposed level. IDB's portfolio and lending program is distinguished by infrastructure lending,
especially for water sanitation and highways, and municipal development operations, fcn'ela upgrading, and
microenterprises targeting the poor, with Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, and the Northeast figuring
prominently. In contrast, IDB's education portfolio is relatively limited although it has a presence in
secondary education.

82. The Government of Brazil plays an important role in structuring each Bank's participation on the
basis of historically derived and newly emerging comparative advantages. The IBRD has also contributed
to structure its role through country dialogue, including extensive discussion with the Government of
IBRD's proposed role in assisting development of the education sector. In some sectors,, ranging from
cofinancing of major governmental programs (e.g., highways and health reform) to highly complementary
operations (state reform and state tax adnministration), collaboration with IDB has been strong and
programs/approaches have been coordinated. As IDB and the World Bank both expand their lending
programs, each will gain experiences in new sectors and develop fresh comparative acdvantages -- in the
World Bank's case, on the basis of pilots, NLS activities and global experiences -- and this will help in
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determining selectivity across sectors. The Bank has continued regular discussions with the IDB to share
information and exchange perspectives on Brazil, and through this process is trying to develop more
efficient ways of sharing work and/or cost-sharing on areas and operations involving each other.

VII. CAS PRIORITIES, SUCCESS CRITERIA AND RISKS

83. The proposed CAS has focused on the two basic objectives of Sustainable Development and Social
Development. Discussion cf the Government's strategy to encourage sustainable development has focused
on the structural fiscal fundamentals of stabilization, measures to encourage Private Sector Development,
and measures to improve environmental sustainability, including water resource management. Discussion
of the Government's strategy to improve social development focused on direct poverty interventions,
regional development, education, and health. Bank Group strategy developed a set of selectivity criteria,
including the contribution of the Bank Group's assistance to structural reforms, fiscal improvement,
poverty reduction, and improved portfolio performance.

84. The CAS Matrix (Table 4, Column 4) indicates the Government's performance goals to measure
success in each area. Bank Group assessment would focus both on these goals as well as on Brazil's
overall achievement in accelerating growth and reducing poverty.

85. Our assessment is that, given the track record and recent political developments, the Government is
likely to react with timely policy adjustments to mitigate the effects of domestic or external shocks on
macroeconomic performance. For the present, fiscal and current account deficits are easily financeable,
and can be managed with small corrections in policies. However, these deficits would, if uncorrected, be
difficult to sustain over the medium term. Policies to correct the deficits, particularly structural reforms,
are likely to move forward. in a gradual fashion. There is only a moderate risk that policy slippages could
undermine macroeconomic or reform performance.

James D. Wolfensohn
President

By:

Caio K. Koch-Weser Jannik Lindbaek

Attachments
Washington, D.C.
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Annex 1
Brazil - Portfolio Performance and Lending Program Risk

Background--Indicators of Portfolio Performance

President Cardoso's administration inherited a portfolio of Bank-financed projects that was in trouble --
low disbursement ratios, a high share of on-going projects rated unsatisfactory in supervision reports and a
high share of unsatisfactory ratings from OED on completed projects. Concern over the effectiveness of
the Bank's lending led to a focus, agreed with the Brazilian authorities, on giving priority to portfolio
improvement, and to the establishment of a high-level Joint Brazil/World Bank Commission to Improve the
Effectiveness of Development Projects.

Since mid-1995, and continuing through to the present, portfolio performance indicators on Brazil have
steadily increased. This "turnaround" can be seen in two key measures:

* disbursements for FY97 are expected to surpass $1.5 billion, representing a disbursement ratio of
around 30 percent, the highest for investment projects in large Bank borrowers;

- a reduction of unsatisfactory ("U") projects from 24 in FY95 to an estimate of 10 by the end of FY97.

...... '' ' '''''"''' . ,. . . ............................. ...,.. 

Category FY94 FY95 FY96 FY9?7* FY97**
Number of loans 63 65 67 55 55
Disbursed ($m) 437.2 881.1 1,082.3 1,161 1,461
Disbursement ratio 9.1 16.5 24.6 27.4 30.0
Disbursement lag 50.6 46.3 33.1 28.3 -

Number of unsatisfactory (DO and/or IP) 21 24 13 10 10
Percent of unsatisfactory (of total projects) 33.3 36.9 19.4 18.2 18.2
Percent rated unsatisfactory

Development objectives 7.9 12.3 9.0 7.3 3.6
Implementation progress 33.3 _ 33.9 13.4 16.4 14.6

* As of May 12, 1997.
** Projected FY97 results.

Portfolio Improvement Actions Taken

A combination of factors have been responsible for this improvement. Most importantly, macroeconomic
developments improved markedly. Lower inflation was accompanied by better budget planning with
stability, and improved availability of counterpart funds. But a series of managerial interventions, planned
and implemented jointly with the authorities, also had an effect.
* the establishment of the joint Commission raised the profile of portfolio issues at all levels;
* a portfolio monitoring system was established to provide monthly feedback on portfolio performance

and problems to Bank managers and GOB authorities;
* supervision of the education, "green" environment, and rain forest portfolios was decentralized to

Brazil;
* the annual Country Assistance Review led into an action-oriented "Next Steps" agenda, and was

supplemented by smaller reviews of projects clustered by sector and borrower. Reviews of these mini-
portfolios are now also held annually;
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* unsatisfactory projects were discussed and dated performance benchmarks established, resulting in
restructurings, cancellations or upgradings depending on the evolution of the project against the
benchmarks;

* a strict policy of not lending to borrowers or in sectors where outstanding portfolio problems persisted
has helped focus borrower attention on the need to manage unsatisfactory performance;

* generic issues have been identified and systematically addressed--for example, signing of grant
proposals for project preparation, reconciliation of standard bidding documents satisfying Bank
guidelines and Brazilian law, systematic project launch seminars, and targeted disbursement and
procurement seminars.

Sustainability of Performance and Portfolio Risk Profile

Some of the improvement in this year's disbursement profile may prove transitory, as it captures a "catch-
up effort" to complete projects during the current administrations. However, better supervision (seven
Bank-wide projects were identified by the Quality Assurance Group as "best practice" in their supervision-
-three of these were in the Brazil portfolio) and the institutionalized monitoring of the portfolio should
continue to produce tangible results in the future. One concrete measure is the "Proactivity Index"
developed by QAG, which indicates the percentage of "U" or "at risk" loans 12 months ago which have
been restructured, upgraded, or closed. The index for Brazil stands at 83 percent compared to 68 percent
for the LAC region and 58 percent for the Bank, suggesting that problem projects are receiving adequate
attention.

Nevertheless, while the focus of recent actions has been on remedial actions taken after project difficulties
surface, the long term health of the portfolio will depend on better quality at entry. In this respect, the
pattern is more mixed. On the one hand, by paying closer attention to (a) building on established
successes; (b) stricter criteria for State lending; and (c) client demand and ownership, quality at entry is
expected to improve. On the other hand, certain quality problems remain: (a) on slow, albeit improving,
Bank project preparation followed by continued delays in loan effectiveness due to complex and numerous
Brazilian legal procedures, including parliamentary approval of individual projects after Board approval;
and (b) difficulties in working across several layers of government to reach final project beneficiaries.

Based on Bank-wide statistical criteria of risk factors, about 35 Brazil projects would be classified as
having potential or actual unsatisfactory performance. Only 9 of these are currently rated as
"unsatisfactory". However, the measure of risk potential includes lagging indicators of portfolio and
macroeconomic risk which as yet do not reflect the portfolio turn-around seen in Brazil. Factoring this in,
about 12 projects are truly risky; that is, the adjusted QAG "Realism Index" for Brazil is 75 percent,
compared to 55 percent for the LAC Region and 51 percent for the Bank.

Actions to Improve Rislk Management

Risk is inherent in the country assistance strategy presented above. The selectivity criteria, emphasizing
reform, fiscal improvement and involvement of the private sector, and poverty reduction involve dealing
with complex political and economic issues. The challenges of tackling major issues in education,
environment, infrastructure regulation and PSD, water and sanitation, and North East development all
require taking on measured amounts of risk in order to have a significant development impact. The
proposed pipeline, therefore, is balanced between medium and high reward interventions (43 percent and 57
percent respectively), with a majority high risk projects (53 percent) associated with operations in risky
sectors, with untested institutions and/or with innovative components (see attached Table).

There are, however, several proposed improvements in approach to risk management, in addition to
continuing with the elernents of the Portfolio Improvement Program identified above. These build on the
Joint Commission findings:
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* field testing through pilots;
* smaller, sequenced projects linked through a sector programmatic approach, building on

initial lessons;
* simple project design, with decentralized implementation and streamlined administrative

arrangements;
* "culture" change towards implementation effectiveness;
* decentralized disbursement and procurement functions;
* improved "ownership" through joint diagnostic work, and joint programming of priority

projects;
* parallel institutional strengthening through targeted technical assistance, where requested by

the borrower.

Periodic monitoring of and feedback on these approaches, reflected in actual project benchmarks,
supervision and new lending will continue to provide the basis for a proactive portfolio management
system.
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Risk-Reward Structure Of Lending Assistance
Lending Areas And Expected Shares In Total Lending

0.0% 42.7% 57.3%

* Rural Poverty * Energy Efficiency
* Power Market Dev.

LOw * Highways 10.5%

most
1.3% favorable 9.2%

* Urban Services * Port Reform
* Health * Multi-Modal

R * Early Childhoo v. Transport
* Gas Sector

s Med * Water and 36.8%
Sanitation

K * Science and
Technology

* Education (NE)
15.4 21.4%

least * Water Quality * Water Res. Mgmt.
favorable * Education (NICW) * State Reform

Urban Transport * Land Reform
High Environment

52.7%

1 ==__ =-__ 26.1% 26.6%

Low Medium High

REWARD

*Projects in the education area are expected to have different risk-reward profiles, depending on whether they are
repeater projects or with untested institutions.

Classification Criteria:
Risk: Projects were classified as more risky to the extent that they were innovative, involved new

sectors, were directed towards more risky regions, state or sector portfolios and involved
multistate or highly participatory vehicles.

hnpact: Projects were classified as higher impact to the extent they addressed important CAS objectives
(especially reform and poverty) in key regions and sectors, piloted important prototype project
vehicles, and impacted on large populations.
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Brazil - Bank Group Fact Sheet, FY94-97
IBRD/IDA Lending Program, FY98-00

.. .......~~~~~~~~~.'.. .. ... .. ..i..'.i....'..-

R : R ~~~~~~~~~~.. :. R.. ..R-- . W ..... .

COMMITMENTS ($Million) 1,137 552 875 1,535 2,197 1,560 2,205
Growth and Stability (%) 22.29 0.00 45.71 67.56 23. 67 61.22 51 47

Macroeconomic Perf. 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.63 0.00 0.00 0.00
Public Sector Reform 0.(0 0.00 0.00 37.46 1.82 0.00 27.21
Infrastructure 22.29 0.00 40.00 24.10 13.65 32.37 12.70
Private Sector Devel. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Envirounent 0.00 0.00 5.71 0.00 0.00 6.41 4.54
Water Resource Mgmt. 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.36 8.19 22.44 7.03

Social Development (%) 77.71 100.00 54.29 32.44 76.33 38.78 48.53
Rural Poverty 0.00 38.22 20.00 25.93 2.73 0.00 5.44
Education 45.910 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.59 12.82 9.07
Health 16.21 0.00 34.29 0.00 3.64 14.42 22.68
Basic Services 15.60 61.78 0.00 6.51 40.37 11.54 11.34

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

DISBURSEMENTS (US$m) 437 881 1082 1500 1300 1300 1300
REPAYMENTS (US$m) 1,292 1,385 1,315 1200 10,71 979 940
CHARGES (US$m) 553 503 443 450 451 431 395
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Brazil -ESW Work Program

.<,.,.,,.,~. _......... ., gW........ 
Labor Markets and National and Public CEM School to Work Links
Public Sector Savings Behavior
Employment Municipal Development in Wildcat Mining in the

Poverty Reduction and Medium-Sized Cities Amazon
Multi-Modal Transport Growth in the NE

Education in the North Teacher Training Study
Brown Environmental Downside/Contingencies
Agenda Rural Electrification Options Agricultural Policy

Water Resources
NE Education Study rManagement II Energy Integration in Medical Education

Mercosul
Water Pricing Rural Poverty and Non- CEM

Traditional Financial Structural Reform Agenda
Rondonia Public Intermediation Competitiveness Issues
Finance Review Public Debt Management

Community Participation
Mercosul Studies in Bank Projects Assessment of State Reforms

State Creditworthiness Early Childhood Biodiversity Strategy

Exports Growth Role of Private Sector in
Education

Delivering Infrastructure
Services to the Poor Urban Poverty and Security

Issues
Selected State Social
Spending

Private Finance of
Transport/ Infrastructure

A Participatory Approach
to Sustainable
Development in the
Amazon

No. 8 12 11 7
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Annex 3

IFC Investments and Funds Mobilization

Brazil is the country with IFC's largest portfolio and current investment program. The total own-account
held portfolio in Brazil now exceeds US$1 billion. IFC net approvals for FY97 will total approximately
US$450 million, with gross approvals including participations approximately US$1.0 billion. Blue-chip
companies are increasingly able to source "plain vanilla" term funding via Eurobonds ancl therefore do not
require IFC assistance. However, demand for IFC remains strong as the privatization process gains
momentum and demand grows for private infrastructure financing as federal and state governments
accelerate concessions of public services (power plants, railroads, roads, ports and telecommunications).
IFC's role is also important with second-tier companies, in capital markets development, and in the
Northeast, where financing is more limited.

IFC country diversification guidelines provide that disbursed exposure to a single country not
exceed 12 percent of the total net disbursed portfolio and 25 percent of net worth. In the case of Brazil,
with the growth of disbursements in the past year, the disbursed exposure is approaching 12 percent. IFC
has exceeded these guidelines in prior instances and will be reviewing with the Board different approaches
for managing this exposure.

Financing. IFC expects own account investments in Brazil for FY98-2000 to, total approximately
US$1.0-1.5 billion for the period. This amount is likely to be lower than the lev,. of demand for IFC
financing, due to country exposure constraints. Given the market-driven nature of IFC's investments,
sectoral and overall volumes are difficult to forecast accurately. The indications provided here are subject
to significant changes, particularly if market-based capital flows materialize faster than is presently
anticipated. The indicative investment program by sector is as follows (US$ millions, own account):

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .;W. -......... ...

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . , .... .... ... ... ... ..... ..... : 
Infrastructure 120 240 300-500 800-1,000
Capital Markets 30 30 100-200 200-400
Agribusiness & Manufacturing 200 450 400-500 600-800
Petrochem; Oil, Gas & Mining 100 300 200-300 400-800
TOTAL 450 1,020 1,000-1,500 2,000-3,000

Syndications. IFC expects to approve participations above US$600 mnillion in FY97. For FYs 98-
2000, total loan participation approvals are forecast at US$1.0-1.5 billion.

Advisory Program. IFC's advisory program will focus mainly on privatizations at the state level,
particularly in the Northeast and new areas of infrastructure privatization, such as urban transport. The
scope of infrastructural needs is such that a large advisory programn is possible.
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Brazil at a glance
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STRUCTURE of the ECONOMY

of GOP) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~~95 95 96 96 Growth rates of output and investment(%
Agricufture 12.1 11.5 14.1 14.2 10
Industry 40.2 45.3 35.9 35.6 

Manufacturing 30.3 33.7 23.4 23.2
Serv'ices 47.7 43.1 49.9 50.2 0I I 5 g

Private consumption 66.5 65.8 64.9 65.7 -10
General government consumption 10.6 9.9 15.9 16.1GI GD
Imports of goods and services 11.5 7.1 7.6 7.9 GI -- O

1976465 1986-96 1996 1996
(average annual growth) Growth rates of exports and Imports(%
Agriculture 4.3 2.8 4.9 3.3 40 
Industry 3.0 -0.6 2.1 2.2

Manufactuning 2.6 .1.0 2.1 2.2 2
Services 2.9 2.9 5.3 3.7

Priae consumption 3.0 2.4 11.1 4.1 0
General government consumption 1.2 0.6 2.0 0.8 9 93 94 95 90
Gross domestic investment -2.9 0.1 9.4 0.0 -20
Imports of goods and services -4.0 10.0 36.8 5.9Exot Imrs
Gross national product 2.5 1.5 11.9 2.5 0IlOt

Note: 1996 data are preliminary estimates.
*The diamonds show four key indicators in the country (in bold) compared wvith its income-group average. ff data are missing, the diamond wvill

be incomplete.
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PRICES and GOVERNMENT FINANCE
1975 1985 1996 1996

Domestc prices Inflation (%)
(% change) 3 000
Consumer prices 29.1 226.9 67.0 11.1 20 

Impicit GDP deflator 33.9 231.7 77.8 11.1

Govemment linance
(% of GDP) 0
Current revenue 31.5 32.4 91 92 93 94 95 93

Primary surplus/deficit .. .. 0.4 -0.1 GDP def. 0-cpI
Operational surplus/deficit .. .. -4.8 -3.9

TRADE
1975 1985 1985 1996

(nillions USS) Export and import levels (mill. USS)
Total exports (fob) .. 25,638 46,508 47,746 8 0,M)

Coffee .. 2,607 1,970 2,059
Other food .. 2,545 3,896 4,665
Manufactures .. 13,356 25,568 26,247 40,000 

Total imports (cif .. 13,153 49,663 53,286
Food er *- 3,535 6,044 20,000
Fuel and energy .. ,176 4,649 5,752
Capital goods .. 2,480 19,688 19,864 o

Export price index (1987= 100) . 97 128 126 90 91 92 93 94 95 93

Import price index (1987=100) 79 124 125 0 Exports [0 imports
Terms of trade (1987=100) .. 123 103 100

BALANCE o. ' AYMENTS
1975 1985 1996 1996

(millions US$) Current account balance to GDP ratio (%)
Exports of goods and services 9,418 27,713 47,960 49,558 2
Imports of goods and services 14,323 16,928 54,306 59,355
Resource balance -4,905 10,785 -6,346 -9,797

Net factor income -2,106 -11,213 -15,419 -17,402 0
Net current transfers -10 16 3,981 2,899 1gr S91 92 93 94| 99 96

Current account balance, 2 -
before official capital transfers -7,021 -412 -17,784 -24,300

Financing items (net) 5,956 1,826 30,771 32,935
Changes in net reserves 1,065 -1,414 -12,987 -8,635 -4

Memo: _
Reserves including gold (mill. US$) 4,166 11,613 51,475 60,110
Conversion rate (IocaLUSS) 3.OE-12 2.3E-09 0.9 1.0

EXTERNAL DEBT and RESOURCE FLOWS
1976 1986 1994 1996

(mil/ions UsS) Composition of total debl, 1995 (mill. USS)
Total debt outstanding and disbursed 27,329 103,601 151,595 159,130

IBRD 1,045 5,274 6,311 6,038 A 6
IDA 0 0 0 0 G 6038 12 

30494 33217

Total debt service 4,320 11,470 16,211 22,328 E
IBRD 98 796 1,883 1,868 19451
IDA 0 0 0 0

Composition of net resource flows
Official grants 9 34 69 64
OfFicial creditors 1,059 935 -2,078 -1,378
Private creditors 4,213 149 4,036 9,827
Foreign direct investment 1,302 1,348 3,072 4,859
Portfolio equity 0 0 5,082 4,411 F

99678
World Bank program

Commitments 538 1,525 1,024 404 A - IsRD E - Bilateral
Disbursements 249 765 640 838 B - IDA D -Other multilateral F -Private
Principal repayments 26 4106 1,346 1,377 C - IMF G - Short-term
Net flows 224 359 -706 -539 __*
Interest payments 72 391 537 491
Net transfers 152 -32 -1,242 -1,031
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Brazil - Key Economic Indicators

National accounts
(as % GDP at cuffent

market prices)

Gross domestic product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Agriculture 10.1 10.7 10.9 12.2 12.1 12.1 12.4 12.4 12.3 12.3 12.1 12.0 11.9 11.8 11.7

Industry 34.3 33.8 33.4 31.9 30.S 30.5 30.4 30.5 30.5 30.6 30.7 30.8 30.9 31.0 31.1

Services 43.8 43.7 43.1 41.5 42.7 43.0 42.8 42.7 42.7 42.7 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8

Total Consumption 78.3 76.9 77.4 78.0 80.8 81.8 81.9 81.1 80.7 80.1 79.4 78.8 78.1 77.2 76.8

Gross domestic fixed 19.6 19.6 20.4 20.8 20.1 19.5 19.9 20.9 21.4 21.9 22.5 23.0 23.4 24.1 24.3

investment
Government investment 3.4 3.8 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3

Private investment 16.3 15.8 17.2 17.9 17.3 16.8 17.1 18.0 18.4 18.9 19.4 19.8 20.2 20.8 20.9

(includes increase in
stocks)

Exports (GNFS) 8.9 10.4 9.8 8.6 6.7 6.6 6.3 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.8 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5

Imports (GNFS) 6.9 6.9 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.6 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.6 8.6 8.5

Grossdomesticsavings 21.7 23.1 22.6 22.0 19.2 18.2 18.1 18.9 19.3 19.9 20.6 21.2 21.9 22.8 23.2

Gross national savingse 19.2 21.5 20.1 20.5 18.0 16.2 16.1 16.8 17.2 17.7 18.4 19.0 19.6 20.4 20.9

Memorandum items
Gross domestic product 386216 376952 436792 556180 717189 750335 803919 862847 928540 1002186 1083526 1171483 1266597 1369451 1480678

(USS million at cunest
prices)
Gross national product per 2740.0 2640.0 2640.0 2990.0 3620.0 4280.0 4600.0 4840.0 5130.0 5450.0 5820.0 6210.0 6630.0 7070.0 7550.0

capita (USS, Atlas method)

Real annual growth rates
(%/o, calculated from 1980
prices)

Grossdomesticproductat 1.0% -1.0% 4.3% 5.8% 4.1% 2.9% 4.0% 4.2% 4.5% 4.8% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%

market prices
Gross Domestic Income 1.1% -2.4% 4.7% 5.0% 5.2% 2.0% 4.8% 4.3% 4.4% 4.7% 4.9% 4.90/o 4.9% 4.9% 4.90/o

Real annual per capita 
N

growth rates (%/, calculated
from 1980 prices)

Gross domestic product at 40.8% -2.7% 2.5% 4.0% 2.5% 1.5% 2.5% 2.7% 3.0% 3.3% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7% 3.7%

market prices
Total consumption 0.2% -6.4% 4.6% 4.4% 8.1% 2.1% 4.6% 2.6% 2.7% 2.6% 2.6% 2.6% 2.5% 2.2% 2.5%

Private consumption 1.0% -7.2% 6.6% 5.7% 9.4% 2.6% 5.4% 3.0% 3.0% 2.8% 2.8% 2.8% 2.6% 2.3% 2.6%
(continued)
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Brazil - Key Economic Indicators
(Continued)

Balance of Payments
(USsm)

Exports(GNFS)' 32947 36919 39874 44948 47960 49558 50998 54535 60007 66134 73159 80958 89813 99644 110561
Merchandise FOB 31620 35793 38563 43545 46508 47746 48606 51955 57149 62973 69663 77091 85537 94916 105331

Imports(GNFS) 23229 22494 28299 36133 54306 59355 65286 71825 79440 86933 94356 101935 109548 118052 126470
Merchandise FOB 21031 20562 25256 33133 49663 53286 60198 66374 73607 80734 87804 95027 102284 110404 118441

Resource balance 9718 14424 11575 8815 -6346 -9797 -14287 -17290 -19433 -20798 -21196 -20977 -19736 -18407 -15909

Net current transfersb 1556 2243 1686 2588 3973 2899 3200 3400 3600 4000 4200 4350 4500 4700 4700
(including official current
transfers)
Current account balance -1266 6143 -592 -1689 -17784 -24300 -30190 -34669 -38972 -42556 -45158 -47242 -48690 -50261 -50639
(after official capital grants)

Net private foreign direct 972 2061 1292 3072 4859 9195 12000 15000 15000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000 12000
investment
Long-termloans(net) 74 4297 8572 -5 4750 14294 6225 9692 15984 23056 26008 28492 28190 29061 29139
Official -1058 -918 -1014 -2076 -1380 -2251 -1932 -1964 -1336 594 614 663 607 385 174
Private 1132 5215 9586 2071 6130 16544 8157 11656 17319 22462 25394 27830 27582 28677 28965

Othercapital (net, including -149 1847 -829 5409 21162 9446 7965 7977 7988 8000 8000 8000 10000 11000 11500
errors and omissions)
Change inreserves' 369 -14348 -8443 -6787 -12987 -8635 4000 2000 0 -500 -850 -1250 -1500 -1800 -2000

Memorandum items
Resource balance (% of 2.5% 3.8% 2.6% 1.6% -0.9% -1.3% -1.8% -2.0% -2.1% -2.1% -2.0% -1.8% -1.6% -1.3% -1.1%
GDP at current market
prices)
Real annual growth rates
(YR80 prices)
Merchandiseexports -3.9% 10.7% 9.0% 7.2% 0.6% 4.3% 1.8% 5.5% 7.3% 7.7% 8.0% 8.1% 8.3% 8.3% 8.4%
(FOB)
Primary -2.8% -3.4% 16.0% 17.6% -1.9% 5.6% 6.1% 6.3% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Manufactures 4.4% 27.0% 12.4% 2.7% -2.0% 5.3% 0.0% 5.0% 7.5% 8.0% 8.5% 8.5% 9.0% 9.0% 9.0%

Merchandise imports 5.6% -6.6% 28.2% 25.5% 38.7% 6.1% 14.5% 9.7% 8.6% 7.6% 6.4% 5.9% 5.4% 5.6% 5.0%
(CIF)

Consolidated public sector flnance
(as % of GDP at current
market prlces)d
Current revenues 28.3 28.4 28.3 31.2 31.5 32.4 33.4 33.3 33.3 33.3 .. .. ..

Current expenditures 21.7 23.5 25.2 28.8 33.9 33.6 33.8 33.4 32.8 32.6 .. .. ..

(Continued)
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Brazil - Key Economic Indicators
(Continued)

Operational surplus(+) 1.4 -2.3 0.2 0.5 -5.0 -3.9 -2.9 -2.6 -2.0 -1.8 .. ..

or deficit (-)
Capital expenditure 7.0 5.2 5.1 4.7 4.9 5.2 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 .. ..

Foreign financing .. .. .. .. -1.0 -0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 .. ..

Monetary indicators
M2/GDP (national definition at current 13.2 11.4 10.5 13.3 15.4 21.5 .. .. .. .. .. ..

market prices)'
Growth of M2 (%) 628.1 1721.0 2767.5 969.8 48.5 56.1 .. .. .. .. .. ..

Private sector credit growth 38.4 46.7 55.8 90.7 96.1 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

total credit growth (%)

Price indices( YR80 =100)
Merchandiseexportprice 112.9 115.5 114.2 120.3 127.7 125.6 125.6 127.3 130.4 133.4 136.6 139.9 143.3 146.8 150.3

index
Merchandise import price 109.6 114.7 109.9 114.8 124.1 125.5 123.8 124.5 127.1 129.6 132.4 135.3 138.1 141.2 144.2
index
Merchandisetermsoftrade 103.0 100.7 103.9 104.8 102.9 100.1 101.5 102.3 102.6 103.0 103.2 103.4 103.7 104.0 104.2
index

Consumer price index 440.9% 1008.7% 2148.4% 2668.6% 67.0% 11.1% 8.3% 7.5% 8.3% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0%

(% growth rate)

a. "GNFS" denotes "goods and nonfactor services."
b. Includes net unrequited transfers excluding official capital grants.
c. Includes use of IMF resources.
d. Prior to 1996, current expenditures and revenues reflect non-financial operations only.
e. M2 equals Ml plus federal and state debt held by non-financial public sector plus financial application funds.
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Brazil - Key Exposure Indicators

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .....
Total debtoutstandingand 120701 128749 143739 151534 157693 175315 184505 196674 214646 239202 266710 296702 326392 356953 387592
disbursed (TDO) (US$m)a

Net disbursements (US$m)y 939 8670 11388 8406 5907 17622 9190 12169 17972 24556 27508 29992 29 ;'0 30561 30639

Total debtservice (TDS)(US$m) 8337 8570 11234 16211 24187 33387 30313 27057 28783 26503 35761 43764 50385 57563 63184
Interest (LT + ST + IMF) 3527 3828 4431 6639 10757 12710 12383 12976 14118 15870 17413 19166 21363 23777 25979
Principal (LT+IMF) 4809 4742 6803 9572 13430 20677 17930 14081 14664 10634 18348 24598 29022 33785 37204

Total DOD and TDS(%)

TDO/XGSb 335.8 314.0 327.9 301.8 281.1 297.6 302.5 302.7 302.4 307.5 312.3 315.7 314.7 311.8 306.6
TDO/GDP 31.3 34.2 32.9 27.2 22.0 23.4 23.0 22.8 23.1 23.9 24.6 25.3 25.8 26.1 26.2
TDS/XGS 23.2 20.9 25.6 32.3 43.1 56.7 49.7 41.6 40.6 34.1 41.9 46.6 48.6 50.3 50.0
ConcessionaVUDO 2.4 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

IBRD exposure indicators (%)
IBRD DS/public DS 32.5 32.4 32.0 20.8 13.4 7.8 10.7 9.4 8.5 10.6 6.7 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.6
Preferred creditor DS/public DS 53.7 52.9 52.7 28.8 17.9 16.4 21.1 24.7 21.5 16.7 10.4 8.3 6.8 7.1 6.8

IBRD DS/XGS 5.3 4.7 4.2 3.7 3.3 2.7 3.2 2.3 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0
Share of IBRD portfolio 8.1% 7.4% 6.4% 5.80 a 5.4%/t 5.1% 4.5% 4.4% 4.5% 4.%O/o 5.% 5.75% 6.3%/ 6.1% 7.1%

IFC (US$m)
Loans 425.7 401.6 494.0 464.0 567.0
Equity and quasi-equity 90.9 99.2 94.1 123.0 166.0

MIGA
MIGA guarantees (US$m) 0.0 0.0 95.0 95.0 129.0 164.0

a. Includes public and publicly guaranteed debt, private nonguaranteed, use of IMF credits and net short-
term capital.

b. "XGS" denotes exports of goods and services, including workers' remittances.
c. Includes equity and quasi-equity types of both loan and equity instruments.
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Status of Bank Group Operations in Brazil
IBRD Loans and IDA Credits in the Operations Portfolio

Difference
Original Amount in US4 Millions Between actual

Loan or Fiscal and expected
Project ID Credit No. Year Borrower Purpose IBRD IDA Cancellations Undisbursed Disbursements a/

Number of Closed Loans/credits: 187

BR-PE-6367 L26810 1986 FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF BRAZI SALVADOR METRO DEVT 55.00 0.00 18.39 3.19 21.59

BR-PE-6431 L28100 1987 FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF BRAZI SKILLS FORMATION 74.50 0.00 58.90 .78 59. 68

BR-PE-6360 L29500 1988 GOVERNMENT OF BRAZIL IRR SUB-SECTOR 195.00 0.00 26.00 4.55 30.55

BR-PE-6407 L31020 1989 SABESP WATER SCTR SAO PAULO 280.00 0.00 0.00 12.83 12.83

BR-PE-6414 L30430 1989 COMGAS, SAO PAULO NTRL GAS DIST 94.00 0.00 0.00 21.92 21.92

BR-PE-6370 L30130 1989 FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BR NE IRRI JAIBA 71.00 0.00 0.00 8.09 7.43

BR-PE-6446 L31730 1990 FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BR NAT ENVIRONMT 117.00 0.00 0.00 43.02 43.02

BR-PE-6453 L31700 1990 FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BR NE IRRIG I 210.00 0.00 69.00 72.48 141.48
BR-PE-6473 L31600 1990 STATE OF SANTA CATARINA LND MGMT II-S. CATAR 33.00 0.00 0.00 10.01 9.81

BR-PE-6403 L31350 1990 FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BR NE BASIC HLTH SRV II 267.00 0.00 50.00 36.01 86.01
BR-PE-6442 L28831 1990 ELETROBRAS ITAPARICA 100.00 0.00 0.00 6.60 39.60
BR-PE-6492 L33760 1991 PETROBRAS BRAZI HYDROCARBN TRNSP/PRO 260.00 0.00 0.00 62.04 62.04

BR-PE-6364 L33750 1991 STATE OF SAO PAULO INNOV BASIC ED 245.00 0.00 0.00 121.94 116.68
BR-PE-6505 L34920 1992 GOVERNMENT OF BRAZIL MATO GROSSO NAT RES 205.00 0.00 0.00 117.05 105.39

BR-PE-6495 L34800 1992 GOB GRAZI NATL IND POLLUTN 50.00 0.00 0.00 17.79 17.79

BR-PE-6379 L34570 1992 GOB BRAZI METRO TRANSP.SPAULO 126.00 0.00 0.00 32.27 32.27
BR-PE-6368 L34420 1992 GOVERNMENT WATER SECTOR MODERNI 250.00 0.00 0.00 123.76 104.16
BR-PE-6547 L36330 1993 FED.REP.OF BRAZIL METRO TRANSP. RIO 128.50 0.00 0.00 69.87 60.53

BR-PE-6427 L36040 1993 MIN. OF EDUCATION N NE BASIC EDUC II 212.00 0.00 0.00 96.66 52.95
BR-PE-6540 L35540 1993 MINAS GERAIS ST. WTR Q/PLN(MINAS GERA 145.00 0.00 0.00 85.89 B4.13

BR-PE-6378 L35480 1993 STATE GOVERNMENTS STATE HWY MGMT 38.00 0.00 18.00 12.69 -7.31
BR-PE-6378 L35470 1993 STATE GOVERNMENTS STATE HWY MGMT 50.00 0.00 0.00 15.83 8.24

BR-PE-6541 L35050 1993 S.PAULO/PARANA STS. WTR Q/PLN(SP/PARANA) 117.00 0.00 0.00 73.78 71.88

BR-PE-6541 L35040 1993 S.PAULO/PARANA STS. WTR Q/PLN(SP/PARANA) 119.00 0.00 0.00 66.57 64.60
BR-PE-6541 L35030 1993 S.PAULO/PARANA STS. WTR Q/PLN(SP/PARANA) 9.00 0.00 0,00 7.51 7.42

BR-PE-6522 L37670 1994 ST.OF ESPIRITO SANTO ESP.SANTO WATER 154.00 0.00 0.00 125.60 65.66

BR-PE-6558 L37660 1994 REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL PARANA BASIC EDUC 96.00 0.00 0.00 78.19 28.45

BR-PE-6543 L37330 1994 GOVERNMENT M. GERAIS BASIC EDUC 150.00 0.00 0.00 120.29 42.29
BR-PE-6555 L37150 1994 STATE GOVTS STE HWY MGT II 79.00 0.00 18.00 43.27 -17.73

BR-PE-6555 L37140 1994 STATE GOVTS STE HWY MGT II 87.00 0.00 0.00 25.73 -61.27
BR-PE-6555 L37130 1994 STATE GOVTS STE HWY MGT II 54.00 0.00 18.00 25.85 19.25

BR-PE-6452 L36630 1994 MINISTRY OF F'DUCATION NE BASIC EDUC III 206.60 0.00 0.00 132.39 67.37
BR-PE-6546 L36590 1994 GOVERNMENT AIDS CONTROL 160.00 0.00 0.00 47.44 -. 06

BR-PE-6524 L36390 1994 ST.OF MINAS GERAIS MINAS MNC.DEVELOPMT 150.00 0.00 0.00 92.29 49.29
BR-PE-38885 L39190 1995 GOVT OF BRAZIL RURAL POV.-SERGIPE 36.00 0.00 0.00 27.38 1.12

BR-PE-38884 L39180 1995 GOVT OF BRAZIL RURAL POV.- CEARA 70.00 0.00 0.00 65.80 11.96
BR-PE-35717 L39170 1995 GOVT OF BRAZIL RURAL POV. (BAHIA) 105.00 0.00 0.00 81.46 5.80
BR-PE-6564 L39160 1995 FED REPUBLIC/BRAZIL BELO H M.TSP 99.00 0.00 0.00 92.17 20.01

BR-PE-38882 L39150 1995 FED REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL RECIFE M.TSP 102.00 0.00 0.00 100.98 22.98
BR-PE-6436 L37890 1995 STATE OF CEARA ZIL CEARA UR.DV/WATER CO 140.00 0.00 0.00 121.35 40.35

BR-PE-37828 L40600 1996 STATE OF PARANA (PR) R. POVERTY 175.00 0.00 0.00 175.00 16. 66 N

BR-PE-6554 L40470 1996 FED. REP. OF BRAZIL HLTH SCTR REFORM 300.00 0.00 0.00 292.04 17.04

BR-PE-40028 L40460 1996 FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BR RAILWAYS RESTRUCTURG 350.00 0.00 0.00 226.17 -7.17

BR-PE-6512 L39240 1996 CVRD ENV/CONS(CVRD) 50.00 0.00 0.00 37.34 -. 54
BR-PE-6562 L41400 1997 STATE OF BAHIA BAHIA MUN.DV 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00

BR-PE-39196 L41390 1997 STATE OF RIO GRANDE DO SU RGS ST.REFORM 125. 00 0.00 0 .00 125.00 0. 00 c
BR-PE-42566 L41220 1997 STATE OF PERNAMBUCO R.POVERTY(PE) 39.00 0.00 0.00 39.00 0.00

BR-PE-43871 L41210 1997 STATE OF PIAUI (PIAUI)R.POVERTY 30.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 0.00

BR-PE-38896 L41200 1997 STATE OF RGN R.POVERTY(RGN) 24.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 0.00

Total 6,332.60 0.00 276.29 3,351.87

Generated by the Operations Information System (OIS) Page I
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Difference

Original Amount in US$ Millions Between actual
Loan or Fiscal and expected M7

Project ID Credit No. Year Borrower Purpose IBRD IDA Cancellations Undisbursed Disbursements a/

Active Loans Closed Loans Total
Total Disbursed (IBRD and IDA): 2,704.44 14,553.50 17,257.94

of which has been repaid: 365.71 11,236.25 11,601.96
Total now held by IBRD and IDA: 5,690.60 3,441.00 9,131.60
Amount sold : 0.00 45.83 45.83

of which repaid : 0.00 45.83 45.83
Total Undishursed : 3,351.87 123.74 3,475.61

a. Intended disbursements to date minus actual disbursements to date as projected at appraisal.
b. Rating of 1-4: see OD 13.05. Annex D2. Preparation of Implementation Summary (Form 590). Following the FY94 Annual Review of Portfolio performance (ARPP),

a letter based system will be used (HS = highly Satisfactory, S = satiatactory, U = unsatisfactory, HI = highly unsatisfactory): see proposed Improvements
in Project and Portfolio Performance Rating Methodology (SecM94-901), August 23, 1994.

c. Following the FY94 ARPP, "Implementation Progress' will be reported here.

Generated by the Operations Information System (OIS) Page 2
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CAS Annex 7

BRAZIL - STATEMENT OF IFC's
Committed and Disbursed Portfolio

As of 02/28/97
In Millions US Dollars

Committed Disbursed
------------IFC------------- -----------IFC------------

FY Company Loan Equity Quasi Partic Loan Equity Quasi Partic
Approval
1966 Celucat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1969 Celucat 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1973 CODEMIN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1975 Oxiteno NE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1978 CODEMIN 0.00 3.94 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.94 0.00 0.00
1980 DENPASA .29 1.00 0.00 0.00 .29 .96 0.00 0.00
1980 Ipiranga 0.00 5.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.32 0.00 0.00
1980 OPP 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.64 0.00 0.00
1981 Brasilpar 0.00 .04 0.00 0.00 0.00 .04 0.00 0.00
1981 COBRAPE .35 0.00 0.00 0.00 .35 0.00 0.00 0.00
1982 Cimento Caue 0.00 3.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.26 0.00 0.00
1982 PISA 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00
1983 CODEMIN 0.00 .40 0.00 0.00 0.00 .40 0.00 0.00
1983 SOCOCO 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 0.00
1984 PISA 0.00 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.40 0.00 0.00
1986 Cimento Caue 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1986 PISA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 Duratex .28 0.00 0.00 .70 .28 0.00 0.00 .70
1987 Ipiranga 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
1987 MBR 1.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.43 0.00 0.00 0.00
1987 Perdigao 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00
1987 SP Alpargatas 3.20 0.00 0.00 .80 3.20 0.00 0.00 .80
1988 OPP 1.87 0.00 0.00 .80 1.87 0.00 0.00 .80
1988 Unibanco 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 Celucat 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 COPENE 13.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.64 0.00 0.00 0.00
1989 ELUMA 2.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 5.00 0.00
1989 Politeno 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 Bahia Sul 22.86 15.00 0.00 0.00 22.86 15.00 0.00 0.00
1990 ENGEPOL 1.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.97 0.00 0.00 0.00
1990 Ripasa 8.57 5.00 0.00 0.00 8.57 5.00 0.00 0.00
1991 Bahia Sul 0.00 5.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.97 0.00 0.00
1991 Bradesco-Bahia 6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.75 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 Bradesco-Romi 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.18 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 Rhodia-Ster 12.86 5.95 0.00 0.00 12.86 5.95 0.00 0.00
1991 Bradesco-Eucatex 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 Bradesco-Petrofl 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
1991 Bradesco-AI, 26.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00
1992 Bahia Sul 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00
1992 Brazil Inv. Fand 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
1992 CRP-Caderi 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 .75 0.00 0.00
1992 DENPASA .15 0.00 .12 0.00 .15 0.00 .05 0.00
1992 MBR 16.43 0.00 10.00 20.57 16.43 0.00 10.00 20.57
1992 TRIKEM 0.00 12.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.86 0.00 0.00
1993 BACELL 13.50 10.70 0.00 30.60 13.50 10.70 0.00 30.60
1993 CEBRACTEX 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 4.00 0.00 0.00
1993 CEVAL 25.93 10.00 0.00 1.57 25.93 10.00 0.00 1.57
1993 Macedo Alirnentos 20.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.83 0.00 0.00 0.00
1993 TRIKEM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Committed Disbursed
------------IFC-------- ---…-IFC----- ----

FY Company Loan Equity Quasi Partic Loan Equity Quasi Partic
Approval
1993 Votorantim 18.14 0.00 0.00 1.57 18.14 0.00 0.00 1.57
1994 CHAPECO 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1994 GAVEA 10.94 0.00 5.50 0.00 10.94 0.00 5.50 0.00
1994 GP Capital 0.00 19.51 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.22 0.0)0 0.00
1994 ParaPigmentos 30.00 9.00 0.00 35.00 25.50 8.14 0.(0 29.75
1994 Portobello 17.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 14.00 5.00 0.(0 0.00
1994 S.A.I.C.C. 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.85 0.(0 0.00
1994 Sadia 26.00 10.00 0.00 1.86 26.00 10.00 0.00 1.86
1994 Unibanco 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.010 0.00
1995 Bradesco-Hering 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
1995 Brahmaa-BRA 35.00 0.00 0.00 110.70 35.00 0.00 0.00 110.70
1995 CambuhylMC 26.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.25 0.00 0.00 0.00
1995 Globocabo 35.00 10.00 0.00 118.00 35.00 10.00 0.00 108.00
1995 Lojas Americana 28.00 0.00 5.00 20.00 28.00 0.00 5.00 20.00
1995 Politeno Ind. 19.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1995 Rhodiaco/PTA 30.00 000 0.00 30.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 30.00
1995 Sadia 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 56.36
1995 LATASA - Brazil 19.67 0.00 0.00 4.50 19.67 0.00 0.00 4.50
1996 Banco Liberal 10.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 CFVAL 35.00 0.00 10.00 130.00 35.00 0.00 10.00 130.00
1996 CHAPECO 15.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 5.00
1996 Duratex 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 Globocabo 0.00 8.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.06 0.00 0.00
1996 Lightel 25.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 25.00 10.00 0.00 0.00
1996 Mallory 8.00 3.96 0.00 0.00 8.00 3.96 0.00 0.00
1996 MBR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 Oxiteno NE 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 Perdigao 35.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 20.00
1996 S.A.I.C.C. 0.00 2.85 6.87 0.00 0.00 2.85 6.87 0.00
1996 TIGRE 25.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1997 Duratex 22.00 0.00 0.00 78.00 22.00 0.00 0.00 78.00
1997 Sadia 30.00 0.00 10.00 160.00 30.00 0.00 10.00 160.00
1997 Sucorrico 15.00 0.100 0.00 0.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1997 SP Alpargatas 25.00 0.00 5.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Pending Commitments
1996 * AGUAS LIMEIRA 17.00 1.00 0.00 23.00
1997 * BOMPRECO 25.00 0.00 5.00 0.00
1996 * BRADESCOCL 40.00 0.00 0.00 60.00
1996 * CTBC 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1996 *GLOBOCABOII 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.00
1997 *IPIRANGARI 0.00 .32 0.00 0.00
1997 * NOVA DUTRA 35.00 0.00 0.00 70.00
1997 * SAMARCO 23.00 0.00 0.00 16.00
1997 * SP ALPARGATAS II 0.00 0.00 0.00 30.00
1997 * WENTEX 15.00 10.00 0.00 20.00

Generated: April 9, 1997 by the Operations Information System (OIS)
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CAS Annex 8

Guarantees Outstanding in Brazil (as of April 30, 1997)

The First National Bank of]13oston Luxembourg $ 22,500.000 Finance $ 25,000,000l

Middenbank Curacao N. V. Netherlands $ 50,000,000 Finance $ 55,500,000

Lloyds Bank Plc U.K. $ 11,970,000 Finance $ 11,000,000 l

|The First National Bank of ]3oston Luxembourg $ 22,500,000 Finance $ 25,000,000|

Parmalat SPA Italy $ 16,887,402 Manufacturing $ 78,300,000

Gribal S.A. Uruguay $ 4,050,000 Manufacturing $ 71,873,000|

The First National Bank of iBoston U.S.A. $ 5,062,500l

Lloyds Bank Plc U.K. $ 11,052,250l

Puerto Seco S.A. Argentina $ 3,000,000 Manufacturing $ 28,900,000|

Lloyds Bank Plc U.K. $ 12,000,000l

Philips Electronics N.y. Netherlands $ 27,000,000 Manufacturing $ 38,900,000

AES Coral Reef LLC Cayman $ 7,500,000 Power $ 392,000,000
__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Islan d s I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Houston Industries Energy Cayman Cayman $ 7,500,000 Power $ 392,000,000l
Inc. Islands l_______________ _________......

Total Contracts Outstandii. $201,022,152 .$1,118,473,000

* MIGA is reinsured by the investor's captive insurance company for US$17,000,000.
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Attachment 1

Link to Birazil Poverty Assessment

Poverty in Brazil. Poverty in Brazil is high by Latin American standards. In a comparison of 18 LAC
countries for the late 1980s, Brazil's headcolnt index ranked fifth14. Other poverty measures yield similar
results. The 1995 Brazil Poverty Assessment15 estimated that about 24 million Brazillians in 1990,
accounting for 17.4 of the population (45 percent under the Government's poverty line), had incomes
falling below the intemational poverty line estimated in the report. This is especially high for a country
with Brazil's income level, and results from an income distribution that is among the worst in the world.
In fact, the poverty gap in Brazil is perhaps no more than 0.5 percent of GDP. The main broad facts about
poverty in Brazil are summarized as follows:
* Location: In a country as large and diverse as Brazil, poverty levels vary widely across regions. In

1990, the headcount ratio varied from 7 percent in Curitiba and Porto Alegre in the south to 44 percent
in the rural Northeast. Poor rural households are concentrated in the Northeast. Poor uriban households
are evenly dispersed between large cities and small towns, with about 40 percent in the Northeast. Poor
households live where there is less access to basic services, including electricity and sewerage;

* Employment and Dependency: Compared to non-poor households, poor households are large and have
higher dependency ratios (number of non-workers per working adults), in part because a lower share of
adults in the household (including the spouse of the household head) work. The pooir are: more likely to
work in agriculture and to be self-employed. Children of poor households, which have a much higher
incidence of malnutrition, are five times more likely to be working than children of households with
per-capita income of more than two minimum salaries;

* Education, Gender and Age: Heads of poor households are relatively younger, more likely to be
female than in non-poor households, and less educated.

Causes of Povertv. The proximate cause of poverty in Brazil is the lack of human ancd physical assets in
poor households. Low levels of educational achievement and the lack of access to land and to
infrastructure are central to limiting the income of the poor. Poverty is clearly a vicious cycle: children of
poor households accumulate less human capital because they are undemourished and put to work to
complement the household's income. Poor households save less, if at all, because more of their income is
spent on necessities.

Given the limited assets of the poor, poverty levels further depend on the macroeconomic
environment. During the 1980s, macroeconomic instability, inflation and weak growth worked to the
detriment of the poor. Conversely, stabilization and growth during the Plano Real have reduced poverty
levels, with the headcount ratio declining from 45 percent in 1990 to about 30 percent in 1996.
Poverty Alleviation Strate. Poverty alleviation in Brazil will depend on continued price stability,
sustained growth, investments and improved expenditures in the education and health sectors, development
of poor regions, and direct interventions to redress the lack of human and physical capital in poor
households. While the level of social spending is sufficient, its allocation can be improved to better reach
poverty groups. We expect the Government will continue to work towards sustained stability and growth
and also to undertake direct interventions to redress poverty. The Bank Group will focus its assistance for
poverty alleviation as follows:
* Support sustained macroeconomic stability and growth through NLS work on macroeconomic

performance and structural reform. Macroeconomic stability has played a fundamental role in recent
progress on poverty alleviation and equity. This is particularly evident from the sharp fall in the

14 World Bank, "Poverty and Income Distribution in Latin America, The Story of the 1980s", Technical
Department, Latin America and the Caribbean Region, p58.

15 World Bank, Brazil, A Poverty Assessment, Report No. 12323-BR.
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headcount ratio during stabilization, as real salaries have risen and the inflation tax on assets has
fallen. Furthermore, the higher rate of growth during the Real Plan has also been instrumental in
lowering poverty.
The proposed thrust of the CAS is to develop a long-term effort to improve educational outcome
indicators. This effort will be the result of a partnership with the Government over a 10 year horizon.
It would thus go well-beyond the 3-year CAS horizon. The specific objective is to achieve universal
completion of primary education by the year 2007. It is widely acknowledged that education is a
central determinant of individual incomes and labor productivity. Targeting educational efforts to
improve access and quality for the poor will thus contribute both to poverty alleviation and equity, as
well as to economic growth. NLS will be selected to address several key issues, including: (i) school-
based quality reform, including teacher development and use of computers; (ii) early childhood
development; (iii) teacher education and training; (iv) North, Center-West and NE education; (v) school
to work links; and (vi) the role of the private sector in education. NLS would also include support for
cross fertilization seminars to take stock of experience and evolving issues and support for a high level
"Blue Ribbon" commission of recognized Brazilian and intemational experts that would contribute to
maintain education at the forefront of development policy. Education projects would target, school
based quality in basic education, early childhood development, and reduction of municipal/state
dualism in the provision of primary education.

* Improving the delivery of health services will also contribute to alleviate poverty and improve equity.
The relationship of health to productivity and to the efficacy of education is well documented. The key
issues undermining health results in Brazil include maternal and perinatal mortality and morbidity,
infant mortality, and oommunicable diseases. Bank assistance will focus on improving management of
the public health system and on communicable diseases.

* Implement a broader approach that consistently includes both indirect (e.g., growth strategies) and
direct interventions to alleviate poverty. Indirect policies include regional development actions,
particularly in the Northeast. Recent growth in Brazil has reversed the convergence of regional growth
that had been observed. until 1994. That is, since 1995, growth of the richer states has been higher than
the growth rates in the poorer states. Bank-Group strategy to redress this trend is twofold. First, NLS
would include competitiveness studies and a broader look at how growth can be increased and poverty
alleviated in the Northeast. Second, both the Bank and the IFC would aim at an increased focus of their
operations on the Northeast. Areas where Bank lending would help the NE include education and
health. Projects in support of NE growth include port reform, multimodal transport, and power.

* Implement targeted urban and rural interventions. ESW would include development of a better
understanding of what can be done to reduce urban poverty and of a working model to directly address
the urban poverty question. Urban poverty symptoms would continue to be addressed through
approaches that build on existing experience, including urban transport, slum upgrading, and basic
sanitation, and municipal development. Interventions with a rural poverty alleviation impact include
would include rural poverty pilot projects; and land and water resource management projects; and
possibly a broadening of land reform if the current pilot proves to be successful.
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Attachment 2
Brazil - Private Sector Strategy

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Faster and broadly distributed economic growth is a vital component to Brazil's poverty-reduction
strategy. Achievement of this growth will re]ly greatly on investment and job creation by the private sector.
This document, a Private Sector Strategy paper (PSS), develops in detail a strategy for Bank Group
assistance to Brazil in facilitating this investnent and job creation. This forms part of the overall country
assistance strategy for Brazil, whose overarching objective is poverty reduction and which is described in
the Bank Group Country Assistance Strategy paper (CAS).

2 The PSS focuses on how the Bank Group can assist Brazil in increasing private sector investment
and job creation. It proposes to help Brazil address key constraints affecting Private Sector activity which
have been identified in previous Bank Group work, notably the Private Sector Assessmient of 1994 (PSA),
and which continue to be reiterated by the Government and the Private Sector in Brazil. These constraints
relate primarily to factors which lead to higher costs for Brazilian enterprises in certain critical areas than
those of their international competitors. These constraints have often been discussed as a group under the
term Custo Brasil, which will be used in this paper Within the broad Custo Brasil umbrella, the PSS will
single out two areas which are repeatedly cited as critical disadvantages for Brazilian companies:
infrastructure and investment financing. The PSS will also focus on development of the Northeast, given
its high poverty concentration, on general regulatorv constraints and on issues affecting small and medium-
scale companies (SMEs). The PSS is organized in two main sections: (i) a diagnostic section which
briefly summarizes salient features of the private sector in Brazil, and which reviews the major constraints
to Private Sector Development; and (ii) a Bank Group Assistance Strategy section whic,h outlines the Bank
Group's proposed support to Brazil, in the context of what the Government, the private sector, and other
agencies are doing.

II. BRAZIL'S PRIVATE SECTOR

3. Brazil's Private Sector is one of the largest and most diversified among developing nations, with an
estimated 1.6 million firms. Entrepreneurs and business groups often exhibit remarkable dynamism and
flexibility, particularly in the context of the challenging business environment which they have confronted
over the past decade in Brazil. The Private Sector accounts for a large share of economic activity and
employment in Brazil, and has been a driving force behind the economy's recent growth. Yet in spite of its
strengths, the Private Sector is far from reaching its potential. It could be a far more important force in
helping Brazil grow, and must be such a force if Brazil is to succeed in its drive to reduce poverty. A
critical component of the Bank Group's assistance strategy is to help the Private Sector develop its growth
potential further.

General Characteristics

4. In a country such as Brazil, general industry is almost as diversified as in developed countries.
Due to the size of the internal market and past trade policies, firms in many segments are domestically
oriented. Many companies have also developed internationally accepted product quality standard and
competitive cost structures, and gained important export volumes. Pulp producers are among the lowest
cost in the world because of inherently low wood costs, an advantage which extends to comrpetitiveness in
commodity printing and writing papers for integrated companies. Brazil's steel industry, based on vast
high quality iron ore reserves and helped by major efficiency improvements which followed privatization, is
also internationally competitive. The auto industry is one of Brazil's largest, and has benefited from the
country's strong manufacturing base and steel industry. Large investments in this sector have followed the
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opening of Mercosur. Auloparts and textiles are two manufacturing sub-sectors which, though large, are
excessively fragmented are generally need to further increase efficiencies in order to be internationally
competitive. With the growing importance of global sourcing and just-in-time productions processes, these
improved efficiencies in autoparts will also be necessary for vehicle producers to continue reducing their
cost structures. The petrochemical industry in Brazil is very well developed and is the eighth largest in the
world. It has experienced strong expansion due to renewed domestic economic growth following the
introduction of the Real ]Plan. Growth is expected to continue over the medium term and Brazilian
chemical producers have accordingly stepped up their capital investments in order to meet expanding
domestic demand, a move facilitated by the widespread availability of technology at accessible costs.
Industrial production is heavily concentrated in the southeastern states, particularly Sa.o Paulo. Agriculture
is an important part of the economy accounting for 14 percent of GDP (including food processing), 30
percent of export receipts, and 25 percent of employment. It is very diversified, ranging from tropical
timber and foods to temperate crops and livestock. Soybean products, meats and coffee are the three
largest contributors to agricultural exports, which show an important trade surplus. Brazil is also among
the world's leading exporters of orange juice, coffee, cocoa, tropical fruits and sugar. The sector has benefited
from recent trade liberalization and, since the implementation of Mercosur, substantial cross-border
investments have been taking place.

5. Foreign companies. Brazil remains one of the world's largest hosts to foreign investment. With a
small share in overall production, foreign firms are important purveyors of technology to Brazil and are
well represented in foreign trade. They have a negligible role in agriculture, and their role in the service
sector is small and largely limited to banking, foreign trade, and business services. However, foreign firms
are broadly represented in many manufacturing sectors, and particularly important in automobiles and
chemicals. Continued liberalization in some sectors, such as mining and petroleum products, will attract
additional foreign participation.

6. The informal sector. Even excluding agriculture, almost half of employment is still informal.
According to 1980 estimates for the national accounts, "formal" GDP per worker averages about four
times that of "informal" activities. Informality is dominant in agriculture, construction, and miscellaneous
services, but it is important in all parts of the economy (even public administration, presumably through
labor contracting). From 1990 to 1994, the percentage of the workforce that was informally employed
(without a signed employment contract) rose from only 41 to 45 percent.

7. The new enviromnent. The effects of the Plan Real have required many firms to restructure
themselves operationally and financially. Trade liberalization has changed the competitive environment,
and while a strong currency is hampering some exporters, the opening of Mercosur has created new
opportunities for others. Many firms are also still readjusting to the impact of stable prices, which reduce
the importance of financial management, while increasing the value of operational management. Increased
dependence on trade, along with the strong currency's role in maintaming macroeconomic stability, have
put significant pressure on firms to increase productivity. The ability of the private sector to respond to the
challenge of modernization and increased productivity will be a central determinant in whether Brazil can
return to a period of high growth. Investment rates, for plant, equipment and R&D, will need to increase.
Many firms are rationalizing employment practices in the face of a newly competitive environment. This
development, added to the need for the public sector to also modernize and shed excess labor, is reinforcing
the need for increased growth to provide alternative sources of employment for laid-off workers.

Impediments to Private Sector Development

8. Macroeconomic uncertainty, government regulation, delay, inefficient infrastructure, lack of
investment capital, and a distortionary tax system -- all components of the Custo Brasil -- impose a heavy
burden on formal enterprises in Brazil not confronted by competing firms in other countries. Unlike the
past, when producers in Brazil mainly competed against other domestic producers facing the same
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impediments, they now face efficient competitors unconstrained by these factors. It is critical, in the era of
international competition facing Brazilian firms, that they be able to tackle the internal issues of
management production, marketing and distribution, free from these additional constraints. Brazilian firms
have repeatedly shown their ability to respond to new challenges: increased productivity in a globalizing
environment is today's challenge. The nature of the specific constraints on Brazilian companies' ability to
respond to this challenge are detailed in this section.

A) Infrastructure

9. Brazil's physical infrastructure needs expansion and improvement in order to support future
growth and to reduce the inefficiencies and costs of providing goods and services. Ports, roads, railroads,
telecommunications, and power all suffer from decades of under-maintenance and decay, and an increasing
inability on the part of the public sector to keep up with necessary investments. The specific situation
varies by sub-sector. Inefficiencies in ports and intermodal transport are perhaps the most significant
contributors to the Custo Brasil for exporters. Under-investment in telecommunications has left Brazil
behind technologically and led to large pent-up demand for basic telephone services. Installed power
generation capacity is large, but inefficiencies along with continued economic growth are likely to result in
substantial under-capacity in the near term. ][n addition problems in the water and sewage segments, while
not as directly impediments to growth as other infrastructural areas, have serious negative effects on health
and the environment. Among observers who believe that poor infrastructure is the biggest contributing
factor to the Custo Brasil is the present administration, which has made improvements in its infrastructure
one of its top priorities. While significant progress on this area has begun, it has only scratched thle surface
of Brazil's huge needs.

Key Issues

10. Scale of financing requirements. The formidable task facing Brazil in upgrading its infrastructure,
and the World Bank Group in trying to assist Brazil, is amply illustrated by the magnitude of projected
capital needs. While estimates vary widely, upwards of US$20 billion p.a. will be require(d over the next
five years (over US$100 billion during the period, or about 2.7 percent of GDP annually) to bring Brazil
up to the standards of some of its main trade competitors, and to keep up with increased needs driven by
economic growth and advances in technology. While individual estimates or projects may certainly be
questioned, it should be noted that this level of investment would only represent a modest increase from
current levels, and leave infrastructure investment well below the East Asian average of 5.8 percent of
GDP. With the scale of these requirements, and the many competing demands for scarce government
financial reserves, a major role for private financing is essential. Recognizing that lack of funds is the
principal reason for the poor state of infrastructure in Brazil, as in many developing countries, the
Government has begun tuming to the Private Sector to finance infrastructure development, both through
privatization of existing assets and the awarding of concessions for putting in place new assets, and the
approval of new legislation removing barriers to private sector participation. This process will develop
more rapidly in some sub-sectors than in others, as discussed below.

11. Sources of Financing Finding the funds for Brazil's infrastructural requirements will be a
daunting task. GOB has in recent decades borne almost the entirety of infrastructure financing, either
directly, through transfers to states, or through BNDES, but faces many other pressing financing needs
where altemative sources are impossible to obtain, especially in the social sectors. This will further
increase the need to obtain private financing. While large corporate investors have shown considerable
interest in early concessions and privatizations, term debt and more widespread domestic participation have
proved more difficult to obtain. Complicating the problem is the relative weakness of the domestic capital
markets. Annual estimated financing requirements for infrastructure total some 5-7 times the total average
level of funds raised on Brazil's stock exchanges. Measures to improve the effectiveness of domestic
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capital markets, as discussed elsewhere in this report, will help. It has been demonstrated that financing of
private infrastructure is o:ften an important contribution to the development of stronger domestic capital
markets, through its provision of quality assets for institutional investors and its signaling of commitment
to continued structural reforms. Further privatizations and concessions-granting will help a self-supporting
process of deepening local financial markets. However, external finance will remain important, and here
again the scale of the problem is impressive: Brazil's estimated funding needs are equivalent to over 70
percent of total financing of private infrastructure in LDCs for 1996, and about 1.5 times total 1996
private capital inflows for the country. It will be important for Brazil to maintain itself as an attractive
destination for private capital flows. Foreign commercial banks, a big component of overall capital flows,
remain reluctant to take on both Brazil country risk, especially for the long maturities required for
infrastructure projects, and project finance risk. Providing an environment where foreign investors and
lenders are willing to support infrastructure projects will be critical. "Demonstration" projects which show
that risks can be acceptably packaged and mitigated will play an important role in encouraging investors to
come forward. Also critical will be ensuring that continued GOB financing, whether direct or through
BNDES, complements andl does not displace private sector financing, in order to maximize infrastructure
development.

12. Sub-national crea'it risk decentralization, and fiscal discipline. Following the adoption of the
1988 Constitution, responsibility for infrastructure has increasingly been devolved to the state and
municipal levels. A key issue in concessions is the creditworthiness of the sub-national entities: invest. rs
are not generally prepared to accept the credit of such contracting counterparties for underwriting
termination compensation. At the same time, increasing requirements for fiscal discipline is forcing states
and municipalities to either finance themselves or concession out infrastructure projects without recourse to
the Federal Government. In power, the privatization of state-owned distribution networks is an important
step forward, as by creating private (and presumably more efficient and financially stronger) entities, it
provides creditworthy counterparties for private power generators to contract with. In water, however, the
issue is more complex, and private participation is likely to develop more slowly. Clearly, financial
discipline at the sub-national level, and transparency and disclosure for state and municipal finances, will
be important issues. The development of viable enhancement mechanisms, coupled with improved fiscal
discipline, will be required for major investment to occur.

Sub-Sectors

13. Transport. High transport costs have repeatedly been identified as a major factor in the Custo
Brasil. With trade liberalization, the impact of these costs on intemational competitiveness is growing.
The inefficiencies of Brazilian ports make shipping an estimated 27 percent more expensive than shipping
from Argentine or UruguaLyan ports. Removing these inefficiencies would be equivalent to reducing the
cost of Brazilian manufactures shipped out of Santos by as much as 6 to 8 percent. Brazilian ports
penalize producers not on].y through delays of goods and higher unit costs, but also by impeding precise
scheduling of shipments -- the inability to exactly schedule the arrival of goods is a significant disadvantage
for shippers, and a disadvantage for Brazilian manufacturers who seek to adopt essential tools in the fight
for productivity and cost competitiveness such as "just-in-time" inventory management systems. The ports
reform, which was initiated in 1990 with the extinction of Portobras, and with the revision of the legal
framework by Congress' approval of the Port Law in 1993, is slowly being implemented. Few private
terminals have been authorized to operate for public use, and the delays by Customs to provide clearing
services has been hamperinig their operation. Although many private operators have been pre-qualified to
operate in public ports, the over-staffed public port companies continue to operate most terminals. The
management of port labor has been entrusted to private entities, but outdated work rules such as oversized
gangs and worker compensation still need to be renegotiated. Privatization is now beginning, with the first
few concessions awarded aLt Santos and at Rio Grande. Major efficiency gains are already being shown in
these terminals. Thirty-one ports are part of a planned privatization program; a strong role for the private
sector is also planned at Sepetiba, which could become an important port in Mercosur trade. Improvement
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in this area should yield major gains for bulkc commodity and grain producers, who would be able to switch
from more expensive truck to barge transport.

14. The problem in land transportation is the modal mix that Brazilian shippe:s must employ. One
estimate suggests that efficiently-run railways could operate for about half the cost of trucking over longer
distances. Road transport accounts for over 60 percent of total freight and 90 percent of passenger
movements in Brazil. The trucking industry is basically unregulated and efficient. But the poor condition
of the roads results into excessive transport costs (by 20 percent as an average, equivalent to about US$ 10
billion p.a. on a paved road network only), which are hindering stabilization efforts, g:rowth in agriculture,
industry and trade, and Brazil's export competitiveness. Visible bottlenecks are emerging in the South with
expanding Mercosur trade. Highways are at capacity. The shift to more efficient transport of bulk goods
by ships, while helped by improved performance at Argentine ports, is constrained by inefficiencies in
Brazil's ports. More effective use of non-road transport could also have a substantial impact on the
competitiveness of products from poorer northern and northeastern states. Customs' outdated processes
and practices, and the lack of trained officials are a major bottleneck to efficient multimodal transport in
international trade. Also, the lack of clear incentives and a blueprint is hampering private investment in
multimodal infrastructure. In railwavs, the Federal government has made significant progress on
privatization of the 22,000 km federal rail network. Successful awards have been made for five of the six
regional concessions, with total investment requirements of about US$1.2 billion. Sao Plaulo state may
privatize its 5,000 km state railway system in 1997. Railway economic regulation has been updated, but
some regulatory issues need to be addressed. In highways, the Federal govermment plans to concession
about 10,000 k1m, representing about 20 percent of the federal road system. Required investments in
upgracing and expanding highways under this program are estimated at US$4-5 billion (part of which
would be covered by toll revenues during the investment period). The first stage of thi.s program was
launched in late 1994 and 1995 with the issuance of tender documents for five concessions totaling some
840 km and requiring investments of US$ 1.1 billion over the next five years. However, with the exception
of the Rio-Sao Paulo Dutra highway for vvhich 15 percent of the US$500 million neecled were raised
through an IFC B loan, concessionaires have been unable to attract private financing and BNDES has had
to provide most debt financing. The State of Sao Paulo intends to privatize about 5,000 km of state
highways in 19 separate concessions; estimated investment requirements total US$2.7 billion over the next
three years. Other states, including Santa Catarina, Rio Grande do Sul and Rio dle Janeiro, are also
proceeding with toll road concession programs. In urban transport, about 400 Brazilian cities, each with
more than 50,000 inhabitants, have reasonaLbly organized bus systems operated by about 2,000 private
firms and a small number of municipally-owned companies. Further development of mass transit systems
could have significant benefits in alleviating road congestion and fuel emissions. Metropolitan railways
and subways are the responsibility of state governments, some of which (such as Sao Paulo state) following
passage of the Concession Law, are beginning to look to private capital to modernize and expand these
systems.

15. Brazil's installed power generation capacity is 54,000 MW, 93 percent of which is hydro-electric.
Effective capacity is significantly less, as with all hydro-based systems. Maximum demand is currently
about 40,000 MW. Over 60 percent of Brazil's power is generated by operating subsidiaries of the federal
holding company, Eletrobras, 37 percent by cornpanies controlled by state governments, and 3 percent by
the private sector. Distribution has bei;n dominated by state comipar.ies. GOB is predicting power
shortages as early as 1997 in the industrial South-East, and the sector is incapable of sustaining the
significant economic growth needed by Brazil. Annual consumption growth rates consistently exceed GDP
growth. The situation is aggravated by inefficiencies in the system in generation, transmission and
distribution. A reform of electricity tariffs in 1993 brought rates closer to international levels, but the
relationship between prices and long-run marginal costs varies widely across regions. Eletrobras estimates
that the investment requirements for the periods 1996-2005 will average R$6.5 billion per annum, of which
50 percent is in generation, 20 percent in transmission, 20 percent in distribution and 10 percent in others.
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Projections prepared by Eletrobras show that about 50 percent of all power investment requirements could
be generated internally by the utilities, and the remaining 50 percent would require financing from the
private sector and international agencies. Two essential laws were recently enacted in Brazil establishing
the legal basis for the private sector in electricity generation: the Concession Law in February 1995 and the
Independent Power Producer Law in July 1995. However, this law still does not define tariff structures for
third-party providers. The GOB has approved the privatization of the generation portion of Eletrobras
subsidiaries. In transmission, GOB has created a new entity (SINTREL) to operate the national
interconnected system and implement an open access policy for independent producers. GOB has also
approved the privatization of the remaining distribution systems under Federal control. Successful highly
visible privatizations of distribution companies in Rio de Janeiro (LIGHT) and Espirito Santo (ESCELSA)
states, have attracted considerable private sector interest. Rio de Janeiro has privatized its electric utility
(CERJ), and Rio Grande do Sul will be restructuring its utility and privatizing distribution; both of these
have benefited from IBRD assistance under State Reform Projects. Another important privatization will be
that of the Minas Gerais utility (CEMIG), which while publicly traded and nominally only minority-owned
by the public sector, is in ifact controlled by the state through majority holding of voting rights. Finally, in
what is likely to be one cf the biggest privatizations in Latin America, the State of Sao Paulo plans to
privatize generation and distribution of electricity. Implementation of energy efficiency and conservation
measures is also needed, particularly as costs of conservation and efficiency improvement measures are
only a fraction of new capacity costs.

16. The Brazilian telecommunications sector is dominated by Telebras, the federally-owned holding
company and its 27 state operating subsidiaries. Government measures to control inflation have kept tariffs in the
industry at unrealistically low levels and, as a result, capital expenditures have fallen far short of the levels
necessary to expand system resources, update technology, and satisfy the huge pent-up demand for telephone
services in Brazil. Telephone density, at 8 lines per 100 people, is well below the average for other newly
industrialized countries and several market studies have estimated potential demand over the next five years at
between 10 and 20 million lines. The Government's first steps in a liberalization program, formalized by its
signing of the WTO agreement, have included: (i) the removal in 1995 of the constitutional State monopoly, (ii)
the passage of the Cellular Telephone Law in 1996, and (iii) the auction of cellular licenses in 10 regions begun in
1997. The private sector consortia which win these licenses will compete with the existing Telebras cellular
operators. The new cellular licenses should be issued in early to mid-1997. In the medium term, the Government
plans to privatize Telebras including its local, long distance and cellular subsidies. The ability to implement such
a step will depend on Congressional approval of the proposed Telecoms Code Law, and the elimination of cross-
subsidiaries in system tariffs. The proposed Telecoms Code Law deals with the creation of the regulatory
agency, its legal nature and powers, the organization of telecoms services (definitions and classification, granting
of concessions, cancellation of concessions, etc.), and the restructuring and revitalization of Telebras. While
estimated investment requirements are large, private financing is more generally accessible (via supplier financing
or direct sponsor investment) than in other sub-sectors.

17. Water. Privatization in water and wastes sectors is only just beginning but is one of the areas with
the largest potential investment needs in the country. About 20 million Brazilians lack safe drinking water
and 40 million have inadequate sanitation services. These are two services where expansion of service is
closely connected to improving living standards and reducing poverty, and where weaknesses have led to
high environmental pollution and increasing costs in maintaining health standards in drinking water. Only about
20 percent of collected sewage is treated. Furthermore, these weaknesses disproportionately affect the poor.
About 92 percent of the urban population without public water network services and about 77 percent of the
urban population without public sewerage service are poor. Some 76 percent of the population is presently
served by state water companies (SWCs) under 25-30 year concessions from municipalities. The rest is served
by municipal water agenc:ies and a few private operations. SWCs have been characterized by low employee
productivity, high personnel costs, and low billing and collection rates, and poor service quality. Weaknesses in
both tariff-setting and management of SWCs have left providers without funds with which to make capital
investments or even undeitake sufficient maintenance expenditures, in spite of nominally high tariffs in some
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areas. Because of the low level of investmnents in the recent years, asset condition deteriorated rapidly.
TJnaccounted-for water stands on average about 40 percent. As a result, water rationirng is cotmon all over
Brazil, especially in the water-scarce northeast. While a very high number of municipalities (close to 1,000)
reportedly are prepared to abandon their concessions with the SWCs, this will not resolve the problem in the near
future. The lack of competition in this sector, the effects of which have been visible to most municipalities
in the poor service received from SWCs, makes private provisioning politically sensitive. While a few
projects have begun to bring private participation into this area, progress is likely to be very slow.
Continued public investment will be necessary over the short term.

B) The Financial Sector and Access to Capital

18. Brazil's financial sector comprises over 400 financial institutions (including 230 private and state-
owned commercial banks), and its assets exceed US$600 billion, roughly at par with GDP. The bulk of
assets reside in the commercial banks (US$436 billion at end 1995, or 72 percent of total), with pension
funds accounting for 10 percent, BNDES 7 percent, the two largest state banks, Baresp and Banerj 6
percent combined, and others 5 percent of assets. While the Plan Real has brought about financial
deepening of the economy, the financial sector itself has shrunk from over 13 percent of GDP to 8 percent.
The sector is sophisticated by Latin American and developing market standards and has proven to be
resilient and resourceful. Massive directed credit programs and years of chronic inflation have, however,
led to distortions in resource allocation. Markets and instruments aimed at short 1erm liquidity
management are well developed, while those ifor term financing and productive activities, particularly in the
small and medium-sized enterprise ("SME") sector, are inadequate. Domestic funds are expensive and
short term. The only domestic source of long term funds (over 3 years) is BNDES. Equity markets are
thin and highly concentrated on the issues of a few first tier companies, mainly public sector monopolies.
Access to international funding sources is restricted to prime companies and banks, although there have
been recent improvements in bond and stock issues.

19. From the perspective of Brazilian firns, the inadequacies of the financial sector with regards to
term financing constitute a significant handicap. Difficult access to long-term funding causes firms to defer
capital expenditures which are increasingly required to catch up with or stay abreast of international
competitors. In an increasingly open and globalized trading environment, continued loW investment levels
will exact a growing toll on Brazil's ability to compete. Alternatively, those firms which can access funds
incur higher financing costs than many of their foreign counterparts, again impairing their competitiveness.
Brazilian firms consequently rely to a great extent on retained earnings to finance investment and
expansion: Debt/equity ratios of Brazilian private firms average close to 0.5, compared to over 1.0 in
OECD and East Asian countries. While the impact of this constraint may be mninor in a relatively closed
economic system, where a firrn's competitors are similarly constrained, the penalty incurred. by companies
for not being able to finance investments quickly and at a reasonable cost jumps dramatically in a
liberalized trading environment, where new and constantly improving competitors emerge and make
adjustment a necessity for corporate survival.

20. Capital availability. External capital is far less available to Brazilian firms that has been the case
for firms in some other developing countries which have achieved high growth rates, and which in an open
trading environment are becoming competitive to the Brazilian companies. An IFC analysis of financing
corporate growth16 indicated that in Korea and Thailand, for example, not only is private investment to
GDP much higher than in Brazil (see Table 1), but over 80 percent of investment of large firms was
financed by either new equity issues or by long-term debt, compared with less than 20 percent in Brazil.
New share issues in these countries (as well as the Philippines and Malaysia) raise cn the order of 10

16 Financing Corporate Growth in the Developing World, 1991,
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percent of GDP in capital; this is more than 20 times the equivalent ratio for Brazil, where new share issues
raised less than 0.5 percent of GDP in 1995. New long-term debt appears to be as important a source of
finance as equity in these countries; in Brazil, new long-term finance disbursed by BNDES in 1995 again
totaled less than 1.5 percent of GDP. While to some extent this reflects some issues of creditworthiness of
Brazilian firms discussed elsewhere in this report (disclosure and auditing practices, for example), these
factors appear to be less important than those relating to the supply of capital.

Table 1
Private investment: Brazil and other selected countries

1991 1993 1995

Brazil P/% GDP 14 15 16
PlPublic investment 2.8 3.2 4.5

Argentina PI, % GDP 12 16 15
Mexico PI, % GDP 15 16 14
Philippines PI, % GDP 16 19 18
Indonesia PI, % GDP 19 16 19
Korea PI, % GDP 30 27 27
Malaysia PI, % GDP 23 23 27
Thailand PI, % GDP 34 32 34

21. Cost of capital. In addition to the non-availability of market-based financing of longer maturities,
real interest rates in Braz:il have been high. Real interbank rates have stayed above 15 percent p.a. on
short-term borrowings since 1994, and corporate lending rates well above this. This contrasts with
availability of long-term lending at real interest rates of 5 percent p.a. or less for competing firms in
Brazil's trading partner countries. These high real interest rates, as discussed below, stem from the
combination of monetary and fiscal policies, low domestic savings rates, and intermediation inefficiencies.
While they have been declining in recent months, they remain high. While some exporters are able to shield
themselves from high financing costs through the use of export-related credits, these credits are not a large
fraction of total credits issued in Brazil. Export credits, not surprisingly, therefore do not insulate most
firms from high local financing costs.

22. Low domestic savings constitute perhaps the biggest structural issue, underlying the low supply of
investment capital. This problem, which is shared with a number of other countries in the region, is pointed
to by many as one of the underlying reasons for Latin America's inability to match the economic gains
made by some of the East Asian countries. Brazil's gross domestic savings rate of 19 percent is in line
with the rest of Latin America, but just over half of the 35 percent gross domestic savings rate of East
Asian countries. To some extent, low savings rates reflect a period of macroeconomic instability,
particularly high inflation in the case of Brazil. With the success of the Real plan, a return of
macroeconomic stability, and declining inflationary expectations, savings rates should improve. However,
this is likely to be reflected primarily in short-term savings. Increases in the long-term savings will depend
on improvements on the contractual savings sector: insurance, housing finance, social security, and
pensions. For savings levels in Brazil to improve sufficiently to contribute to lower capital costs on the
order of those enjoyed by some of Brazil's East Asian competitors, fundamental changes will be needed.
Although the social security system is in government hands, there are private pension funds that supplement
the state pension schemes. The pension funds of the large state-owned enterprises and private companies have
approximately US$65 billion under management (or 10 percent of GDP, compared to about 50 percent in Chile).
Further development of the industry will be important for boosting domestic savings, but depends on social
security reforms currently under discussion in Congress and on enhanced fumd management capabilities once
these reforms are implemented. Mortgage banks were hit hard by a price freeze on mortgage payments in 1986,
and the rejuvenation of housing finance will require both lasting economic stability and the development of
mortgage securitization mechanisms. There have been some signs of recent improvements in these areas.
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23. Inefficiencies in credit intermediation constitute another problem area contributing to high real
interest rates. Tight monetary policy and the crowding out effect of financing governmnent programs, banks
and enterprises, are major factors, but they obscure major structural weaknesses in the banking sector
which are discussed in the following paragraphs: the slow adjustment to a stable economnic environment,
weak public sector lending institutions, and an absence of market-based term credit.

24. The volatile, high-inflation economic environment prior to mid-1994 prompted the largye banks to focus
on liability management (i.e., gathering deposits at relatively low cost to fund their lenlding and investment
activities). Lending activity was minimal and mainly directed toward funding the country's highest-quality
borrowers. Smaller banks, on the other hand, concentrated on proprietary trading to take advantage of the market
volatility. Thus, the banking system's ratio of loans to total assets is low, i.e., about 39 percent in December
1995, compared with approximately 70 percent for Mexico and Argentina. Lending to the private sector by
commercial banks, which is almost entirely short-term, accounts for less than 25 percent of G][P, compared to
over 60 percent in developed countries. With the Plano Real's success in curbing inflation, banks have had to
refocus on lending, readjusting skills and processes. This process has been slow to mature, and credit analysis
skills in the staff of many banks remain weak, contributing to higher intermnediation costs (see Table 2). Weak
rules on portfolio classification and diversification, loss provisioning, and disclosure also reduce pressure towards
better lending discipline.

Table 2
Operating, Costs of Commercial Banks

Country Op. Exp./1otalAssets
Brazil (average) 8.0%
Argentina 5.7%
Chile 24%
Germany 2-3%
U.S. 1-2.5%

25. Public-sector banks account for 55 percent of banking assets, and pose significant issues for improved
efficiency of intermediation. The leading federal banks, which account for more than 40 percent of banking
assets, represent the government's primary tools to conduct most directed savings and credit schemes. They also
account for virtually all long-term lending in Brazil. Banco do Brasil is the principal banking agent of the
Federal Government with US$82 billion in assets at December 31, 1995. It plays a major role in subsidized
lending operations to the agricultural sector. Caixa Economica Federal ("CEF") is the principal lending agent
of the national housing system. CEF's assets totaled US$83 billion in December 1995. Banco Nacional de
Desenvolvimento Econonico Social ("BNDES'), the national development bank, is possibly the only source of
long-term local currency denominated lending in Brazil. It is also the agency charged with implementing GOB's
privatization program. In addition, there are 22 state banks, with combined assets of about US$60 billion.
Almost without exception, Brazil's public-sector banks have serious problems. For instance, Banco do Brasil has
had losses exceeding US$12 billion between June 1995 and June 1996 and the two largest, state banks, Banespa
(Sao Paulo) and BanerJ (Rio de Janeiro), with assets of approximately US$30 billion and US$33 billion,
respectively, are under Central Bank management. These problems are reflected in high intermediation costs.
Resolution of these problems will require, inter alia, improved mechanisms for disposing of distressed assets.

26. Today, BNDES, the regional development banks and IFC are the only significant sources of
medium and longer term credit. Not only are the markets and instruments for equity investment and term
lending inadequate today, but as noted above private sector institutional capacity in this respect has
atrophied due to effects of earlier inflation. Minimal improvement is becoming visible with some banks
beginning to offer credit at 1 to 3 years maturity, but much more is required by the real sectors. Table 3
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below compares total term lending provided in 1995 by the above sources with an estimate of hypothetical
"demand" for such financing.)7

Table 3
Availability of Term Lending for Brazilian Firms

(1995) US$ B % GDP
BNDES 7.6 1.5%
Reg. Dev Banks n.a. n.a.
IFC 0.7 0.2%
Total Supply 8.3 1.7%
Theoretical Demand 31.5 8.5%

27. This very rough analysis indicates that more than four times the existing level of long-term debt
(US$32b as against US$8]b) would be used by Brazilian firms if they financed their investments similarly
to competitors in other countries. If private investment levels were closer to those seen in East Asia (from
18-34 percent of GDP, vs. 16 percent in Brazil), this gap between the supply of term lending and the
"demand" for such lending would be even greater. Significant increases in the availability of long-term
domestic credit will depend on structural reforms. Improvement is likely to be slow, and the ability to tap
external savings will be important for firns seeking to finance growth and investrnent.

28. Foreign Savings. In view of the low level of domestic savings and the related shortage of domestic
investment capital, Brazil's ability to funnel foreign savings into long-term investment will be fundamental
to achieving sustainable development. Foreign capital is critical to Brazil for financing its huge needs for
investments in roads, ports, power, telecommunications and utilities, to speak only of infrastructure.
Foreign savings can be mobilized either through Foreign Direct Investment, lending from foreign banks,
international bond issues or investment from international agencies."8 Brazil has become increasingly
successful at tapping these sources, which form an important complement to intermediated domestic
savings. However, as shown in the tables below, these flows remain low relative to the size of Brazil's
economy.

Table 4
Net Private Capital Flows

1992 1994 1995 1996
All developing countries US$B 90.6 161.3 184.2 243.8

% GDP 1.7% 4.0% 3.6% 4.5%
............................................................................................................................................................................... ..........

LAC US$B 28.7 53.6 54.3 74.3
% GDP 2.1% 3.4% 3.5% 4.6%

Brazil US$B 9.8 12.2 19.1 14.7
%GDP 2.0% 2.1% 2.7% 2.0%

29. Because of its large internal market and rich resource base, Brazil is an attractive market for
foreign investors. Table 5 below shows the growing importance of FDI flows in particular, but also shows
that FDI is still low relative to GDP in Brazil compared with other developing countries.

17 At current levels of Private Investment to GDP, but assuming investment to be funded 40% by long-term
borrowings, as in the case of Asian firms cited in paragraph 21.

Portfolio investment, which has grown over the past few years, is a less important source of investment
capital.
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Table 5
Foreign Direct Investment

1992 1994 1995 1996p
All developing countries US$B 46.6 60.1 90.3 93.2

%G CDP 0.9% 1.5% 1.7% 1.7%
LAC US$B 14.5 20.8 17.8 24.7

%G GDP 1.0% 1.3% 1. 1% 1.4%
Brazil US$B 2.1 3.1 3.1 9.4

% GrDP 0.4% 0.6% 0.5% 1.4%

30. Equity Markets. With a market capitalization of US$190 billion in July 1996, the Brazilian stock
market is the eighteenth largest in the world and the fifth largest emerging market. However, the ratio of total
market capitalization to GNP is still around 30 percent compared to 50 percent in Korea and more than
130 percent in Chile. In addition, trading is highly concentrated (80 percent of trading takes place in five stocks,
all state-owned), and the number of listed companies has remained stagnant at around 500 for many years,
including some delisting of companies in recent years.

31. During the 1980s, a period of extremely high inflation, the Brazilian stock market became highly
volatile. From its 1982 market capitalization of US$ 10 billion, the market twice surged to over US$40 billion
(1983-86 and 1988-89), only to plunge again afterward on both occasions to around US$16 biillion. The more
than tenfold increase in market capitalization since 1990 has been due to (i) the gradual liberalization of the
economy and financial markets; (u) exploding international investor interest in emerging equity markets; and (iii)
beginning in 1994, realistic prospects of lasting economic stabilization. Foreign investors now account for about
30 percent of local equity trading. Despite this robust growth, however, the share markct is not an important
source of investment capital for Brazilian firms

32. Despite the fact that the average volume of capital raised in new shares over the la,t five years was
US$1.4 billion, or 2.4 times higher than that of the preceding eight years, the volume of new share issues is very
small compared to the size of the Brazilian economy. The charts below illustrate that, considering the highest
point in recent years19, Brazil had the lowest ratios of new issues to GDP (0.5 percent) and of new issues to gross
domestic investment (2.5 percent) among international comparators for which data was available.

33. New share issues and listings have been handicapped by: (i) extremely low valuations (with
valuation ratios remaining below one for more than ten years) largely because of high real interest rates and
the lack of liquidity for these shares; (ii) the fact that companies have had recourse to non-market finance
from BNDES; (iii) owners' preferences for financial secrecy because of potential tax liability; and (iv) a
limited domestic institutional investor base.

19 For emerging markets, the amount of new issues represent the highest annual amount during 1993-1995. For
developed markets the period is 1994-1995 only.
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34. Despite higher market indices and trading volumes recently, the Brazilian equity market remains
shallow and thin because of several factors. Thirty years of high and chronic inflation reinforced
pronounced trading concentration in a fev highly liquid issues. Very short investment horizons and
lucrative opportunities in Brazil's "overnight" debt market entrenched a "trading" mentality in both
financial institutions and non-financial companies, accentuating the importance of liquid transactions. The
opening of the country's capital market to foreign portfolio investment in the late 1980s was another key
factor. As these investment have had to be channeled through restrictive procedures which basically limit
foreign flows to investments on the major exchanges, this has served to intensify the trading concentration
further. Listing has therefore been unattractive for many Brazilian entrepreneurs, other than for tax or
regulatory reasons. Of the 550 companies currently listed on Bovespa, trading in the shtares of about 5
accounts for about 90 percent of all trading. The absence of convincing exit mechanisms keeps prices low.
The inability to extract perceived value of shares through sale has reinforced reluctance of owner-
entrepreneurs to cede controlling interests in their firms. This also results in compan;ies riot receiving the
management expertise, technical assistance or market access which venture capitalists or major partners
bring to their investee companies, for example, in the US and UK. Moreover, the organization of Brazil's
equity markets has been a further contributing factor. Rules limiting the spreads applied by securities
dealers are suitable for highly liquid issues but totally disincentivate important market making in new
securities because dealers cannot price securities so as to defray their inventorying costs. This has retarded
the development of over-the-counter (OTC) markets, which are just now starting to fo:rm independently of
one another at the regional level.

35. Strengthening Brazil's equity market calls for three mutually reinforcing efforts. On the demand
side, reforms and investments to promote a more dynamic and efficient institutional investor base are
required. On the supply side, further upstream work is needed to mobilize funds and provide technical
assistance to SMEs and start-up companies through venture capital and private equity funds to help them
meet regulatory and investor requirements tc list and go public. In terms of market access, underwriting
facilities and OTC markets are needed to broaden primary markets for IPOs and the liquidity of
corresponding secondary markets.

36. Non-lending finance. In 1988, a banking reform created the Brazilian version of universal banks,
"Bancos Multiplos." This law simply endorsed the prevailing practice of the dominant players who, as required
by the previous banking law, already provided diversified financial services through legally independent
specialized companies. The streamlining unquestionably increased efficiency, particularly of the large banks. As
a result, however, non-bank financial institutions, including investment banks, savings and loan associations,
leasing companies and brokerage houses, have remained underdeveloped and today also account for less than 10
percent of the system's assets. A somewhat artificial domestic private bond market exists. Some companies
experiencing financial difficulties reach agreements with their bankers to retire short termn debt through
bond issues, thereby extending maturities. ]For the debt securities actually sold in the capital markets,
tenors in general do not exceed two years, and the interest rates reflect the extremely high benchmark (i.e.,
15 percent in real terms) established by government paper.

C) Re2ulatory and Other "Custo Brasil" Penalties

37. Macroeconomic instability. The volatile, hyperinflationary environment which characterized
Brazil prior to the implementation of the Plan Real was without doubt the greatest impediment to the
-country's private sector development. This point was made clearly in the 1994 PSA. The present
administration's success in restoring macroeconomic stability has equally clearly been one of its greatest
accomplishments. Along with trade liberalization, and implementation of a reform program strongly
relying on the private sector, this return of stability has led to a surge in corporate investment activity.
Continued progress on structural reforms to imaintain a favorable environment for private sector activity
will be vital to achieving the country's developmental objectives.
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38. Labor issues. There is significant government legislation in the terms of labor contracts in Brazil.
Principal among these are encargos sociais that amount to approximately 100 percent of the base wage of
an employee. Brazil's comprehensive system of labor regulation (which dictates detailed conditions of
labor contracts) and taxation makes it expensive and difficult for employers to use labor in the formal
market. Complex and protracted labor appeals processes exacerbate the problem. In consequence, a large
informal labor market exists to escape these restrictions and clear the disequilibria created in the formal
market. There is a need to reduce non-wage labor costs and to increase flexibility of labor contracts.
Another issue is the relative scarcity of skilled labor, which will be increasingly felt as growing
international trade spurs technological change and industrial modernization.

39. Weaknesses in contractual mechanisms. While Brazil has well-developed private mechanisms of
contract enforcement, survey results suggests that they operate only imperfectly in comparison with Chile,
and that this unfavorable comparison has persisted even since the Plan Real reduced uncertainties about
relative prices in the country. The Brazilian legal process, enforcement of laws and resolution of conflicts
has been criticized for its slowness and, on occasions, unpredictability. This is the reflection of an
overburdened and inefficient court system, as well as a complex appeals procedure that allows cases to last
for several years. The bankruptcy law is relatively old (1945) and needs improvement. For example, the
provisions for a debt moratorium ("concordata") tend to overly favor debtors, and do not permit creditors
to force a reorganization of poorly managed companies in default.

40. Trade liberalization. The protected market of Brazil's early industrial period allowed Brazil to
enjoy high economic growth for some time. However, as is evident, this protection also led to considerable
inefficiencies in productilon processes which must be corrected for more Brazilian firms to be able to
compete internationally. The move to trade liberalization which has been part of the Plan Real, including
the implementation of the Mercosur free-trade area, has had important beneficial effects in lowering input
costs for Brazilian manufacturers. Brazil enjoyed a notable increase in industrial productivity in 1996.
However, this adjustment is far from complete.

41. Regulatory and taxation issues. Uncertainty and unpredictability in the Brazilian regulatory
framework continue to represent a significant burden on a number of sectors in the country. This theme
was particularly highlighted in the PSA. The regulatory burden on Brazilian firms is widely claimed to be
severe; uncertainty and unpredictability pervade the regulatory and legal environment in the country. The
largest costs of an uncertain regulatory environmnent, and the most difficult to quantify, are the investtnent
and other business decisions that firms make or do not make because of uncertainty surrounding future
government policy. These complexities create incentives to reduce disclosure and to invest in avoiding
rules, rather than playing by them. The problems have not improved notably, surveys in March 1996
revealed. The tax system contributes to the Custo Brasil in several ways. Costly inefficiencies in the
system arise because of wide disparities in taxes across sectors, and uncertainty and complexity in the
system of tax administration raise the costs of compliance. This complex tax structure was also a widely
cited constraints to growth of Brazilian firms in the PSA survey.

D) Improving Efficiency and Competitiveness of SMEs

42. SMEs play a very important role in Brazil: they generate about 60 percent of the jobs in the
economy; account for 96 percent of all firms; invest about one-third of the private gross fixed investment
and produce about 15 percent of GDP. The performance of SMEs in Brazil, however, is below
international standards in terms of efficiency and competitiveness. Table 7 below shows that SMEs in
Brazil account for a similar share of employment as they do in more developed economies, but their
contribution to national output is only a fraction (30-50 percent) of what it is in OECD countries. They
would need to at least double their contribution to GDP to reach OECD standards. The SME sector lags in
modernization, product quality and production efficiencies. It is in this area that the gap between Brazil
and Asian competitors is perhaps most glaring. While larger firms generally account for the bulk of
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exports, they depend critically on low-cost, high-quality inputs from smaller firms. If domestic firms
cannot supply exporters' requirements efficiently, the exporters will rely on imported components, or
themselves fail to compete effectively. And it is generally in smnaller firms that most jobs reside - implying
that gains among SMEs contribute strongly to broad-based growth and rising incomes among less well-off
segments of the population. In addition, SMEs usually create jobs at low capital costs, contribute to
decentralized industrial development, and help build the entrepreneurial base for an economy. Constraints
to private sector development in Brazil have weighted more heavily on SMEs than on larger companies in
Brazil. Thus in contrast to SME sectors in other large economies, SMEs' production in Brazil is for the
most part oriented to the domestic market and links to larger firms, domestic or foreign, oriented to
international markets is limited. There are several challenges to improving efficiency and competitiveness
of SMEs in Brazil including improving access to investment capital, reducing transport costs, simplifying
the regulatory environment, and improving corporate governance.

Table 7
The Role of SMEs: An International Comparison

Percentage of Enterprises Employment Contribution to GDP
(°/) (M) (NO

BRAZIL 96 60 15
USA 99 54 48
Japan 99 74 57
Ce..many 99 66 35
Australia 96 45 30
France 99 69 62

Sources: IFC staff compilation of information based on OECD and IBGE various reports.

43. Corporate Governance. The family controlled corporation still dominates the Brazilian scene.
While many large companies have introduced modem technology as well as up-to-date marketing and
financial techniques, this process has been slower in the traditional family-managed midsize and smaller
companies. Improved auditing and reporting standards, as well as management professionalization, would
increase the access to domestic and international debt and equity finance and improve growth prospects.

E) Regional Development

44. Until 1994, the development levels of Brazil's states appeared to be convergent:. Since then,
accelerated growth has benefited some regions more than others, and income levels across states started to
diverge. This is bringing regional development again to the forefront of the issues that need to be addressed
to help reduce poverty. Specifically, as noted in Attachment 1, growth in the northeast states must be
reinvigorated to achieve a sustainable reduction of poverty in Brazil.

45. The northeast has a large share of agricultural labor in Brazil and accounts for almost half of the
country's farm units. While most of these units (70 percent) are smallholdings of less than 1 0 hectares, the
region also has very large concentrations of land not being fully utilized. The development of irrigation,
more efficient water resource management and infrastructure networks, along with land reform are key to
greater agricultural production. There is also significant export potential in grains (soybeans) and tropical
fruits.

46. Aside from agriculture, there is ample potential in services (tourism) and light manufacturing,
which would build on the region's natural advantages. The private sector, especially SMEs, must take the
lead in the development of these sectors. States are modernizing their administrative structures to reduce
bureaucratic obstacles and improve fiscal capacity to undertake needed investments in transport, logistics,
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other basic infrastructure, and human capital. Deficiencies in these areas have been the principal obstacle
to private sector-led development and labor intensive growth in the region.

III. THE BANK GROUP'S ASSISTANCE STRATEGY

47. The Bank Group has provided considerable support to Brazil. The Brazil portfolio is presently
IFC's largest. The relationship between the Bank Group and Brazil has entered into a new phase since the
inception of the Plan Real. With public investment sharply curtailed and private capital flows surging, the
focus of the Bank's assistance is on support for social development, and support of growth and stability
through public sector reform. The Corporation, meanwhile, is shifting its focus away from the first-tier
companies which have formed its historical client base, into areas where altemative financing remains
difficult and where the Corporation's unique resources are needed: infrastructure, capital markets, second-
tier companies, and less-developed states. The complementary focus of the Bank and the IFC in several of
these areas will contribute to strengthening the partnership between Brazil and the World Bank Group.
This should particularly be the case in infrastructure with the Bank taking the lead in framework setting
and the Corporation worling to catalyze private investment. Joint projects are under consideration in urban
transport and gas transmission. In addition, the WBG strategy draws on lessons of experience accumulated
in previous projects in Brazil and in the Bank Group's global work; it is also positioned in the context of
the actions of GOB, the private sector or other agencies as relevant. The strategy is focused towards
alleviating the impact of the constraints to PSD articulated in Section II.

48. The already identified strategic areas for Bank Group intervention are key to sustained growth,
employment generation, and poverty alleviation. The rationale behind their selection and details of the
Bank Group's strategy to be pursued for each through FY2000 are presented in the subsequent sections.
Matrices relating to each strategic area and providing summary information on the objectives, actions,
benchmarks, and instruments which will be part of the proposed Bank Group's agenda are included at the
end of each section.

A) Infrastructure

49. Government. The most important actor in the improvement of Brazil's infrastructural situation is
GOB. The Government will need to continue to bear a share of infrastructure financing costs, while at the
same time creating an environment which allows it to increase the volume of private capital. Brazil has
been a late-comer in implementing private financing of infrastructure, and will need to have an attractive
environment in order to attain the high level of private financing for infrastructure which projected
requirements imply (the US$20 billion p.a. sought for infrastructure financing in Brazil compares, for
instance, with US$27 billion in total international flows to infrastructure in 1996). Governrment actions
will be critical in providing and maintaining an appropriate framework for inducing the private sector to
invest in upgrading, expanding, and maintaining infrastructure in all sub-sectors. Critical elements of that
framework, such as credibility, transparency, a stable and predictable regulatory environment, and
fulfillment of obligations by public sector entities (especially at the sub-national level), all depend on
government. While much progress has been made, there remains more to be done to ensure that policy
changes translate into investments and improved services. We see, in terms of having a significant impact
on the achievement of it:s objectives in this area, the following as the most important steps for Government
to take:

* maintain transparency and credibility in the privatization process (this is an area which is self-
reinforcing: experience suggests that well-structured PPI projects undertaken transparently
create local constituencies favorable to further economic reform);

* deepen regulatory reform in all sectors, particularly tariff-setting for water and power services;
* evolve a strategy for addressing the problem of municipal and state-level credit and regulation

which is clear both to concerned government agencies and to potential investors;
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* taking measures to facilitate deepening of domestic capital markets and enhancing Brazil's
position in the competition for international investment;

* ensuring that necessary continued investment by Government, whether direct or through
BNDES, complement and not displace accessible private financing.

50. The Private Sector. The biggest role in the strategy for alleviating infrastructure deficiencies will
be played by the private sector itself. This will be strongest in certain sub-sectors, and difficult to achieve
in others. In telecommunications, we expect generally the private sector to provide sufficient investment
going forward without the need for enhancement. In water, urban rail transport, and small-volume
highways, significant private participation will take time to achieve. Among the lessons of experience
which have been learned by the Bank Group in the development of private infrastructure in other countries,
and which are relevant to the challenge facing Brazil in this area, is that successfAl transactions help
policies evolve. By giving policy makers., investors, and financiers experience, and through building
domestic constituencies for further change, successful transactions encourage further sectoral liberalization,
including across sectors. These demonstration effects are being strengthened as tilme reveals the
efficiencies in construction and operation yielded by private investors and increased competition. An
important consideration, particularly in view of the scale of Brazil's infrastructural financing needs, will be
to ensure that, public sector financing
(whether direct or through financial
intermediaries), does not "crovd out" Box 1
private funds. As these will not flow to Bank (}roup CollaborationtRailway :
riskier projects, fewer projects would be
funded overall as a result. Maximum In 1993-4, IBRD assisted GOB in analyzing theIstate of
overall investment can be achieved by Brazil'sgrailway industy and alternative -publbc poiyots.h
maintaining the following order of This policy dialogue led9 to a plan fo rTest:ructuingan
priority in considering financing services privatizing RFFSA,; the himain railroad opetinlg.:entity. n
for individual projects: (1) unassisted order to assist A RFS in restructuring and preparin the
market financing; (2) "umbrella" .network fr concessionin, IBRD made in 1996 a
enhancement without sovereign recourse; US$350 millionla(lRD15-R,the objetivesichwere to: i)A impove erformance bly restutrn n
and (3) public sector financing or RFFSA's o perans to r es, anconcss1olingVFEt:s : ope aoLato: fprvate;: Operators, and-
guarantees . Aby restructuring its miatices to settle debts and jlabor i ic 1 ~~~lab Iities-

(ii) in0icrease;;0 productivity t iXhrough staf ;t 00etrenchtuiflt a nd X1
51. IDB is playing a major role in emergef rehabilitatio Uf critil assets whileminimnizing.
infrastructure development in Brazil, the social cost of staff retrenchment,; anid () enhanceb
including support to GOB for financing competition throughreglt ryfr eform. lFCis: now assessing
of infrastructure where the private sector a possible investment in one of theimain concessions resulting
is less likely to participate. Total from this J&restructuing. Suh an investment, *if itvcanbe
infrastructure loans approved in 1994- -br h to fuition,0 wou lddemonstrate 1theW iaiityi of private
1996 for Brazil were US$1.35 billion, of participation in Brazil's railroads, and encourage expanded
which US$610 million in sanitation. DB pvate secor involvement in other cossions. The BankGroup is: tryin to replicate: this 1collaboration, wih B1RD
is providmg direct finance to GOB for leainginthr amework seting for prive investment and
completion of a number of highway JEC catalyzing, investment in, a specific;concessio, thin other
segments (Sao Paulo-Belo Horizonte, Sao sub-sectors.; ________

Paulo-Florianopolis) through a US$275
million loan approved in 1996. At the
sub-national level, IDB has moved into municipal financing for a number of cities, including PASS (Social
Action Program for Sanitation) which targets cities with less than 50,000 people on a grant basis. In the
Northeast, IDB sponsored in February 1997 a workshop for nine state Govemors aimecd at disseminating
experience in how to introduce private participation in infrastructure. In the water sector, IDB is both
providing direct financing and undertaking feasibility studies on the overhaul of water and sewer services in
major Brazilian cities (including Fortaleza, Salvador, Rio, Sao Paulo, Belem, and Brasilia).
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52. The Bank Grou,. As in other major countries of the LAC Region, there is scope for
complementary effort on the part of IBRD and IFC to (i) assist the authorities in establishing the policy and
regulatory environment for further privatizing infrastructure assets, as well as fostering private investment
in (and operation of) infiastructure facilities and (ii) provide enhancements appropriate to mobilizing debt
as well as equity financing for private infrastructure. Box I provides an example of such collaboration in
the railroad sector. It is hoped that efforts by all parts of the WBG in supporting successful reform will
make sector reform more attractive and more widely popular. The matrix on page 20 summarizes the Bank
Group's infrastructure strategy.

53. IBRD. The Bank's assistance will focus on supporting GOB's efforts to establish an appropriate
regulatory and policy environment, drawing on extensive analytical work done under the current ESW
program. In Ports Refor-m the Bank would assist in privatizing ports operations, restructuring the public
port companies including staff retrenchment, retraining and outplacement, strengthening regulatory
functions including the revision of work rules and worker compensation, and implement and finance
essential rehabilitation or improvement works on land or water accesses, which cannot be passed on to the
private sector. Depending on the progress made, the Government may have to provide guarantees in order
to help mitigate some important political risks. Non-lending services may include a study of private
financing for transport infrastructure, dissemination workshops, and T.A. on multimodal transport. In
power, the Bank has assisted (through its State Reform Loans) privatization in Rio de Janeiro and Rio
Grande do Sul states, and is working with the state of Minas Gerais at present. Support for energy
efficiency and conservation measures is being provided jointly with the Global Environmental Facility
(GEF). The Bank is playing a lead role in advising GOB on tariff reform for the electricity sector. Several
highwav loans are contemplated for a total investment of US$1.2 billion. The Bank is actively discussing
with GOB the possible use of guarantees to facilitate private sector participation in more difficult
infrastructure sectors, particularly highways. The objective would be to reduce the level of BNDES funds
in given projects by substituting a tranche of private financing, where such financing would not be
forthcoming without enhancement. The principle of market first, IFC/MIGA facilitating the market second,
and World Bank as last resort will be followed to avoid displacing private sector finance and to limit
government and Group exposure to the minimum. Non-lending services are to include a Highway Finance
Study, which will focus on developing appropriate policy and institutional frameworks for the financing of
the highway sub-sector on a sustainable basis at the three levels of government and in the private sector,
including road pricing., cost-recovery, and funding of public road agencies. A workshop will help
disseminate the results of the study. Support for urban transport could also have substantial benefits in
pollution control. A joint project in this area between IBRD and IFC (with IFC providing advisory
services) is under consideration. Assistance in creating private-public partnerships in complex areas
(urban rail, power transmission grid linkage), and in transnational projects, such as cross-border highways,
electrical interconnection, and gas pipelines, may also become an increasingly important component of the
Bank's sectoral assistance strategy.

54. The government and IBRD are working closely together to set a federal regulatory framework for
the water sector, and to promote private sector participation. The Bank will continue to help the Federal
Government in developing new institutional models, define and establish appropriate regulation, and
promote competition in the sector through the Water Sector Modemization Projects, which would
increasingly focus on support for poorer areas such as the Northeast States. This might include assistance
in drawing up standard bidding documentation for concessions. Further assistance will be provided with
State Reform Loans, under a proposed water modernization project to foster private-public partnerships
and the creation of effective regulatory bodies. Economic and Sector Work are planned in support of the
Government's reform strategy: Water Pricing Policy Note, and Innovative Financing of Infrastructure,
Review of State Wate:r Company Financial Performance. The World Bank financed Water Quality and
Pollution Control pilot program in Sao Paulo, Parana, and Minas Gerais is helping the Government in:
(i) financing of investments in sewerage and sewage treatment facilities, and (ii) developing pilot
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institutional models to manage the water basins. I13RD has also been working at the state level through a
series of loans promoting reforms for state utilities. In telecoms and railroads, where the Bank has been
active in facilitating prior reforms and private participation is well established, there is no likely further role
for the Bank (except for continued regulatory improvement or further privatization).

55. MIGA. MIGA has approved two guarantees in the infrastructure sector, for a total of
US$15 million. MIGA presently has scarce resources available under its single country exposure limit.
However, GOB has recently approved the concept of MIGA generating additional insurance capacity under
the Cooperative Underwriting Program, which
could increase the room available for more
operations in Brazil. This could be further Box 2
increased through reinsurance with public and PrivateFParticipation invWater
private political risk insurance agencies. g de Limeir (L) a csoiuo L s :es

Aiijgas: de inimcira (:AdW, av consortilln iof :Oi:aisie rdst~
Eaux of France and CBO, a large Brazilian construction

56. IFC. Where the market iS not yet firm, was awarded andi a thirty-year concession for the
willing to come forward, IFC will seek to rehabilitation, physical completion ;and operation of the
structure and support "model transactions" entiei municipal water and wastewater systemn and took,
with the objective that IFC co-investments in the over operation in June 1995.: 'The: concessionifor the:
first privatized companies in the various Municipality of Lineirai(population 225,000) is the:first
infrastructure sub-sectors will give comfort to privatization of a water system in Brazil (followinga newg
local and foreign investors alike. IFC has iBraziianII law passed in Februar 1995 allowing ithe
already undertaken such investments in privatization of itnfrastructure at the federal, :state and
telecommunications (Lightel), roads municipal levels). This project is likely to serve as a

model: for ifuture projects in iits contractual arrangements(Via Dutra), and water (Limeira). IFC expects n i t pj fn s t T
r . . . . g~~~~~~~~andrl: inthef bzidiect: :firiancftg: ksradtuti. :: Theto achieve a similar demonstration effect -with concessinaire : is embaring on aIsubstantial capital

investments in ports, railways, captive power expenditure progam and introducing operational
generation, and another toll road project. efficiencies in its first years of :operations. The :i total[
These effects will also have value across projec 0cost in the first fiveo years is estimiaed at US$711
sectors, with the ability to structure viable million. :IFC received Board approval :June 19, 1996 for
concessions in one subsector encouraging an investment iniAguas de Liietia of an A Loan ofoupgto
investors to move forward in others. As TJSs0mmillion, a B Loan' for US$23 nillion, a a C Loan,
creditworthy counterparties for electricity $with longer maturity of up to US$7 milion andqi:ty (
offtake agreements emerge from privatization of the concssionaire) andlor quasi-eq of up S to US$1

million. The enviromnmental benefits of icicreasin wate:r
distribution companies and regulatory reform, qult and of p tae for th raw sewag
IFC expects to play a leading role in developing curretly ben dcrged in tr e lorivers are
independent power production projects (IPPs). substantial. The Municipalt does not have access p
IFC's leading edge role in this area is evidenced funds to comlte these works in the pulic secor.
by its participation in an estimated one-third of
all private power projects closed in LDCs in
1996. Adhering to IFC's non-displacement
principle and focus on maximizing development impact with limited resources, there should be a natural
evolution of sectoral focus in the Corporation's investments. As market sources of finance grow more
comfortable with regulatory and maturity risks involved in infrastructure, IFC's role in
telecommunications will diminish, followed most likely by power generation 2-3 years later. Needs will
remain in sectors where private participation is mnore difficult to achieve, such as water, transport and
ports. Aside from this catalytic function, IFC"s role in such transactions could also encompass support for
politically challenging reforms, whether privatization or concession-related, promoting competition,
mobilizing international financing. In roads, Brazilian toll concessions are based on the existing road
network, and thus may face lower traffic risk than projects in other countries. But world-wide, toll road
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BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruments
Objectives

IBRD IFC Other

Allow Ports are inefficient Private port terminals Investment in private IDB: Support for
Brazilian and expensive; cost terminals. ports reform in
exporters to penalties to exporters Modemize outdated Lending areas to be NE.
compete estimated at 6-3% of work rules in ports. considered: Ports
intemationally FOB values, 25% of reform.
on basis of comparative Guarantee to be
"reasonable" intemational port considered: ports.
transport costs costs

Provide customs services
to private terminals.

Intemal movernents of Improve road network ESW: Private Finance Investment in SP-RJ IDB: Public
goods overly through concessions, of Transport highway concession. Highway
dependent on road public sector investment Infrastructure. financing.
transport; roads are in where private financing Lending Areas to be
poor condition; river not feasible. considered: Multimodal Investment in railway IDB: Pilot "risk
or rail freight often transport; State concessions pooling"
potentially cheaper Highway Management; transactions with
mode; estimated Federal Highway smaller roads.
penalty c. 200%6 of Rehabilitation.
total transport costs. Guarantee to be

considered: highways.
Implementation of prior
loans: Highway
management and
railways restructuring
operations.

Implement concession
programs in railways.

Improve coastal and
nverine shipping
possibilities through
ports reform as above.

Improve urban Road congestion and Support for development Lending area to be Advisory services for
trasport/mass pollution of urban rail and metro considered: metro Sao Paulo metro.
transit capacity considerations favor transport

increased use of mass
trasit.

Improve access Telephone density Auction of "B" band Investment in "B" band GOB: Passage of
to well below licenses; privatize cellular concession. Telecom Law by
telecomrnuni- comparators; need to Telebras in medium term Congress;
cation services expand resources and elimination of
at lower costs. update technology. tariff cross-

subsidies.

(Matrix continues on next page)
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BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Acthons Instruments
Objectives

IBRD IFC Other

Prevent power Operational capacity Generation: Work with SINTREL Advisory work on GOB: Continue
shortages. in power generation -Define more clearly on formation of privatization of NE support for

insufficient to support tariffs and regulatory national regulatory state utilities and state- privatization of
economic growth; structure for third party framework (Technical level regulation state distribution
shortages forecast providers. Assistance). (COELCE, CEMAR) companies. Tariff
particularly in SE; - Attract private sector reforrn.
regulatory framework financing in generation. Lending Area to be Financing of captive
for IPPs unclear; considered: Power power project; IPPs
investment Market Development; once framework
requirements very Bolivia-Brazil gas clarified.
large. pipeline.

ESW: Energy
Integration and Trade
in Mercosur; Rural
Electrifications
Options.

Transmission: GOB completion
Complete N-S grid link Df N-S grid link.

Distribution: State Reform Loans
Privatize distribution (RJ, RGS, Minas, MT)
companies.

Conservation: GEF funded support
Implement conservation for conservation and
and efficiency efficiency.
improvement measures.

Improve access 15% of population Improve water delivery ESW: Water Pricing, Demonstration project IDB: urban
to safe drinking has no access to clean capacity and Delivering investments for private sanitation loans.
water and water: 50% has no distribution. Infrastructure Services participation in water
adequate access to sanitation Improve access to to the Poor. Urban sector.
sanitation. services; 80% of sanitation. Poverty and Security

collected sewage is Improve sewage issues, Municipal
untreated. treatment efficiency. Development in

Provide clearer Medium-Sized Cities.
State Water framework for award of Lending Areas to be
Companies providing municipal concessions to considered: Water Advisory services on
services to private operators. Sector Modemization; structuring treated
municipalities are Sanitation. water BOT (SABESP),
inefficient and short Find mechanisms to Implementation of and privatization of a
of funds for decrease credit risk of Prior Loans: Urban State Water Company
investment; municipal and state Development (SANEPAR).
framework for private concessions. (Salvador, Minas,
participation at sub- Ceara), Municipal Development of
national level is Development (Bahia). mechanisms for private
unclear and participation in sub-
inconsistent; many national infrastructure.
municipalities not
creditworthy.
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projects have been difficult to finance on a non-recourse basis, and IFC's presence in the sector in a
substantial way will be needed to establish credible structures for financing the projects, and confidence in
the concession-government relationships that will also be essential. IFC has begun playing this role in the
Via Dutra project. Investments will also be encouraged indirectly by IFC through dissemination activities,
highlighting IFC's global experience and lessons learned. IFC will in particular seek to share its project
finance experience through a closer relationship with BNDES, and through participation in the Bank's
ESW aimed at broadeningt and deepening private sector involvement in infrastructure. IFC is also seeking,
on a global basis, to develop new mechanisms for facilitating participation of the private sector in sub-
national level infrastructure, which could have significant applicability in Brazil.

57. IFC will assist in the financing of private infrastructure projects not only through its direct
investment, but also through its mobilization efforts. Its direct investments of US$176 million in the sector
have already been complemented by US$214 million of syndications. Mobilization of foreign savings to
finance Brazilian infrastracture will expand through an increase in IFC's "B" loan program over the CAS
period. Estimated infrastructure investments for FY98-2000 are up to US$500 million for IFC's own
account, and up to US$750 million in syndications. In addition, the Corporation will endeavor to develop
innovative financial structures to facilitate such mobilization beyond the "B" loan program. Capital
markets activities, which are discussed below, will both contribute to as well as benefit from efforts to
stimulate the financing of private infrastructure projects by furthering demand for domestic debt and equity
instruments while lowering the costs of associated infrastructure financing. This is of particular
importance in infrastructure projects which generate local currency and therefore are exposed to currency
risk for the portions of investment funded in foreign exchange. Use of local capital markets for
infrastructure finance can help to spread ownership to the public, creating broader domestic constituencies
for continued private ownership and responsible regulation. In addition, there is a close match between the
need for long-term debt in local currency and the preference of institutional investors in emerging markets
for long-term investment opportunities. Specialized institutions, such as credit rating agencies, may have
an important role to play in making sub-national investment feasible.

58. In terms of privatizations, we would expect IFC's advisory role to be limited in Federal and major
state-level sales, in view of the development of market-based advisory services, but that there could be a
good advisory role in NE or municipal level privatizations and concessions design. Advisory mandates are
under discussion in some of the Northeast states, where IFC may advise the governments of Ceara and
Maranhao on privatization of their electricity sectors. IFC is also currently advising both the Sao Paulo
water utility SABESP, and the Sao Paulo metro system (expansion of line 4). IFC will be drawing from its
experience both in infrastructure privatization advice and investment structuring elsewhere to carry out a
dialogue with the authorities.

B) The Financial Sector and Access to Capital

59. There are several steps GOB can take to continue improving the access and cost of capital for
Brazilian firns. To stimulate growth in domestic savings and more effective intermediation of those
savings into productive investment, GOB can continue: (i) the reform process for contractual savings
industry, (ii) the macroeconomic and structural reform program to enhance citizens' confidence in long-
term stability and reduce "crowding out", which will promote savings, (iii) and to strengthen discipline in
the banking sector, including the program of State bank privatizations. To assist the private sector in
benefiting from external savings for investment in Brazil, GOB has already taken the most important step,
achievement of macroeconomic stability and of an environment conducive to foreign direct investment.
This must be maintainecl. Several measures to make Brazil more attractive for foreign investors have been
taken, including reducing taxes on income, royalties, industrialized products and fuel, deregulating trade,
and facilitating international money transfers. Continued privatization and opening of new sectors to
foreign participation will also stimulate inflows.
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The Bank Group

60. IBRD. In response to requests from authorities, IBRD's assistance in the financial sector will
focus on (i) upgrading the supervisory and enforcement capacity of the Central Bank of Brazil; and
(ii) assisting in the privatization of State Banks through State reform privatization programs. Improved
banking supervision and dedicated management of distressed banking assets promises both lower fiscal
outlays and a strengthening of market confidence. The first step in this process will be taken with a
Financial Sector Technical Assistance project.

61. Assisting with further adjustment of the banking system through orderly exit of banking institutions
which are not sound is another important component of the Bank's program. IBRD will finance technical
assistance to upgrade the supervisory and enforcement capacity of the Central Bank of Brazil and assist in
designing asset resolution mechanisms. The reduction of public bank ownership is especially urgent with
regards to banks of Brazilian states which can ill-afford their recapitalization, and will improve fiscal
discipline throughout the economy. Support for restructuring of state banks is to be included in State
Reform Loans, which are under preparation for the states of Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, and Matto
Grosso. In the event that further restructuring agreements between Federal and State Governments, similar
to that recently concluded with Sao Paulo, lead to more privatizations of State Banks, additional assistance
is possible. IBRD's overall assistance program, by assisting the Government of Brazil in maintaining
fiscal stability, will assist in strengthening of the financial sector, improving access to foreign savings, and
reducing the "crowding out" effect on domestic interest rates.

62. MIGA has approved four guarantees in the financial sector, for a total of US$116 million. MIGA
will also continue to provide technical assistance support to help attract foreign investment. This
assistance could cover the tourism and mining sectors as well as capacity building for Investment
promotion Agencies and other entities chargecd with attracting foreign direct investment.

63. IFC. IFC will seek to assist Brazil in this key sector in areas where IFC's comparative advantage
is important. IFC support to Brazil's banking, sector would include: (a) institution building equity and loan
investments in post-privatization commercial bank transactions; (b) work with GOB to introduce Tier I and
II capital guidelines (following Basle conventions) and investing in commercial banks under such
mechanisms, particularly Tier II capital; and (c) technical assistance and investment support in distressed
bank asset resolution operations. To support the development of Brazil's contractual savings industry, IFC
will make available its policy, regulatory and operating experience with private pension funds and professional
asset management in other countries. Moreover, the Corporation will focus on developing the country's
institutional investor base through selective involvement in contractual savings institutions, providing them risk
capital and encouraging joint ventures with international technical partners to help introduce international best
practices. Further, IFC will seek to support the strengthening of ancillary institutions which will improve the
availability and quality of financial information, such as of rating agencies, helping to increase the attractiveness
of securities as investments for savers. In this connection, IFC would also focus on the development of a
mortgage securitization company, to foster the supply of investment paper for institutional investors.

64. IFC will also seek to help Brazilian firms tap foreign savings. IFC's stamp of approval, as well as
the mitigation of transfer risk, should help attract international institutional investors and. will be necessary
to attract international commercial banks under its umbrella. The main instrument will be the B Loan
syndication program, although in selected cases new funding sources may be tapped to broaden access for
Brazilian firms, such as the commercial paper market and life insurance companies. IFC will act as a
Partner in FDI, particularly with companies that have never been exposed to Brazil, ancl as a co-investor/
lender in newly privatized companies or sectors which are opened to the private sector, such as
infrastructure, mining, oil and gas. IFC will also expand its loan syndication program in Brazil, adding
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necessary comfort for international
banks to provide tern financing. Over Box 3
US$600 million is likely to be Innovative Resource Mobilization
mobilized in participations in FY97,
the largest amount ever for IFC in Aguas de Limeira (AdL), a consortium of Lyonnaise des
Brazil, which will complement IFC's Eaux of France and CBO, a large Brazilian construction finn, was
US$400 million in own account awarded and a thirty-year concession for the rehabilitation,
investments. IFC will also continue physical completion and operation of the entire municipal water

and wastewater system and took over operation in June 1995. The
to explore innovative mechanisms for concession for the Municipality of Limeira (population 225,000) is
mobilizing funds from institutional the first privatization of a water system in Brazil (following a new
investors whose savings are normally Brazilian law passed in February 1995 allowing the privatization
unavailable to Brazilian firms, as done of infrastructure at the federal, state and municipal levels). This
recently in the IFC-arranged first ever project is likely to serve as a model for future projects in its
single securitization in Brazil, through contractual arrangements and in the project financing structure.
which Sadia Concorcia obtained The concessionaire is embarking on a substantial capital
US$200 million to finance its expenditure program and introducing operational efficiencies in
expansion and modernization. its first years of operations. The total project cost in the first five

years is estimated at US$71 million. IFC received Board approval
June 19, 1996 for an investment in Aguas de Limeira of an A

65. IFC will seek to. broaden and Loan of up to US$10 mnillion, a B Loan for US$23 million, a C
deepen securities markets through a Loan with longer maturity of up to US$7 million and equity (in
variety of measures. [FC plans to the concessionaire) and/or quasi-equity of up to US$1 million.
undertake a study of the Brazilian equity The environmental benefits of increasing water quality and of
and venture capital market to better providing treatment for the raw sewage currently being discharged
analyze constraints to the- development into the local rivers are substantial. The Municipality does not
of these markets. Encouraging sponsors have access to funds to complete these works in the public sector.
to bring investee companies to the
market will add to the supply of quality
assets. IFC will seek to strengthen non-bank financial institutions in the areas of venture capital, leasing,
factoring, and asset management. Additionally, IFC may provide credit lines to support securities underwriting.
As noted above, development of rating agencies should contribute to increasing savers' confidence in investment
in securities. Also, IFC vvill support smaller investment banks. This will add competition and enhance the flow
of specialized investment banking services to sectors not currently being serviced by the larger institutions.

C) Rezulatory and other "Custo Brasil" penalties

66. Continued structural reforms and maintenance of a stable macroeconomic framework will be
critical contributors to reducing the "Custo Brasil". In addition, GOB could consider further measures for
trade liberalization, redueing non-wage costs of labor and for simplification of the tax system. All of these
would contribute to enhancing productivity and competitiveness of Brazilian firms. An important step
taken in September 19915 was passage of new legislation reforming the ICMS tax. Implementation of this
law should have a significant positive impact. Attention therefore needs to be paid to increasing the
stability of the regulatory framework in which firms operate, and ensuring that regulatory requirements do
not outstrip the ability of the public administration to enforce them. A sustained program of deregulation
and improved regulation would be a helpful complement to such a reform strategy. Brazil made a good
start several years ago vvith the Desregulamenta9ao program; reviving such a program, with high visibility
and the resources needed to identify costly regulations and arbitrary implementation, would be a valuable
approach to regulatory reform. GOB may also wish to address the growing need for technical and
engineering skills needed for modernizing industry. Enforcement of contractual mechanisms may also
improve if new arbitration legislation and changes in the use of precedents in the courts are implemented.

67. IBRD. The Bank has done considerable work in assisting GOB identify and address regulatory
components of the Custo Brasil, mainly through in-depth reviews in recently completed ESW. Efforts in
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this area will continue with ESW on Mercosur studies, Exports Growth and Competitiveness Issues.
Additional efforts will focus on labor markets and public sector employment project implementation, which
will include identification and implementation of policies to reduce the cost of labor and improve flexibility
of labor contracts.

D) Improvingi Efficiency and Competitiveness of SMEs

68. As outlined earlier, increased contribution to GDP and exports from SMEs is vital for spurring
economic growth. The Government is stimulating local economies through support for micro-enterprise
development, including small family farms, and small-scale agro-processing and manufacturing which also
create employment. It also supports the development of cooperatives, community-based productive
ventures and facilitating access to credit and technology. The IDB is supporting the SME sector through
two sets of activities, one a credit line through BNDES for financing viable SMEs, and the other a group of
small projects for microenterprises (albeit apparently larger in scale than those microeriterprises for whom
the term is generally used). IIC, the private-sector arm of the IDB Group, has a small but growing
program in Brazil. Investment banks are also playing a role through their Merger and Acquisition activity,
which by facilitating the transfer of control of family-owncd companies to firms nan by professional
managers, is contributing to strengthening the competitiveness of this segment of the economy. This
consolidation and professionalization has affected a large number of firms already.

69. IBRD expects to focus some ESW resources in this important area (Competitiveness Issues,
Export Growth). Lending under consideration in Science and Technology would include a component
addressing regulatory issues impeding Research and Development, and more rapid technological innovation
and application in Brazil. The latter could link with IFC efforts to further develop Venture Capital activity
in Brazil.

70. IFC. In addition to measures suggested by the Bank Group and outlined above to reduce financial,
infrastructural, and regulatory constraints to the private sector as a whole, IFC will increase its focus on
direct financing to second-tier Brazilian companies. This is a natural evolution of IFC's role in Brazil,
given the increased availability of alternative iinancing sources for large, first-tier companies over the past
year. In industry, agribusiness, and mining, IFC will seek primarily to invest with "second-tier" Brazilian
companies as sponsors. Examples include support for investment by automotive parts manufacturers, who
supply larger automotive firms with no need for an IFC. Investments and capital markets operations with
premier companies will be de-emphasized unless such projects have particularly strong developmental
impacts and demonstration effects (as in infrastructure). Investments in the manufacturing and agricultural
sectors should increase in number but decrease in average size as the focus will shift lto second tier
companies and the SME sector.

71. Strengthening governance. The Corporation will concentrate efforts on identifying viable
companies with growth potential, where IFC can act as an agent of change in corporcte culture and its
participation will encourage tne introduction of best practices and of good governance, higher accounting
standards and management professionalization. The view would be to open these companies to the public,
enabling them to access more diversified funding sources while making them better credit subjects.
Working with this type of company is labor intensive. Identifying these companies is not difficult, but
broadening their views towards greater transparency and professionalism is not an easy task. Often,
owners see these steps as threats to their interests, resulting in loss of control. One important element is the
succession considerations owners have to make. It is not uncommon for this type of company to fall into
the hands of larger groups when succession problems arise. By making owners aware of such problems as
well as the advantages of strengthening governance standards, IFC could make a significant contribution.
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BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
ACCESS AND COST OF CAPITAL, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruiments
Objectives IBRD IFC Other

Improve access to Investment Pinancing Improving access to and
investment capital Constraints reducing cost of capital.
for Brazilian firms
and reduce * Increase domestic ESW: Savings Institution Building.
financial costs. * Low domestic savings mobilization behavior. Investments in

savings rate: by maintaining contractual savings
(only 1 9 percent macro-economic institutions (e.g.
of GDP) provide stability; policy Insurance and Fund
insufficient pool reforms to improve Management
of capital for performance of Services).
investnent. contractual savings Asset securitization.

sector; support for
mechanisms to
enhance retums to
savings.

* Access to foreign * Provide environment Mobilize corporate
savings required conducive to access to foreign
to supplement enhancing access to savings through
low domestic foreign savings. syndications, FDI,
savings. innovative

transactions.

* Banking sector * Lower interest rates ESW: Non Post privatization GOB: Export
intennediates and credit traditional rural finance. Tier I/1l financing
savings intermediation costs financial capital support for initiatives.
inefficiently; and increase intermediation. private banks; credit
interest rates and available maturities Implementation: facilities for SMEs.
lending spreads by maintaining Central Bank TAL. Investment in rating
are high, and macro-economic agency. Asset
maturities too stability, reducing resolution operations.
short to support "crowding out" of
investment. private borrowings,

and policy changes
to improve
resolution of
problem assets.

* Further development
of other financial
instruments (leasing,
factoring, ABS).

(Matrix continues on next page)
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BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
ACCESS AND COST OF CAPITAL, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruments
Objectives . IBRD IFC Other

* Equity markets * Increase level of Support for Continued
are shallow and domestic savings as privatization of privatization
do not serve as above; continued State level program (GOB).
effective source of privatization program infrastructure.
investJnent and development of
financing. private infrastructure Support to Support to Maintenance of

to increase supply of development of development of macroeconomic
quality equities; private participation private participation stability (GOB).
regulatory in infrastructre. in infrastructure.
improvements to
enhance investor Support to GOB for
confidence; maintain measures to Study to determine
macro-economic maintain impediments for
stability and reduce macroeconomic equity and venture
public sector deficits stability. capital markets;
in order to permit securities
lower interest rates; underwriting
support development facilities; investments
of institutional in venture capital and
infrastructure. private equity funds.

Support for over-the-
counter (OTC)
market

BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY: REGULATORY ISSUES, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruments
Objectives

IBRD IFC Other

Remnove other Macroecononuc Maintain * Program support for GOB: Continued
"Custo Brasil" instability severely macroeconomic maintenance of stable structural reform
and regulatory penalize fimns. stability. economic framework program under
barriers that and deepening of the Plan Real.
impair structural reforms.
competitiveness
of Brazilian
firms. Labor costs include Simplify labor * ESW: Labor markets

a higher share of regulations. and public sector
non-wage costs than employment.
for trading partners;
labor markets
inflexible.

Enforcement of Pursue further judiciail
contractual reform.
mechanisms
insufficiently
reliable.

Remaining trade Continue trade
constraints increase liberalization.
input costs and
reduce incentives to
higher productivity.

Regulatory Increase transparency * ESW: Exports
environment seen as and predictability of Growth;
inadequate and regulatory Competitiveness.
unpredictable. environment. .__ _
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72. Aside from direct financial support, IFC will support SMEs by broadening the availability of long-
term debt and equity resources. IFC's credit lines through local banks will provide long-term loans to SMEs and
expand the underwriting capabilities of both bank and non-bank financial institutions. The Livestock Outgrowers
project will support smaller growers in a similar way, albeit through a non-bank intermediary. IFC will support
venture capital operations of regional and sectoral scope, particularly with respect to early stage, expansion and
mezzanine venture capital. These venture capital operations will be used to mobilize risk capital and technical
support for SMEs, including improved reporting and disclosure standards, sounder financial planning and better
corporate governance procedures. IFC will also attempt to assist in the creation of a Rating Agency, which by
promoting better disclosure and accounting standards should increase the confidence of lenders and
investors in dealing with smaller companies. The IFC capital markets program should increase above
historical levels with increased credit lines and other types of intermediation for the SME sector. In
addition, IFC is helping to establish the Biodiversity Enterprise Fund for Latin America, a private equity
fund which will invest in medium-scale private sector enterprises engaged in the sustainable and
commercially viable use or enhancement of biodiversity in Latin America. The management company for
this fund will be based in Brazil.

E) Regional Development

73. GOB is preoccupied with the level of poverty nationwide, but particularly in the Northeast and its
rural areas, and has declared the Northeast a priority for public development programs. The cornerstone of
the Federal Government's effort to combat poverty and hunger in Brazil is the Comunidade Solidaria
program launched in early 1995, a broad framework for the coordination of rural and urban poverty
programs and projects, focusing on municipalities where poverty is most severe. Implementation is
decentralized, stressing community self-help and local empowerment, and concentrating on four main
themes; rural developmeilt, income and employment and generation, food and nutrition -- which has tended
to receive most of the focus in the early stages -- and urban services.

74. IDB has been active in the Northeast. A US$42 million loan for social investment in Ceara was
approved in 1996. Like IFC, IDB has been working in coordination with BNDES to disseminate to
Northeast state governments worldwide experience in facilitating private participation in infrastructure.
IDB is also providing financing to the Prodetur program, through a US$400 million loan approved in 1994,
to support tourism development in the Northeast.

75. The Federal and State Governments have been involved since the early 1970s in financing projects
to alleviate rural poverty in the Northeast. IBRD has been associated for many years with these efforts,
through its financing of a series of programs and projects, including area -- specific and state rural
development projects, various sectoral operations and a regional rural development program. On the
Bank's initiative, in 1993 the NRDP was reformulated and transformed into a community-based
development program, drawing both on the successful experience of the APCR small community projects
component and on lesscns learned with similar schemes elsewhere in Latin America. Performance has
since improved markedly. The Bank's first state-based municipal development project in the Northeast, for
the state of Bahia, was approved by the Board of Directors in early 1997. This will finance US$187
million of infrastructure investments, mainly in water and sewage services and road maintenance.
Northeast Rural Poverty Alleviation Program loans approved in FY97 for Pernambuco and other states
will support provision of basis social and economic infrastructure for the rural poor.
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BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
SME DEVELOPMENT, FY1998-200

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruments
Objectives

______________ __ __ IBRD IFC Other

Increase SMEs lack Encourage better ESW on exports and Require investees to IIC: Generally
productivity of investment capital corporate governance competitiveness, adhere to high same governance
SMEs. to modernize and in SMEs: better competitiveness studies in reporting, auditing, requirements as

enhance reporting, auditing, the NE; SME pilot management standards. IFC.
productivity; professional component in urban lending Generally require
private capital management. public offer of equity
flows are limited to
first-tier companies
because of
imperfect
information and
perceived higher
risk of SMEs.

Improve information Support rating agency
flows to market: better creation/ expansion.
yet simple disclosure
regulations; ratings
agency expansion.

Shift of agency Investments in seconcl- IIC: increase in
financing towards tier companies: direct Brazilian
SMEs. loan and equity investments.

investments;
syndications.

Mobilize additional Support venture IDB: credit line
financing through capital; domestic for SMEs.
domestic institutions underwriting
for SMEs. responsibilities; credit

lines.

SMEs' markets Infrastructure Infrastructure development Infrastructure IDB and GOB:
limited by transport development as noted as noted earlier development as noted Infrastructure
inefficiencies. earlier. earlier development as

noted earlier

SMEs' Improve regulatory
productivity framework as noted
impaired by excess earlier.
regulation

Low level of IDB: small-
Microenterprise projects facility.
involvement. __ _ _

76. Since the 1970s IFC has attached major priority to developing its presence in the North and
Northeast, and has concentrated much of its marketing activities in this region. Approximately 25 percent
of IFC's new investments (totaling US$450 million) have been made in the North and Northeast in spite of
the difficult investment conditions prevailing in the region during this period. In addition to its investment
program, IFC has also assisted in developing private sector interest in the region through such activities as
the investment seminars carried out together with BNDES in 1995 in various cities in the Northeast. As
the climate for investment in the region has imnproved in recent years, IFC's investmnent activities in the
North and Northeast have increased substantially. Table 8 illustrates this recent growth.
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Table 8
IFC Investments in Northeast States

(US$ million)
Fiscal Years 86-88 89-91 92-4 95-97
Own account 17 69 97 196
Syndications -- -- 60 158
Total 17 69 157 354

In addition to its direct investment program, IFC has invested an additional US$100 million in a Northeast
credit line with a major Brazilian bank to access small and medium-sized businesses. IFC also signed its
first Advisory Agreement in the Northeast to assist the Government of Ceara in privatizing its power
sector, and discussions are underway with other states in the region regarding similar advisory work. IFC
will continue to step-up its; activities in the North and Northeast region during the CAS period.

BRAZIL PRIVATE SECTOR STRATEGY:
DEVELOPMENT OF NORTHEAST STATES, FY1998-2000

Development Diagnosis Strategy/Actions Instruments
Objectives

__.____________ .IBRD IFC Other

Accelerate economic Firms in NE Brazil Improve capital markets Implementation: Assistance in
growth in Northeast suffer from and availability of tern Central Bank TAL. securities markets
states. insufficient lending nationally and and contractual

investment capital. regionally. savings development
as above.

Investment in projects in Credit lines directly
NE. targeted at NE.

Investments in
industrial and
agribusiness
companies in NE.

Infrastructure Increase investment in Bahia infrastructure Advisory services for IDB: loans for
deficiencies raise NE infrastructure. development, state privatization of NE
costs and limit highway management infrastructure in infrastructure.
markets of NE firms. in Piaui, Maranhao, Maranhao, Ceara.

Tocantins, and
Alagoas.

Poorly functioning IDB:
ports reduos mtroduce
advantage of private
proximity to U.S. participation in
market. NE ports.

Lack of rural non- Implementation of Prior Agribusiness
farm employment Loans: rural investments in NE.
opportunities. development of

Pemambuco, etc.

ESW: Non traditional
rural financial
intermediation; Poverty
Reduction in the
Northeast;
competitiveness studies
in three industrial
subsectors in the
Northeast
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Attachment 3

Determination of Trigger Values

Trigger variables include the consolidated public sector operational deficit, the level of
disbursements, overall project quality, progress in undertaking structural and sectoral reforms and multiple
indicators of financial crowding out. The following paragraphs discuss the limits for the top and bottom
ends of the base case.

Base case lending volumes would occur under a declining public sector operational deficit/GDP
ratio. This is consistent with Government plans for an improving fiscal stance. The base case limits for this
trigger ratio have been calculated to as to ensure that the net public sector debt/GDP ratio (Chart Al) be
kept within safe limits, while allowing for some necessary continuation of public sector assistance to the
banking sector, offset in part by privatization revenues. At the top of the Base Case, net debt to GDP
would start to decline by 1999. At the bottom of the base case, net debt to GDP would stabilize at a higher
level.

Minimurn disbursement levels performance were set to achieve satisfactory disbursement ratios
(Chart A2), given projected commitments under the top and bottom ends of the base case. Limits on the
percentage of satisfactory projects are set to maintain existing project quality (about 80 percent) at the
top end of the base case and allow a modest deterioration at the bottom end of the base case.

Financial crowding out will be gauged by multiple indicators. One of these is gross public
financial liabilities. Growth of public financial liabilities is affected by accumulation of international
reserves, funding for federal lending operations (e.g., for federal financing of banks and states) and
privatization receipts. Presently, there are 45 billion in federal notes that have been borrowed by states in
exchange for state bonds to facilitate the placement of state debt in the financial market. An additional
amount of $55 billion in federal debt is being programmed to finance additional state indebtedness as well
as for financing state bank restructuring. It therefore is one of the indicators of the crowcing out impact on
financial markets of quasi fiscal liabilities/expenditures. In 1996, the level of gross public financial
liabilities ($207.2 billion) was similar to the stock of non-governmental liabilities ($193.6 billion). Chart
A3 shows the recent behavior of the ratio of gross public to total financial liabilities. Another indicator of
financial crowding out is the share of lending to the public sector by the banking system. At the end of
1996, this indicator amounted to 25 percent (Chart A4), the highest level since the beginning of the Plano
Real. A third indicator is the net domestic debt of the public sector which amounted ito 34.5 percent of
GDP (Chart Al) in 1996. In determininig its graduated response, the Bank would track these indicators and
other variables (e.g., interest rates) to assess the extent of quasi fiscal expenditures and cf crowding out of
financial markets.
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Chart Al: Net Public Sector DebtIGDP (%) in the Base Case
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Chart A2: Disbursement Ratio (%/) in the Base Case
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Chart A3: Ratio of Government Liabilities to Total Financial
Assets, 1989-1997 (in %/6)
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Chart A4: Share olf Banking System Loans made to
the Public Sector (%/6), July 1994-November 1996
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